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Building Customer-Based Brand Equity Through Packaging 

ABSTRACT 

A review of the literature indicated a lack of an acceptable defmition for customer-based 

brand equity and lack of consensus regarding its measurement The literature also pointed 

to a lack of empirical evidence as to the ability of packaging to build customer-based 

brand equity. By defming customer-based brand equity as: ... those holistic objective and 

subjective qualities of a brand which consistently represent the benefits sought in that 

brand by consumers in satisfying their needs and wants, compared to other brands, and 

defining brand image in terms of brand favourability, strength, and distinctiveness, 

accordingly, the empirical part of this thesis aimed to investigate whether packaging 

builds customer-based brand equity, using a series of correspondence analyses. 

The empirical study used three milk brands (Meadow Fresh, Anchor, Pam's) commonly 

available in Dunedin as a case study, and took the form of a questionnaire I interview 

administered to an Otago University student sample. A split sample was employed in 

which half of the respondents were given only the brand names as triggers, and the other 

half the brand packages as triggers. Ninety valid responses were received in total. 

Results showed that packaging does build customer-based brand equity. In the case of 

Meadow Fresh, packaging appeared to contribute almost entirely to customer-based brand 

equity. For Anchor (the brand with the most favourable brand image as triggered by the 

package) and the private label Pam's, the other 4 P's holistically appeared to detract from 

the value triggered by packaging. The addition of a Plain Pack (generic package) to the 

package responses indicated that contrary to expectations, the Plain Pack triggered a more 

favourable brand image than did Pam' s. 

All in all, given that packaging contributes positively to customer-based brand equity, 

marketing practitioners should pay particular attention to package design. From the 

Anchor and Pam 's results, it is recommended that particular attention be paid to brand 

image consistency ofthe other 4 P's with the image conveyed by packaging. Tentatively, 

Pam's (and perhaps private labels in general) may be better off promoting itself 

generically (assuming private labels and generic brands target the same markets). One 

plausible explanation of the results appears to be the low-involvement nature of the milk 

category, with many consumers making decisions at the point-of-purchase using the 

package as a primary cue. Consequently, along with replication of this study, it is 

recommended that these results also be tested on a high-involvement product category. 
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CHAPTER! 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1 THESIS IMPORTANCE 

There are two particular reasons for the importance of this particular topic in today's 

business environment. First, there is a growing recognition of the financial value of 

brands as assets to a company (Ernst & Young, 1989). Brands require appropriate 

attention to achieve the best possible returns. This thesis defines brand value from a 

consumer perspective (termed 'customer-based brand equity') and sets out ways of 

measuring the concept so that customer-based brand equity may be inferred for a given 

aspect of any of the 4 P elements. A relationship is also drawn between customer-based 

brand equity and the financial (or economic) value of a brand. 

Second, the number of private brand labels [especially in low-involvement product 

categories] is increasing among retailers (Stern, 1966; Cohen & Loud Jones, 1978; de 

Chernatory, 1989). The manufacturer brands that are being affected least by these trends 

appear to be brands which have built up customer-based brand equity over their lifetime. 

Consequently, this thesis investigates the contribution of packaging to customer-based 

brand equity in a low-involvement product category (milk), as opposed to the 

contribution of just the brand names themselves. 
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1.2 THESIS STRUCTURE 

This thesis will be set out in twelve chapters. Broadly it will be divided into two sections. 

Section One comprises Chapters 2 through to 6 inclusive, and is the literature review for 

this thesis. Section Two comprises Chapters 7 through to 12, and outlines the empirical 

study of this thesis. 

Chapter 2: 'Definition of Customer-Based Brand Equity' will be devoted primarily to 

defming a brand, arriving at an appropriate definition for Customer-Based Brand Equity, 

and defining its constituent parts - thus laying the foundations for the empirical research. 

The distinction between brand image, brand personality, and brand knowledge is also 

discussed. 

Chapter 3: 'Building Customer-Based Brand Equity Through The Marketing Mix' in 

order to show how packaging fits into the scheme of things, discusses the building of 

customer-based brand equity through the 4 P' s (alias the marketing mix) - product, price, 

promotion, and place. The connection between the marketing mix and brand positioning 

is made, and although packagings' contribution to Customer-Based Brand Equity is 

briefly discussed, for the most part, this is left for the next two chapters. 

Chapter 4: 'The Functions of Packaging' defines first 'packaging', gives a brief overview 

of the history of packaging to gain a greater understanding of the topic, and then 

discusses the building of Customer-Based Brand Equity by way of the functional benefits 

of packaging - containment, convenience, protection, apportionment, unitisation, 

disposability, new functional use, secondary use, and communication. 

Chapter 5: 'Package Design' discusses in depth the building of Customer-Based Brand 

Equity through the elements of package design - colour, graphics, package shape and 

size, materials, labelling and information, and brand name. 

Chapter 6: 'Measuring Customer-Based Brand Equity' discusses the various direct, 

indirect, qualitative, and quantitative, techniques available for measuring packagings' 

contribution to Customer-Based Brand Equity. At the end of this chapter, overall 

conclusions from the literature (both branding and packaging) are made. 

2 
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Chapter 7: 'Methodology', outlines the objectives for the empirical study, instruments 

used, data collection methods, data collation methods and techniques used, and 

methodological limitations faced. As well, three brands of milk are introduced as case 

studies. 

Chapter 8: 'Demographic and Purchase and Usage Results', reports and interprets the 

demographic profiles of the two samples, and the total sample. This chapter also 

investigates whether significant demographic, and milk purchase and usage differences 

exist between the two samples. 

Chapter 9: 'Awareness Results', reports and interprets the respondents' awareness of 

the the ·three brands of milk, as well as their associations about milk (both category and 

brand specific) - the latter serving as a check on the perceptual results in the following 

chapter. 

Chapter 10: 'Analysis of Perceptions', reports and interprets sample one respondents' · 

perceptions of the three brands relative to a preferred 'ideal' brand, and compares these 

with sample two respondents' perceptions of the three packages, plus that of a Plain 

Pack, relative to a preferred or 'ideal' package. 

Chapter 11: 'Discussion' discusses the implications of the demographic and usage and 

purchase results on the awareness and perceptual results. The perceptual results for both 

the general and package sample are compared to the awareness associations for 

consistency and validity. Accordingly the perceptual results are used to infer whether the 

packages for each of the brands has built a favourable brand image, and by what degree. 

In turn, this is compared to the awareness results, and Customer-Based Brand Equity 

inferred for each of the brands, as contributed by their packaging. 

Chapter 12: 'Conclusions' outlines the conclusions from the empirical study, and 

where appropriate makes recommendations for marketing practitioners. A number of 

recommendations regarding future directions for the topic are also made, and the scope of 

these discussed briefly. 

3 
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PART ONE: 

THE LITERATURE 
REVIEW 
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CHAPTER2 
CUSTOMER-BASED BRAND EQUITY 

DEFINED 

2.1 BRAND DEFlNIDON 

In order to define brand value it is first necessary to define a "brand", as distinct from a 

"product". 

A brand may be defmed as : 

A name, term, sign, symbol, or design, or a combination of 

them, which is intended to identify the goods or services of 

one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them from 

those of competitors. 

(American Marketing Association, 1960 in Gibbs, 1991) 

Today, the word 'brand' is often used as a synonym for 'product'. This is particularly 

concerning, since "there is an all-important difference between the two which makes the 

existence of both words essential" (Bullmore, 1984 : 253). A product is "anything which 

meets the needs of customers" (Doyle, 1989a : 78). It provides physical elements or 

attributes, and functional characteristics, both of which are objective values, to 

consumers (King, 1970). 

Brands on the other hand, add to these values by contributing a personality (also called 

brand image) (King, 1970). Just as people choose their friends on personality (as 

opposed to just specific skills or personal attributes) people often choose their "products" 

subjectively or emotionally, based on personality. 

Consumer behaviour provides reasons as to why brand personalities are so important to 

consumers and sustainable over time. Brands [personalities] work by facilitating and 

making more effective the consumer's choice process (Doy1e, 1989a). According to 

Gardner & Levy (1955: 35)a brand personality is a: 

5 
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... complex symbol that represents a variety of ideas and attributes ... 

It is a public image to which consumers build up and acquire a body of associations over 

time. Instead of trialling all products and brands on the market, consumers look for short

cuts and use these associations to judge whether or not a brand possesses the attributes 

they want. Physical attributes, functional characteristics (which together constitute the 

objective values of the brand), and brand personality together make up the image of the 

brand (Plummer, 1984185). Brand image will be discussed in greater detail in section 2.3 

of this chapter, and is meant here only as an overview of what a brand is. 

Just as peoples' personalities are all unique, brand personalities differentiate brands from 

each other. The stronger a brand personality, the more unique the brand is perceived to 

be. Further, strong personalities are difficult to emulate and are thus enduring or 

sustainable over time, as opposed to functional or physical values which are more easily 

copied and are thus not sustainable. 

2.2 CUSTOMER-BASED BRAND EQUITY DEFINITION 

An extensive search of the literature indicates that, although brand value I brand equity 

has been referred to by many authors, very few have explicitly defined this term. 

Although many authors refer to brand value I brand equity from the point of view of the 

producer, in terms of sales dollars and market share etc. gained, the position held by this 

thesis is that brand value is relative or intrinsic to the consumer (Doyle, 1989a). More 

specifically, the value of a brand is not what the producer puts in, but what the consumer 

gets out. Such a perspective is taken by Keller (1993 : 8), who appropriately coins the 

term, customer-based brand equity and defines it as: 

. . . the differential effect of brand knowledge on consumer 

response to the marketing of the brand. 

This definition includes three important concepts: "differential effect", "brand 

knowledge", and "consumer response to marketing". Differential effect is determined by 

comparing consumer responses to the marketing of a brand with responses. to the 

marketing of a fictitiously mimed(unknown) or unnamed version of the product or 

6 
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service. Consumer response to marketing is defined in terms of consumer perceptions 

and preferences arising form marketing mix activity. How the elements of the marketing 

mix contribute to customer-based brand equity is the subject of Chapter 3 of this review. 

Brand knowledge requires some qualification. 

"Brand knowledge is conceptualised as consisting of a brand node in memory to which a 

variety of associations are linked" (Keller, 1993 : 3). Under the "associate network 

memory model" nodes are stored information which are connected by links that vary in 

strength. When information is encoded or retrieved from long-term memory, a node 

potentially activates other nodes. When the activation of another node exceeds some 

threshold level, the information contained in that node is recalled. There are two 

dimensions to brand knowledge: (1) brand awareness, defined by (Aaker, 1991 : 61) as 

" ... the ability of a potential buyer to recognise or recall that a brand is a member of a 

certain product category"; and (2) brand image, as reflected by the brand associations held 

in consumer memory. The relationship of brand awareness and brand image to customer

based brand equity is the subject of section 2.3 of this chapter. 

However, the problem with the Keller definition of customer-based brand equity is that it 

defines how customer-based brand equity is measured, rather than what it is. This is 

similar to an accountant who defines assets as the differential effect of liabilities on 

proprietorship, rather than in terms of the various items of current assets, fixed assets, 

investments and intangible assets which create that value on a balance sheet The concept 

of customer-based brand equity clearly hinges on brand knowledge, which is not defined 

in this definition. The following consumer-oriented definition is thus proposed as an 

amendment, to be used for purposes of this thesis: 

Those holistic objective and subjective qualities of a brand 

which consistently represent the benefits sought in that 

brand by consumers in satisfying their needs and wants, 

compared to other brandsl . 

1 Author's own definition. 

7 
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The holism is based on the idea of the gestalt. Gestalt theory proposes that the sum of the 

parts, that is, the value of the fmal product is greater than the value of the components of 

which it is comprised (Gibbs, 1991 : 12). The idea that benefits sought should be 

'consistently enhanced' means that all brand elements and the marketing mix in terms of 

qualities conveyed, should be consistent over time. In a relatively young brand, where 

brand associations are still being created and brand image built, if consumers detect 

discrepancies in brand messages in two time points they will experience psychological 

discomfort, causing them to re-evaluate their beliefs about the brand in order to remove 

the discrepancies. The re-evaluation may be detrimental to the value of the brand. These 

are two important distinctions which the Keller defmition also failed to make. 

2.3 BRAND KNOWLEDGE: BRAND AWARENESS AND BRAND 

ASSOCIATIONS 

The perspective of this thesis and as put forward by Keller (1993), is that the relevant 

dimensions that distinguish brand knowledge and affect consumer response are (1) the 

awareness of the brand; and (2) the brand image, as earlier defined. 

2.3.1 Consumer Brand Awareness 

Brand awareness influences the formation and strength of brand associations in the brand 

image. "A necessary condition for the creation of a brand image is that a brand node has 

been established in memory, and the nature of that brand node should affect how easily 

different kinds of information can become attached to the brand in memory'' (Keller, 1993 

: 3). 

Aaker (1991: 61) sees brand awareness as involving a continuum which ranges from an 

"uncertain feeling that the brand is recognised", to being able to recall different brands in 

a product class, to a belief that it is the only one in the product class, as represented 

conceptually in Figure 1. The role of brand awareness in customer-based brand equity 

depends upon the context and which level of awareness is achieved. 
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Brand recognition is a minimal level of brand awareness. It is based upon an aided recall 

test (e.g., personal interviews where respondents are given some brand names from a 

product class and asked to indicate which they had heard before). According to Rossiter 

and Percy (1987) the more that product decisions are made in the store (where brand 

exposure occurs), the more important brand recognition becomes. 

Brand recall involves respondents naming the brand. As this is a much more difficult task 

than the former, it is associated with a strong brand position. The first-named brand in an 

unaided recall task is said to have achieved top-of-mind awareness. It is ahead of others 

in a person's mind, with obvious advantages. An even stronger position not represented 

in Figure 1 would be a brand that is the only one recalled for a high percentage of 

respondents. 

Figure 1. 

The Awareness Pyramid. 

Brand Recognition 

Unaware of Brand 

Source: Aaker (1991). 
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There are at least four different ways in which brand awareness creates customer-based

brand-equity (Aaker, 1991), this being of course dependent on a positive brand image 

content. Brand awareness (1) provides customers with an anchor to which associations 

can be attached, just as Golden Arches are linked to McDonald' s. A new product I service 

is thus particularly concerned with gaining recognition; (2) provides the brand with a 

sense of familiarity. Brand recognition may be sufficient for product choice, even in the 

absence of a well-formed attitude (Bettman and Park, 1980; Hoyer and Brown, 1990; 

Park and Lessig, 1981, in Keller, 1993). This may be because consumers lack motivation 

or ability ; (3) can be a signal of 'presence, commitment, and substance' - if a name is 

recognised, there must be a reason, such as the brand is successful; (4) brand recall can 

be crucial to getting into peoples' brand consideration sets. Studies have found that 

generally, if a brand does not achieve recall it will not be considered for purchase. 

2. 3. 2 Brand Image 

Brand associations can be classified into ~ major categories according to their level of 

abstraction (Keller, 1993). The first are attributes, or descriptive features that characterise 

a product or service. Those attributes necessary for performing the product or service are 

termed 'product-related' attributes. 'Non-product-related' attributes refer to external 

aspects of the product or service, relating to its purchase or consumption. These include 

(1) price image (relationship with quality), (2) packaging or product appearance image, 

(3) user imagery (type of user), and (4) usage imagery (where and types of situations 

product or service is used). 

The second category of brand associations is benefits. Benefits are what consumers think 

that the product or service can do for them. As per Park, Jaworski, and Maclnnis (1986) 

benefits can be distinguished into three categories according to the underlying motivations 

to which they relate: (1) Functional benefits (intrinsic advantages of product or service 

consumption which involve a desire for problem removal or avoidance); (2) Experiential 

benefits (feelings derived from the use of the product or service which satisfy experiential 

needs such a sensory pleasure and variety); (3) Symbolic benefits (extrinsic advantages of 

product or service consumption which relate to underlying needs for social approval or 

personal expression and outer-directed self-esteem). 
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The third component of brand associations are brand attitudes, defmed as "consumers' 

overall evaluations of a brand" (Wilkie, 1986 in Keller, 1993 : 4). One widely regarded 

model of attitudes proposed by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975; and 1980) sees attitudes as a 

multiplicative function of (1) the salient beliefs a consumer has about the product or 

service (i.e., extent to which consumers think the brand has certain attributes or benefits) 

and (2) the evaluative judgment of those beliefs (i.e., how good/bad it is that the brand 

has those attributes or benefits). In other words, an attitude is the sum of beliefs that a 

consumer has about non-product-related attributes, product-related attributes, and 

functional, symbolic, and experiential benefits, weighted by how important I unimportant 

those attributes I benefits are. In turn, the sum of all the attitudes that a consumer has for a 

brand is the brand image. 

According to Keller (1993) whether product-related or non-product-related attributes, 

functional, experiential, or symbolic benefits, or overall brand attitudes, associations can 

vary according to their favourability, strength, and uniqueness: 

1. Favourability of brand associations- In order for a marketing 

programme to be successful, a positive overall brand attitude must be 

formed. This is more likely to happen if attributes and benefits are 

considered by consumers to be important. Moreover, importance may 

vary according to consumers' particular goals in their purchase or 

consumption decisions. 

2. Strength of brand associations - The greater the quantity (amount 

of thought) and quality (manner of thought) of processing the information 

receives at encoding the stronger an association is connected to the brand 

node. Strongly associated retrieval cues are more likely to be recalled, as 

is information with a large number of retrieval cues. 

3. Uniqueness of brand associations - A marketing strategy must 

have some 'unique selling proposition' that gives consumers a 

compelling reason for buying that brand. But unless the brand has no 

competitors, the brand will almost likely share some associations with 

other brands, which can create memory "interference" if too many brands 

attempt to communicate these associations. 
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There are however, problems with this classification. First, 'favourability' does not 

recognise that some brand image associations, although strong, are negative, which 

obviously does not contribute to customer-based brand equity. Favourability I non

favourability is therefore a more accurate term here. Second, 'uniqueness'2 is a nominal 

term and implies that a brand can only be 'unique' or 'non-unique', and not anywhere in 

between. Subsequently, from the point-of-view of this thesis, 'distinctiveness' is a more 

appropriate and relative term. Three brands may be distinct in consumers' minds, one 

more so than the others. In addition, 'favourability I non favourability' and 

'distinctiveness' together refer to the content of brand image and from this, 'strength' 

(broadly) the ability of brand image content to match the "ideal" brand(s) in the market(s) 

in which it competes. Thus, in amendment to Keller's classification, brand image 

associations vary according to their (1) content and (2) strength. 

Congruence refers to the extent to which a brand association shares content and meaning 

with another brand association. Generally (there are exceptions, for example - Cadbury' s 

purple was not traditionally considered to be a chocolate colour), information that is 

consistent in meaning with existing brand associations is more easily learned and 

remembered than unrelated information. When a brand image is characterised by 

associations that share meaning, it is said to be "cohesive". This may determine 

consumers' more holistic or gestalt reactions to the brand. 

2.4 THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF THE BRAND 

In the long term, positive customer-based brand equity translates into economic value for 

the producer or manufacturer of that brand. High value brands command consistent sales, 

higher market share, and higher prices as consumers are prepared to pay for value. 

Brands which consistently provide greater benefits to consumers over competitors enjoy 

greater consumer loyalty and repeat purchasing. Brands which command higher prices 

and are sought out over competitors', evoke customer loyalty and command higher 

margins (Blackston, 1990). It therefore follows that the whole key to market leadership is 

building value or equity (used here interchangeably) into brands. 

2 'Unique' is defined by the Concise Oxford Dictionary (1982) as: ... of which there is only one, 
unequalled, having no like or equal or parallel. 

3 Inertia: The weighted sum of squared distances from the points to their respective centroids 
and is equivalent for both sets of points. lt is the quantification of spatial variation. 
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The latter is not to say however, that brand value is not immortal, that it will last forever 

once attained. In the words of David Ogilvy ''The consumer is not a moron, she is your 

wife". The loyalty of customers cannot be taken for granted. Although only a substantial 

under-investment in quality and brand support is likely to dethrone a successful brand 

(Doyle, 1989a), competitors' brands and consumer perceptions must be constantly 

monitored and the brand up-dated with the times. 
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CHAPTER3 
BUILDING CUSTOMER-BASED 

BRAND EQUITY 

3.1 CUSTOMER-BASED BRAND EQUITY AND POSffiONING 

Branding involves establishing a favourable position for the brand in the minds of 

·consumers in relation to other brands. Essentially, positioning is what a marketer 

achieves in the mind of the consumer, that is, how the consumer perceives the brand in 

relation to other brands (Ries & Trout, 1981). However, positioning should not be 

determined solely on the basis of perception. Consumer preference or "ideal" brands 

should also be considered when determining a brand's positioning (Wind, 1982). In turn, 

the more strongly and favourable a brand is positioned to the "ideal" or preferred brand 

for a given market segment, the (positively) stronger the brand image, and coupled with 

high consumer brand awareness, the greater the customer-based brand equity. 

The marketing mix (defined here as the 4 P's) communicates and positions the brand's 

personality in the consumer's mind, and creates the purchasing environment (Doyle, 

1989a). Depending on whether the brand is a relatively new brand with few users, or a 

well-established brand with few non-users in markets targeted, the 4 P' s serve a different 

role in communicating and positioning the brand personality. 

In the case of non-users, expected associations with the brand are created, based on the 

primary image of the brand itself as well as the associative content of the learned and 

retained communication about the brand (including word-of-mouth) (Mueller-Heumann, 

1987 : 11). But according to Mueller-Heumann (1987 : 11) in the minds of users in 

relation to the totality of the perceived 4 P's (including usage experience) the brand 

"triggers" off learned and retained associations. The brand serves more of a reinforcement 

function in this instance. In this way, "the better known the branded product, particularly 

with experience, the less relative 'image content' the trigger has. The brand is reduced to 

a trigger, the learned other 4 P associations dominating the brand image" (Mueller

Heumann (1987 :11). This thesis is restricted to the first of these instances - that of 

building customer-based-brand-equity through the 4 P's (specifically, packaging). 
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A review of the literature indicates that very few attempts have been made to study how 

all the elements of the marketing mix in totality contribute to brand success (Winer & 

Moore, 1989) - despite their 'interdependence'. The focus of the following chapters and 

the empirical part of this thesis is on the contribution of packa~in~ to customer-based

brand-equity. But in order to understand how packaging and the marketing mix fit into 

the schema of things, a brief review and critique of how each of the 4P's individually 

contributes to customer-based-brand-equity is outlined in the following section. For a 

more detailed review, see Henry (1992). 

3.2 BUILDING CUSTOMER-BASED BRAND EQUITY THROUGH 
PRODUCT 

A brand's packaging (and similarly product form) works to transfer its inherent qualities 

into the brand through what is called sensation transference. In this process the 

consumer unconsciously imputes information from the package components (colour, 

design, shape, size, brand name, materials, and lettering), which serve as symbolic cues 

to the brand qualities sought, to the brand itself (de Lazier, 1976). 

Brand name, is a particularly important cue. In order to build brand value, most authors 

first recommend the use of brand names which have existing (positive) meaning for the 

product category concerned. Decisions must also be made as to whether or not to use a 

brand name as a family or a corporate brand name, using an existing successful brand as 

a 'ride' to building another successful brand. 

It is important that a brand name and other brand symbols (such as logos) be legally 

protected or registered as a trademark. Trademark protection also affords value to a 

brand. In particular, it denotes (or effectively endorses) a.particular standard of quality 

that is embodied in the brand, symbolises the goodwill of its owner, and protects the 

public from confusion and deception. 
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3.3 BUILDING CUSTOMER-BASED BRAND EQUTIY THROUGH 

PROMOTION 

Advertising is the most visible tool of the marketing mix and consists of "nonpersonal 

forms of communication conducted through paid media under clear sponsorship" (Kotler, 

1983 : 450). Advertising can contribute heavily to brand value. It's effect is not only 

short term, but also long term, brought about through repetition of a central theme to a 

target audience, with some variation to this theme (Bogart et al, 1970; de Lozier, 1976; 

and Advertising Age, 1976). According to McPheters (1991) broadcast media, which 

appeal more to the senses, are suited to building the emotional part of a brand. Print 

media, which appeal more to the intellect, are suited to building the factual or objective 

part of the brand. Although television is still considered the 'high impact' medium, there 

is evidence that its effectiveness is falling (see for example, Kitchen, 1986). 

Sales promotion has been defined as "a direct inducement which offers an extra value or 

incentive for the product to the sales force, distributors, or the ultimate consumer' (Luich 

& Ziegler, 1968 in de Lozier, 1976 : 258). Sales promotion is a badly understood tool of 

the promotion mix. Trial-generating consumer promotions, through getting the consumer 

to initially trial a brand, facilitate brand building by the other 4P's. However, consumer 

promotions in themselves contribute no "real" value to a brand. Indirect price promotions, 

- such as coupons, tend to be only effective for the duration of the promotion - attracting 

brand switchers and existing buyers who use the opportunity to 'stock up'. Price-off 

deals can even weaken a brand's value by giving the impression that low price is a 

permanent benefit of the brand, "cheapening" its image! ! 

Personal selling refers to "promotion through face-to-face conversation with one or more 

prospective buyers" (Dommermuth, 1989 : 124). Although expensive, the major 

advantage conferred by personal selling is its ability to individually tailor the benefits of a 

brand to clients' specific needs. A firm can increase its sales representatives' ability to 

customer-based brand equity by researching the specific needs and background of clients 

and accordingly, adapting the sales offer and by employing salespeople whose 

personalities closely match the personalities sought for the brands they sell (de Lozier, 

1976). 
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Publicity is "any form of nonpaid commercially significant news or editorial comment 

about ideas, products, or institutions" (de Lozier, 1976 : 266). Generally the cheapest 

form of communication, it is a relatively unused tool. The major advantage of publicity is 

its greater credibility and trust over the other elements of the promotion mix (de Lozier, 

1976; and Dilenschneider and Edelman, 1989). A credible medium translates into a 

credible, trustworthy message which contributes to the credibility and trustworthiness of 

the brand through 'sensation transference'. However, a firm often has little or no 

influence over publicity it receives on its brands. 

3.4 BlJll.,DING CUSTOMER-BASED BRAND EQUITY TIIROUGH 

PLACE 

Although manufacturers could distribute directly to consumers, retailers contribute certain 

qualities to a brand which a direct channel is (usually) unable to. First, all stores project 

an 'image' to consumers, defined as " ... the way in which the store is defined in the 

shopper's mind, partly by its functional qualities and partly by an aura of psychological 

attributes" (Martineau in Lindquist, 1974 : 30, also Berman & Evans, 1983 : 354). 

Elements of store image include: general attributes (e.g., target market sought), physical 

attributes of the store, personnel attributes, product attributes, price attributes, customer 

service attributes, communications attributes, and community service attributes. Through 

the totality of the nine store image attributes, this image operates as a cue to the qualities 

of the brand sold, through the process of 'sensation transference', already mentioned. It 

therefore follows that brand marketers must select the stores that most closely match their 

marketing goals and the image sought for the brand. 

The number of retailers used has specific connotations to consumers and helps build 

customer-based brand equity. The more exclusive the distribution channel, the greater the 

ability of the retailer to enhance the brand's image as these retailers are generally 

perceived as providing higher quality, more prestigious merchandise, better quality (more 

in-depth) in-store advice, and after-sales service (Kotler, 1983). Similarly, manufacturers 

who distribute their brands intensively signal greater convenience value to consumers, at 

the expense of quality in-store and after-sales service. 
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3.5 BUILDING CUSTOMER-BASED BRAND EQUITY THROUGH 
PRICE 

Pricing has has two roles to play in brand strategy. First, pricing is the firm's attempt to 

capture some of the value created by the 4 P's in the profits it earns (Nagle, 1987). Price 

is the m marketing mix variable that directly generates financial revenues, as opposed 

to expenditures or investments of funds. Second, price plays a role in building customer

based brand equity. In many markets price is an important or even the only differentiating 

factor to consumers. In this situation, the value of a brand is its price advantage, such is 

the case.with private labels. 

Price may also serve as a cue to other attributes of a brand. Most notably, price serves as 

a cue to product quality. In the absence of perfect information, previous experience, 

recognised criteria against which to measure quality, and satisfactory knowledge of 

companies offering competing brands, consumers compromise by using price as a quality 

indicator (Mason, 1974). According to Shapiro (1968), since price is concrete and 

measurable, the consumer trusts it more than most cues directly concerned with quality 

and often believes what costs a lot is worth a lot. The nature of the relationship can be 

such that: (1) The greater the brand-to-brand quality differences suspected by the 

consumer for a particular product class price band, the stronger the price I quality 

correlation is judged to be; (2) The greater the undesirable consequences of making a bad 

purchase choice, the greater the importance placed on price as a quality indicator; and (3) 

The greater the social importance attached to product choice the stronger the influence of 

price as a quality indicator. This is also known as'snob appeal'- the consumer wishes to 

let others see the "quality" and good taste that he/she brings to the purchase (Mason, 1974 

: 31). 

However, on the down-side, price can be a quasi-expenditure tool- or used to induce 

consumers to buy more of a brand in the short-term through promotional discounts. As 

has been mentioned earlier, persistent price-off deals can weaken a brand's equity in the 

long term. 
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CHAPTER4 
THE FUNCTIONS OF PACKAGING 

4.1 PACKAGING DEFINED 

Packaging touches the daily lives of all of us, but each of us conjures up a different image 

if asked to describe the term. Before discussing the functions that packaging performs, it 

is necessary to define packaging. Kotler (1986 : 315) offers the following defmition of 

packaging: 

. . . the activities of designing and producing the container 

or wrapper for a product 

However, as will be seen later on in this chapter, packaging is more than just a container 

or a wrapper. 

Whilst some people view packaging as an art form and some a science, others believe it 

offers cultural and historical insights. In contrast, marketing, advertising, and sales 

people tend to view the package with regard to its abilities to differentiate, to 

communicate, and often to add value to the product/package system under scrutiny 

(Downes, 1989). This thesis concentrates on the ability of the package to communicate 

and hence build brand image and subsequently, customer-based brand equity. 

4.2 HISTORY OF PACKAGING 

In order to understand packaging's contribution to customer-based brand equity, a look 

into the history of packaging and its role in helping humans over the ages survive, and in 

differentiating the product of one producer from others, is needed. 
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4. 2. 1 Early History 

The use of packages and containers goes back to the dawn of history. In prehistoric times 

early man must have carried water in something, perhaps a cup shaped from a large leaf, 

or a clam shell. His first man-made package was probably the clay bowl (Sacharow, 

1976) which served the function of containing its contents. 

Even the more modem materials known today have early beginnings. Glass bottles are 

known to have been in use in Egypt more than 4000 years ago. Greek artisans produced 

pottery of exquisite beauty which served a function of communicating the wealth of their 

owners. Bronze and other early metals became important packaging materials in many 

civilisations. Many have survived virtually undamaged, e.g., wine bottles, which along 

with containing their contents, protected them from the outside environment. Additionally 

some evidence of cloth drawstring pouches and jute sacks exist which date back to 

several thousand years ago (Sacharow, 1976). 

4~2.2 Later developments 

Along with cloth, paper is one of the oldest man-made materials. But as a container paper 

is more recent. Before the relatively recent invention of waterproof papers it was not 

considered to be very satisfactory as a container (Sacharow, 1976). Preformed 

paperboard boxes are also a later development and until the Industrial Revolution were 

only available as expensive merchandise, such as jewellry. 

Queen Victoria's reign, which began in 1837, saw the mechanisation of the infant 

packaging industry - the industrialisation of tin cans, wooden barrels, paper bags, and 

glass bottles- giving rise to package designers, industrial designers, and new package 

concepts. The GreatCrystal Palace Exhibition of 1851 marked the beginning of active 

promotion of glass packaging- with more than one million bottles of 'pop' drunk by the 

thirsty crowds (Sacharow and Griffin, 1980). Such bottles, paper bags, and tins served 

the function of apportioning their contents into manageable sizes or servings, and allowed 

food to be conveniently stored for greater periods of time, as well as facilitating greater 

portability of their contents. 
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4.2.3 Modern Developments (Sacharow, 1976) 

The modem materials of packaging include paper, paperboard, steel, aluminium, glass, 

wood, textiles, and plastics. Aluminium and plastics have been a factor in the packaging 

industry for only fifty years or so. The others, while far from new to the industry, have 

undergone such developments and changes that they are almost new materials as far as 

their characteristics are concerned. Packaging papers, for example, are now available in 

many broad categories, from the lightest tissues to the heaviest krafts, coated treated, and 

laminated to produce hundreds of specialty items. Concern about the environment over 

the last couple of decades has seen a shift towards packaging which provides some sort 

of disposability function, such as papers and decorative materials which are recyclable. 

The first synthetic, celluloid, was discovered more than one hundred years ago, but only 

since World War IT have the plastics really affected the packaging industry. Another 

important plastic is polyethylene. Applications include squeeze bottles and tubes for 

cosmetics, toothpaste and shampoo. In contrast to these, new materials are being 

developed constantly with an ever-increasing range of useful characteristics. Many of 

these provide new functional uses (e.g., pump-action dispensers for toothpaste), as well 

as secondary uses (e.g., jam jars which can be used later as storage containers). These 

will spur the growth of the packaging industry in years to come. 

4.3 PACKAGING AND CUSTOMER-BASED BRAND EQUITY 

According to Testin and Vergano (1991) packaging is now a U.S. $70-billion-a-year 

industry, of which approximately 70 percent is used for food and beverages. On average, 

food packaging costs about 9 percent of the retail price of food products. In addition, 

nearly twice as much is spent on packaging every year as is spent on above-the-line 

advertising and other forms of protection (Sara, 1990). Packaging is therefore a vitally 

important tool in the marketing mix and is especially vital for exported products, which 

may have no other form of promotion (International Business, 1989). 

According to Lynn (in Stem, 1981 : 191) in relation to packaging's role: "The package is 

the visual identity of the brand". At its worst, brand packaging is just a recognition 

symbol. At its best it enhances and projects the central tenet of the brand (Thomas, 1990). 
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This is reinforced and elaborated by De Rouffignac (1990 116): 

. . . packaging creates the visual impression that a consumer has of a product and is a 

prime factor in the creation of the brand image. Pack recognition is a vital part of 

competitive marketing because the manufacturer wants to get the consumer, in a self

service situation, to choose the package in preference to his competitors. A distinctive 

pack may also result in impulse purchasing. Once the product is sold advertising can 

help create brand loyalty ... because there is so much choice consumers like packages 

which help them make decisions. 

Design cannot only be pretty, it must be effective and must be able to track effectiveness. 

According to Bennett (1989) in relation to effectiveness, the package merely draws the 

added value to the consumers's attention. It is thus apparent that packaging has an ability 

to communicate information about the brand and the benefits it offers by way of cues 

inherent on the package itself, or the package design. However, as the history of 

packaging suggests, the ability to communicate is not the only function or contribution of 

package to brand image and customer-based brand equity. The remainder of this literature 

review will outline those functions and the design features which build customer-based 

brand equity. The rest of this chapter looks at the various functions of packaging. The 

following chapter looks at the various elements of package design which communicate 

brand image and customer-based brand equity. 

4.4 PACKAGING FUNCTIONS 

Before good packaging can be developed, the functions of packaging must be 

appreciated. For an objective assessment of packaging cognizance must be taken of the 

many functions which packaging performs. According to Wind (1980) packaging 

functions include primarily convenience (due to size, shape, and new materials), 

protection, disposability, preunitising, shelf-life, and the performance of new functions 

(such as a package which serves also as cookware). Packaging also has a further 

information and promotion function- what Wind (1980), Sara (1990) and de Lozier 

(1976) call the "silent salesman" function. Each of the packaging functions will now be 

considered in turn for their contribution to customer-based brand equity. 
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4. 4 .1 Containment 

Containment probably constitutes the most basic function of packaging. Expected shelf

life of the product is affected to a large extent by the product's packaging and form (for 

example, frozen vs. refrigerated). Products which keep longer provide obvious 

advantages to the consumer (Wind, 1980). Of less importance, the containment function 

also makes a huge contribution to protecting the environment from the many different 

products which are moved from one place to another every day. Faulty packaging would 

result in major pollution of the environment (Robertson, 1990). 

The importance of the containment function to consumers and customer-based brand 

equity is that by extending the shelf-life of the product (and delivering that prollJ.ised) 

consumers are able to keep a product for longer, also providing greater value-for-money 

through greater use. Also, minimisation of faulty packaging reduces packagings' 

contribution to environmental pollution and helps preserve the environment for future 

generations. 

4. 4. 2 Convenience 

Packaging plays an important role in allowing products to be used conveniently. 

According to Wind (1980) the addition of new package sizes and shapes are often viewed 

as analogous to the introduction of a new product (or legitimate line extensions). For 

example, six packs of beer, when first introduced tended to be viewed as new products, 

and to thus add to the convenience of storage and handling. Likewise new packaging 

materials can provide convenience in handling by the customer. For example, the 

packaging of milk in tetrapaks instead of the traditional bottles avoids breakage, washing 

after use, and are lighter to carry around. Food packaging, whether new or old, allows 

consumers to enjoy a variety of foods year-round, not just during local harvest seasons. 

According to Robertson (1990) this function has been made more important by recent 

changes in life styles. With an increasing number of single-person households and the 

growth of dual-income families, women now have less time to shop and prepare food and 

thus demand greater convenience in the products they buy. The trend towards "grazing" 

(i.e., eating snack type meals frequently but on-the-run rather than regular meals) has also 

created a demand for greater convenience in household products - for example, foods 

which are pre-prepared and can be cooked and reheated in a very short time. 
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It thus appears that the convenience function of packaging provides value to the consumer 

in the form of new package shapes and sizes which facilitate easier storage and handling, 

and new package materials which facilitate easier handling. These values are becoming 

increasingly important to consumers given the growth in single-person households and 

women in the workforce, and the trend towards grazing and increased leisure times. 

4. 4. 3 Protection 

According to Testin and Vergano (1991) in underdeveloped countries where packaging is 

minimal or nonexistent, food losses of 30-50 percent are not uncommon. In the United 

States, packaged food losses are less than 3 percent, while fresh food losses are 10 to 15 

percent. These statistics indicate that one function of packaging is the protection of the 

product from damage in shipping and handling. 

The function of packaging involves protection of the package content from outside 

environmental effects, be they water, moisture vapour, odours, micro-organisms, dust, 

shocks, vibrant compressive forces, etc., and to protect the environment from the 

product: this is essentially important for products such as toxic chemicals which may 

somehow damage the environment (Robertson, 1990). Items are also now packaged to 

give consumers clues if tampering occurs. 

The significance of the protection function to consumers and customer-based brand equity 

is that if the product is not delivered in the condition that the consumer expects, this can 

lead to lower quality perceptions and consumers revising their attitudes and perceptions of 

the brand. In addition, reduced product losses (for example, food rotting) through 

product protection mean lower costs to consumers. 
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4. 4. 4 Disposability 

Packaging makes up less than on-third or 42.7 million tons of the M.S.W. (Municipal 

Solid Waste) being landfilled (see Figure 2) and of this waste, nearly 50 percent is paper 

and paperboard and twenty-five percent is glass (Auguston et al, 1990). Probably 

because these are items the consumer has direct responsibility for disposing of, they get a 

great deal of attention in the media 

Figure 2. 

Characteristics of Municipal Solid Waste in the U.S (1989) 
7.3% l.S% 

El Packaging 
8 Non-durables 
Ill Yard Wastes 
El Durables 
D Food Wastes 

• Other 
17.6% 

28.1% 

Source: Testin and Vergano. Food Packaging, 1991, Food Review,Vol.14, No.2. p.32. 

According to Material Handling Engineer (1991) what to do with a container after it has 

protected and delivered its product is playing a role in designing both containers and 

packaging materials. In 1989 a survey carried out in the U.S. by the Gallup Organisation 

indicated that consumers were deeply concerned about potential environmental damage 

caused by consumer products and packaging (Hume and Strand in Gray and Guthrie, 

1990). 
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Whereas incineration and landflll (which relies on biodegradability, which is very slow 

and can cause pollution through the underground emission of methane gas) were once at 

the top of the hierarchy of waste disposal, manufacturers now follow the three R's -

reduction, reuse, and recycling (Testin and Vergano, 1991; Materials Handling 

Engineering, 1991; Auguston et al, 1990). Reduction options include minimising 

packaging by filling in the box more, and analysing the need for protective packaging, 

including bags and stretchfilm, so as to eliminate overpackaging (Material Handling 

Engineering, 1991). Paper, metals and glass have been recycled in varying degrees for 

years, and according to Testin and Vergano (1991) more than 60 percent of aluminium 

beverage cans are now recycled. Recycling options include recycling centres [e.g., 

"bottle-banks"], in-store collection, and curb-side collection (Linsen, 1991). But the latter 

require consumer efforts to bring discarded packages to central collection centres (Testin 

and Vergano, 1991). 

Millar (1990) in a survey of the literature reports that what is clear is that consumers are 

willing to pay extra for a product that is environmentally safe. But what is not clear is 

how much of a difference the consumer is willing to pay compared with convenience and 

attractiveness! Further, there is not enough evidence-yet to see if it is true as a long-term 

trend: 

It thus appears that the value of the disposability function to consumers lies in the 

environmental preservation that it offers for future generations, and for some at present 

(e.g., where land-fills are becoming used up). However, it must also be acknowledged 

that the disposability function may well conflict with the convenience function (e.g., 

having to take bottles to bottle-banks) and the attractiveness of the package (e.g., 

unbleached boxes). Which one of these functions prevails is unclear in the literature. 

4.4.5 Apportionment 

According to Robertson (1990) this function of packaging is apt to be overlooked, but is 

essential in reducing the output from industrial size to a more manageable, desirable 

"consumer" size. Indeed, the increased use of pre-unitised packages has increased the 

number of "products" offered to consumers (for example, aspirin in packages of 2, 12, 

24, 100 and 500 can be viewed as five distinct products) and can simplify the purchase 

decision process (Wind, 1980). 
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It can thus be said that the apportionment function provides value or equity to consumers 

by delivering to them products in more manageable sizes, reducing the need to buy in 

bulk, and ultimately facilitating the purchase of products from non specialist retailers 

(given that without any apportionment products would have to be bought by consumers 

from suppliers' or specialist retailers' bulk supplies). Where more than one different 

(packaging) size of a product is offered, additional value is provided to consumers 

through being able to choose the sizes which best serve their needs. 

4.4.6 Unitisation 

In international trade, it is clearly inefficient to handle each primary package individually 

(Lancioni and Chandran, 1990). Here, according to Robertson (1990), packaging plays a 

very important role in permitting primary packaging to be unitised into secondary 

packages (e.g., placed in a unitised case). In fact, due to lower costs Schultz (1988) 

-reports that many suppliers are now making the outer packaging double as a shelf-ready 

merchandiser, and cartons simply opened and placed on the shelf, eliminating primary 

packaging. In this way, materials handling is optimised since only a minimal number of 

packages or loads need to be handled. In terms of value to consumers, thi~ results in 

lower costs and better quality, due to the extra protection provided by the secondary 

packaging in transportation and handling. 

4. 4. 7 New Functional Use 

Today packaging offers major product use benefits by perfonning functions which in the 

past were performed by other products. One example of a packaging innovation which 

does this is the "ovenable paperboard". Ovenable paper board is a thin cardboard container 

in which the food product can be warmed in both microwave ovens and conventional 

ovens up to 400 degrees. Such developments could replace foil disposables and reduce 

the use of traditional cooking pots and pans. This development is but one of many new 

developments, espeCially in new materials, which are now providing new functional uses 

(Wind, 1980). 
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The value of his function to consumers is thus the benefits provided by the new use or 

application - in the case of ovenable paperboard, replacement of messy foil disposables 

and reduced use of laborious and time-consuming cooking pots and pans. 

4. 4. 8 Secondary Use 

According to Wind (1980), in addition to the primary functions of packaging, packages 

are often designed to offer consumers a secondary use. Designer storage containers for 

jams and wine bottles in the shape of a carafe, are two examples of packages which can 

be used for other purposes. In turn, the values of this function to consumers are the 

benefits provided by the secondary use (which of course depend on whatever it may be), 

and where price is not subsequently raised, value-for-money through additional usage. In 

addition, the package offered for secondary use, especially where it depicts the brand 

name or logo, serves as a reminder to consumers of that brand, and especially where the 

package is part of a set for secondary use (such as glasses), to buy the brand again. 

4.4.9 Communication 

The communication function of packaging was exacerbated by the development of the 

self-service concept. The supermarket was born in mid-summer 1930, when Michael 

Cullen ran his first advertisement in Jamaica, Queens, New York: "Jell-0, 7 cents; 

Kellog's Corn Flakes, 10 cents a box; Presto Flour, 25 cents". Thus was born the King 

Kullen supermarket. "pile it high, sell it low" was the motto. It became an overnight 

success. The self-service concept has become particularly prevalent since World War 

Two, and the advent of shopping centres (Sacharow, 1990). 

Today the average consumer moves down supermarket aisles scanning around 300 items 

per minute (Keller, 1986). The ability of consumers to to instantly recognise products 

through distinctive branding and labelling enables supermarkets to function on a self

service basis. Thus, modern methods of consumer marketing would fail if it were not for 

the messages communicated by the package. Indeed, according to de Lozier (1976) 

packaging is the most important component of the product as a communication. 
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The promotional role of packaging parallells that of advertising -

... it is supposed to generate awareness and recognition for the brand as a member of a 

given product class and as distinct from its competitors, create or reinforce favourable 

attitudes toward the brand, increase the likelihood of its being bought, and occasionally 

increase the amount bought 

(Wind, 1980 : 356). 

In doing so, a package is a continuous communicator. It makes in-store impressions, 

works day and night, at home, at the office, and at school - all without interruptions. 

Indeed, the package is effectively the only advertising medium that reaches 100 percent of 

the target consumers at the time of purchase (Gomez, 1988). 

Every package that is seen on the shelves of the supermarket or any retail outlet is said by 

Gardner (in Stem, 1981 : 232) to be: 

... a visual communication, a complex set of symbols that has an impact on the customer 

. . . The package is a complex bundle of symbols that interact with the complex 

mechanisms of the mind. 

Consumers attempt to make purchase decisions using numerous clues or symbols 

provided by the graphics, materials, and the distinctive shapes of the packaging. 

Meanings are often not able to be put into words and may vary from person to person 

(Gardner in Stem, 1981).Thus the package often communicates at a very subjective level. 

This will be discussed under the section on package design. 

According to Fladager (in Buell, 1976) packaging performs a number of advertising 

functions, of which these five are primary: 

1. Self Advertising - the importance of impulse-buying in the self

service situation is well-known. 

2. Point-of-purchase Display- Packaging plays an important role in 

point-of-purchase displays and promotions, including piggyback 

premiums to samples. 
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3. Measured Media Adyertisin~ - Increasingly the package is being 

used as the trademark, as the visual focus of the main advertising 

theme, and as a means for triggering brand recognition at the point 

of sale. 

4. Product Publicity- Imaginative packaging has the power to generate 

"free advertising" or product publicity. 

5. Corporate Advertisin~ - Corporate and financial advertising, 

dividend announcements, and year-end reports may be 

supplemented with direct mailings of new packages to stockholders, 

investors, or key members of the fmancial community. This of 

course applies primarily to family ad corporate branding. 

It is the communication function of packaging, due to its direct and obvious impact on 

brand awareness, brand image, and customer-based brand equity, which constitutes the 

major focus of this thesis and its empirical study. 
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CHAPTERS 
PACKAGE DESIGN 

5.1 PACKAGE DESIGN DEFINED 

Design is not an end in itself, but is a means to an end. Effective design, as well as 

looking good, entices consumers to buy a brand. However, proving and quantifying the 

benefits of design can be problematic. It is for this reason that that the empirical part to 

this thesis only looks at whether packaging builds customer-based brand equity, but does 

not investigate which of the package design elements this can be attributed to. The 

purpose of this chapter is therefore only to provide a background of how the 

communication function of packaging builds customer-based brand equity, in order that 

the whole process from building to measuring customer-based brand equity be 

understood. 

The role of design is that of a tangible surrogate (or symbolic cue) for the functions of 

packaging to consumers. To recap from Chapter 3, the package (or other information cue) 

works to transfer its inherent qualities into the brand through 'sensation transference'. In 

this process the consumer imputes information from the package design elements, which 

serve as symbolic cues to the brand qualities sought, to the product itself (de Lozier, 

1976). For example, the colour red connotes excitement and warmth, danger and speed, 

and sexuality, which has obvious implications for the desired personality of the brand 

through the communication function, the insertion of a package recycling code will draw 

attention to the recyclability function of the package and is thus facilitating the 

communication too. 

Elements of package design include package size, shape, graphics, colour, labelling, logo 

and brand name, and materials. According to de Lozier (1976) ideally these elements 

should encompass existing symbols (i.e., cues already learned and known to consumers) 

so that the consumer does not have to learn the connotations of new symbols. Further, 

given Gestalt psychology, all these components must interact harmoniously to evoke 

within buyers the set of meanings intended by the firm. Each of the packaging elements 

will be defined and discussed in turn for their contribution to customer-based brand 

equity. 
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5.2 PACKAGECOLOUR 

Different colours and combinations of colours on packages arouse certain emotions and 

have specific connotations to consumers. According to Danger (1987 : 25) colour is 

particularly important to branding and packaging because it appeals to the emotions and 

not to reason. According to Danger (1987) people first notice the colour of the package -

impressions of shape and size come later, but before the product in the package is noted, 

or the print on it. Colour is especially vital where impulse purchases are concerned 

because it attracts the attention of the customer and may create the sale. 

Danger (1987 ; 56-57) provides the following list of things that colour can do for a 

package. However, it must first be stressed that these are practical guidelines only. 

Although some theoretical substance probably exists to them, Danger does not attempt to 

marry the two. Given that a look into the scientific literature on colour psychology and 

packaging would be very extensive, these practical rules, for the purpose of this thesis 

must suffice. In addition, it must also be stressed that Danger's guidelines are not entirely 

mutually exclusive or unrelated - for example, the psychological appeal of colour through 

creating brand image excites demand. 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

Attract attention 

Pre-sell the product 

Create an image 

- Red, yellow and orange are best here. 

- Certain colours have appetite appeal and will 

make food more attractive, e.g., green for 

fresh vegetables, red for fresh meat. 

-The psychological appeal of colour (e.g., in 

terms of warmth, quality, moods) helps to 

ensure maximum visibility and attraction. 

illustrate the product - Some products cannot be conveyed 

accurately in black and white. 

Inform people about a range of colours - show that they have a 

choice. 

* Provide identification - An attractive combination of colours will 

* 
* 

remain in the mind of the viewer. 

Ensure maximum readability - Colour can make print easier to read. 

Persuade the recipient to read - Pleasing combinations of colour and 

good contrast make reading easier. 
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Aside from aesthetic values, different colours have different emotional or symbolic 

meanings to consumers and thus serve as cues to the value of a brand along emotional 

attributes. Many rules apply to the use of colour in package design. From childhood, 

through child socialisation, people are taught to make certain associations with certain 

colours. Some colours are associated with certain products, and some have psychological 

associations. For example, green is symbolic of health and abundance and is thus suited 

to health products (e.g. Blackmore's health & beauty products). Red is a powerful colour 

because it stimulates the digestive system and the circulation of blood, arouses the forces 

of self-preservation, and signifies strength and virility. In most cases the use of red must 

be carefully controlled. This is because, although light red is a cheerful colour, dark and 

bright red tend to induce depression and irritation, which are unlikely to be positive cues 

to consumers! Cherry red is sensuous. Yellow denotes light, gaiety, and warmth, and it 

is cheerful and bright. Pale yellow looks dainty, golden yellow is active, yellow-green is 

sickly, and a deep, strong yellow suggests sensuousness (Sacharow, 1982). 

The latter however, must be accepted with a few caveats. Although consensus exists that 

different colours connote different feelings and messages to consumers, there is no 

absolute consensus as to which feelings and messages each colour provides in the 

literature. The relationships given above are guidelines consistent amongst American 

authors (Sacharow, 1982 and de Lozier, 1976). Colour preferences have been found to 

differ according to age, income, education, race, sex, and mental and physical health. In 

particular, different colours can mean different things in different cultures. For example, 

in most Western countries white signifies purity, but in China white is the colour of 

mourning (Danger, 1987 : 153-154). However, it is known that the distinction between 

"warm" and "cool" colours is relatively constant (Roth, 1981 : 28). Thus, because 

peoples' experiences differ, package designers cannot be sure that a given colour will 

suggest the same quality to all beholders (and hence that the latter guidelines are 

applicable to everyone targeted). The American perspectives were given purely because 

information was more readily available. 

To illustrate the effectiveness of colour in building brand image, the entire concept of 

generic-food packaging is dependent on colour. Frugality and economy is implied by the 

use of two simple basic colours (usually black and white). The consumer is led to believe 

that simple packaging, without multi-colour printing, leads to economy. Danger (1987) 

makes the claim (without presenting any proof), that the consumer does not realise that 
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the cost differential is largely due to inferior quality products and off-grade items. 

Although there may be some substance to this, it could have similarly been suggested that 

indeed, the frugality and economy as signalled by the package colours, also signals 

inferior quality products which the consumer is prepared to tolerate for a lower price. 

In the area of food, according to Danger (1987 : 205) (although it is not stated under 

which conditions) there are colour-flavour associations due to experience with natural and 

processed food. For example, blue has been found to be very suitable for milk and milk 

products because it conveys freshness, but this should not be light blue, which suggests 

wateriness. In spite of an association between colour and flavour, however, Sharpe 

(1974) notes that food is rarely chosen solely on the basis of colour, although specific 

foods that are identified with specific colours are accepted or rejected according to their 

proximity to the expected colour. Further, Johnson (in Sharpe, 1974 : 131) has 

demonstrated that preferred colours associated with flavour are not always those that are 

natural to the food, such is the case with butter, which is artificially coloured when 

natural carotene content is low. 

Aside from its decorative value, colour has a number of practical uses in all graphical 

applications. These include coding (frequently to distinguish tastes, scents, etc.), 

protection from light, temperature control (bright colours deflect heat from the package), 

and readability. 

5.3 PACKAGE GRAPHICS (illustration, text, typeface, and layout) 

The package must be able to convey its message through graphic design, as well as 

describe the contents and how to use them. All the technical skill embodied in the package 

will not persuade consumers to buy something that does not look good. Illustrations or 

symbolic designs convey direct or indirect messages about the product and its quality and 

value. The design and copy must not only attract attention to the package, but 

communicate the desired information. 
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It is best to keep copy to a minimum and use colour, design, and symbols to convey the 

sales message. According to Danger (1987) graphic design and colour are closely allied. 

Colour has a specific effect on legibility e.g., black is very legible on yellow background, 

white is not. Also, copy is less legible in capital letters than in lowercase. ones, and a 

word is more legible in capital letters than in lowercase ones, and a word is more legible 

if the space between the letters is larger than the type thickness. The message containing 

the ingredients and weight should be in legible colours. The purchaser must not think that 

the label is concealing these facts. 

Different types (including fonts) have different shapes and characters which also convey 

messages about the product inside the package to consumers. Typography deals with the 

right selection of specific typefaces for specific purposes, and with aesthetics. There are 

now approximately 6000 typefaces, enough to fill virtually any typesetting need (Roth, 

1981). Each of these conveys a distinctive message to consumers and indeed many of 

these are tied up with the history and influences that gave them their shape and character. 

For example, "Roman" would connote beauty and trigger thoughts and associations of 

Venice in the fifteenth Century, which would in turn be attributed to the product inside the 

package, in terms of personality. 

Commonsense implies that printing on a package should be simple, using the fewest 

possible type styles to avoid confusion, whilst providing enough variation to convey 

impressions, such as delicate, rough, strong, weak. Type must be easily readable both 

close to, and from a distance, as many shoppers do not wear their glasses at point of sale. 

Further, messages should be clear concise, with people having little time to read what is 

printed on a package (Danger, 1987). 

Most packages have some form of illustration of the product. True to life illustrations do 

not always convey the right impression and it may be necessary to employ sketches or 

simulation. Some products do not illustrate well and it may be better to show serving 

suggestions or a picture of the end result, but not so as to be misleading (Danger, 1987). 

Care must be taken in particular with export packages because some countries have low 

literacy rates and Also some countries place restrictions on illustrations which can be 

shown on packaging. Where some people cannot read or write brand image can be 

conveyed through showing a picture of the product, or a representation of it, avoiding the 

necessity for print (Danger (1987). 
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A good package design is one which permits good eye flow and provides the consumer 

with a point of focus. Danger ( 1987 : 50) suggests the following practical guidelines as a 

help in achieving effective design for packaging. Again, any scientific proof of these 

guidelines was not provided by Danger, although many were also found in de Lozier 

(1976). Since a look into the graphics and psychology literature would be extensive, this 

list suffices for the purpose of this thesis. 

* The impression should be pleasing from both distance and short 

v1ew. 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

The design must tell the sales story quickly, easily and logically. 

Always reflect fashion trends in design and colour. 

The eye prefers to move horizontally; vertical movements are boring. 

Clear vision requires the eye to be fixed; it is temporarily blinded 

when in motion. 

Information should be presented logically. 

A well ordered layout suggests restraint, dignity and self-assured 

salesmanship. 

A haphazard layout may attract attention but lose a sale because the 

customer does not bother to read it. 

Certain forms and shapes become distorted in the angles of 

peripheral vision. 

A distorted shape will do more harm than good. 

An illustration that is too dominant may attract attention away from 

other important features. 

If motion is implied, move the design off balance, for example rotate 

a square so that it becomes a diamond. This is more dynamic, 

provided the shape is regular. 

Simple geometric forms have more impact and memorability than 

irregular ones. 

Regularly spaced intervals are stable and satisfactory; haphazard 

intervals are objectionable. 

A horizontal line based on an imaginary ground conveys tranquillity; 

a vertical one conveys activity. 

Contrasts of light and shade should not be too sharp. 

To trade up, use a more sophisticated design. 
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5.4 "PACKAGE SHAPE AND SIZE 

The shape of a package arouses certain emotions and have specific connotations. 

However, there can be no fixed principles governing the physical shape of a package 

because it is usually dictated by the nature of the product; by mechanical considerations; 

by selling considerations; and by the way that the package is used, for example it may be 

carried around in the pocket (Danger, 1987). 

Danger (1987 : 23) however, poses the following practical rules which he suggests 

should be adhered to whenever possible. However, as with the graphics guidelines, these 

are just that - practical rules. Because of their logic, these have most likely been tested in 

the scientific literature, but again Danger does not present such proof. Given the 

extensiveness of the scientific literature on shape and size psychology, these must again 

suffice for the purposes of this thesis. 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

Simple shapes are preferred to complicated ones. 

A regular shape will have more appeal than an irregular one which 

may cause a mental blockage and the consumer will turn to 

something else. 

A shape which is not balanced will be unpleasing. 

Squares are preferred to rectangles and a rectangle which has a 

square root is preferred to one that does not (as it is easier on the 

eye). This has obvious implications for the grouping of packages on 

a shelf. 

Shapes should be tactile and soft. 

A convex shape is preferred to a concave one because it has good 

tactile qualities that invite picking up and conveys a friendly 

atmosphere. 

Round shapes are preferred by women, who also prefer circles to 

triangles. Angular shapes are preferred by men and are considered 

more masculine. Also, men prefer triangles to circles. These gender 

connotations may be useful in some cases, depending on the nature 

of the product. 

Shapes should be easy on the eye, as some shapes are distorted in 

the angles of peripheral vision. 
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According to de Lazier (1976) consumers are also make certain associations between 

colours and shapes. For example, a triangle corresponds to the colour yellow, a square 

and all shapes characterised by horizontal and vertical lines, to red, orange (which falls 

between red and yellow on the colour scale) a trapezoid. The cool, fresh, soft colour of 

green is associated with the spherical triangle, the circle which symbolises the spirit is 

associated with the spiritual connotation of blue, and the colour violet best fits with the 

ellipse or an oval shape. A look on supermarket shelves illustrates how these colour 

combinations are put into practice. For instance, Arnott' s crackers come in a square 

package of which red is the dominant colour. Cheese wedges are packaged in see-through 

plastic, triangularly shaped. 

Furthermore, the shape of the package affects consumer perceptions of volume in the 

container. Height is usually associated with volume (de Lozier, 1976). Thus, in general 

for two packages having the same volume but a different shape, the taller of the two will 

appear to hold a greater volume. According to Gomez (1988) size sensitivity to packaging 

tends to come into play when consumers feel they are not receiving good value for their 

money and can be a real or imagined perception. Thus, in a competitive situation, a visual 

size difference can put a product at risk even if its actual contents or weight are at parity. 

Reducing package sizes is a common and increasingly frequent practice, although little 

published work has examined 'downsizing' as part of a pricing strategy. One such study 

by Adams et al (1991) investigated the impact of downsizing and the reasons for the 

impact on sales, from interviews with industry executives and store managers, and from 

25 recent cases. The study found that consumers seem generally unaware of or 

responsive to downsizing when it occurs, provided that the package size does not change 

in an obvious manner. Further, consumer awareness of downsizing appears to be greater 

in certain product categories where downsizing has been a very frequent occurrence

candy bars and cereals, for instance. Also of interest, where the product category was 

already declining in popularity or associated with health concerns (e.g., fried foods, 

canned goods, coffee), downsizing was more likely to be viewed negatively. But where a 

price premium is placed on a downsized package and consumers realise that this has 

happened, this can be counteracted by clear positioning, as is the case with asceptically

packaged fruit juice cartons, which reinforce the convenience factor (Gomez, 1988). 
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5.5 PACKAGEMATERIALS 

The materials which make up the package are an important consideration which is often 

overlooked. While the product by its very nature will usually dictate the kind, form, and 

style of its package, the package designer has a myriad of packaging materials and styles 

at his/her disposal (Wackerman in Stem, 1981). Common packaging materials include 

glass packaging and closures, metals, plastics, paper/paperboard/corrugated fibreboard, 

and flexible packaging, which includes paper, films, and aluminium foil, with new 

materials are constantly being invented, especially plastics. 

Materials used to construct a package can arouse emotions and have certain connotations 

too. For example, according to de Lozier (1976) wood arouses feelings of masculinity 

(hence the significance of the wooden box for English leather men's cologne), metal 

strength, durability and coldness. Care must also be taken to ensure that packaging 

materials stand up well on the shelf and protect the product Materials that wrinkle give an 

unwanted appearance of being old, worn out, and with foods, unfresh (de Lozier, 1976). 

According to Wackerman (in Stem, 1981) if a product is visually appealing without its 

container, the packaging should allow certain visual access by using clear materials. This 

is particularly important for food product to enhance appetite appeal. Such is the case with 

many confectionery products. If the product is not visually appealing, as is the cease with 

many frozen foods, the package should be opaque. W ackerman also suggests that flexible 

fJ.lms be considered for many products such as bread, where the consumer can squeeze 

the product and actualise the communicated quality, and this may be enhanced by the 

strength and weight of the film, which further connotes a premium product 

5.6 LABELLING AND INFORMATION 

Product information refers to "key words on the package, information on the back panel, 

ingredients, pictures, and illustrations" (de Lozier, 1976: 185). Correct labelling is vital, 

not only to keep on the right side of the law, but also to provide information about the 

product and how to use it. It is particularly important that labelling should be legible and 

easily read (Danger, 1987). 
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Statutory requirements may affect the nature and size of the graph_!ydesign. All 

mandatory information applicable to the product contained in the package must be 

included on the package. It must not go without saying however, that such requirements 

are frequently very troublesome and taxing in terms of time, money and expertise. The 

ensuing passage provides a very broad run-down on international packaging labelling and 

information requirements. Because these are but one small part of this thesis, the various 

laws and conditions will not be considered. Instead, it is felt that the guidelines are 

sufficient to appreciate the role of labelling and information in satisfying statutory 

requirements and facilitating the building of brand image. 

In general, weights should be shown on packaging whether regulations require it or not. 

Poisons are subject to many regulations, and must be clearly marked and any other 

hazards mentioned. Instructions about storage may be required in some instances, 

especially for frozen foods. Cooking instructions are increasingly important for 

foodstuffs, especially for foods destined for microwaves. Incorporation of price on the 

label is desirable where prac~cable and provision may also have to be made for price 

spots. Bar codes must be allowed for, and are usually printed in black, meaning that 

background colour must be such that they are legible, different colours may be indicated 

by changing the colour of the label or the colour of the closure. Usage instructions may 

be required in many instances and, if they cannot be provided on the package itself, a 

separate tag or insert may be required. In many cases it is also desirable that the package 

list its contents, particularly with household appliances where accessories may be 

included in the same package as the main product (Danger, 1987). 

Consumer perceptions of a brand can be altered by providing ~utritional information on 

the label. Although this must be shown in most cases by law, it is increasingly being 

made a promotional theme by underlining fat content, sugar free and so on. Evidence 

shows that more detailed nutritional labels containing average industry values may affect 

consumers' perceptions of product quality. On the other hand, vague nutritional labels 

tend to be relatively ineffective in influencing consumers' choice patterns (de Lazier, 

1976). 

Commonly cited key words on packages include "new", "free", and "improved". These 

words are often put on brands to stimulate immediate trial purchases, or in the case of 

existing brands, revive declining sales, by offering the consumer what s/he wants -

namely something new, free, or improved (de Lazier, 1976). de Lazier (1976) also adds 

that sometimes memorable slogans on a package are a good idea. This works most 
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effectively when a strong association has already been built up between the slogan and the 

brand through advertising, with packaging serving to reinforce this at the point-of-sale. 

Further, use of the back panel to promote the brand and other related brands, present 

usage information, and to provide a service (such as party ideas) can also add value to a 

brand. Content should of course be changed regularly to prevent consumer boredom. 

5.7 BRANDNAMEANDLOGO 

A product must be named before it can become a profitable brand. Usually carried out 

during the product development and/or screening stages of the New Product Development 

Process (Shipley et al, 1988), names may be generated by computer, but with a tendency 

to produce excessive numbers of inappropriate possibilities, or tediously, by creative 

writers or analysts (Opatow, 1985). 

A new name may either carry existing symbolic meanings with it or none at all. Whereas 

a name such as 'Sunlight' carries with it existing meanings for the the individual product 

(pure, clean) and the product class from inception, a linguistically transparent name such 

as 'Sony' must develop a meaning from scratch (Davidson, 1970). The latter does have 

certain advantages in that a brand which is initially meaningless (in any language) carries 

with it no negative associations, and minimises trademark conflicts, even for international 

brands (Namelab, 1982). However, on the negative side, obviously, building up a new 

name from scratch takes much more time, money and resources. 

It is for this reason that most authors recommend the selection of a brand name which is 

expressive of the product category to which it belongs (Robertson, 1989). According to 

Durgee & Stuart (1987) good names do not communicate the brand's identity but rather 

tell how the brand represents the best qualities that the product category has to offer. For 

example, a truck driver is not looking for the essence of "Fordness" but rather the essence 

of "truckness"- masculinity, toughness, and 'crashability'. A symbol may have many 

meanings which are highly valued and are strongly shared with the relevant consumption 

experience. Aside from "meaningfulness", managers faced with the task of selecting a 

"good" name for a product, service, or company should be guided by the generalisations 

in Table 5.7.1 (based on the premise that a "good" brand name will support the desired 

image for the product) each of which contributes to customer-based brand equity. It 
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should be noted however, that again, these are just practical guidelines, although this time 

their authors relate them to scientific theory. For brevity and focus (brand name does not 

constitute a major part of this thesis) these will not be married, but suffice it to say that 

unlike other guidelines given in this chapter which were developed largely through trial 

and error, these are practical guidelines based on scientific research. 

In naming a brand, the option to use a family brand, as opposed to an individual brand, 

should also be considered. According to Roberts & McDonald (1989) it is possible that 

family names provide greater staying power, by offering additional long term values. The 

value associated with a brand may be extended to a new product in a compatible product 

category of a similar quality with at least one common benefit and similar objectives by 

using that name as a family brand (brand franchise extension). Family brand names such 

as Ivory and Kraft clearly support this idea. 

King (1991) and The Economist (1988) advocate a shift from family and individual 

branding to the branding of corporations. It is suggested that "... as it becomes 

increasingly difficult to sustain an objective comparative advantage over competitors, it 

will become increasingly important to position organisations as 'brands' in the minds of 

actual and potential consumers" (King, 1991 : 45). 

There are however, risks associated with family and company branding that do not exist 

with individual branding. For example, a product added to the family [company] may 

potentially diminish or erode the value of the family [company] brand as a whole (Buday, 

1989; Tauber, 1981) if that brand fails to deliver what it promises to consumers. 
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Table 5.7.1 

Desirable Brand Name Characteristics 

1. A brand name should be simple to facilitate easy learning and recall. 

2. A brand name should be distinctive to qualify for trademark protection and to 

capture attention. 

3. A brand name should elicit a mental image as pictures are more easily recalled than 

words. 

4. A brand name should be an emotional word which evokes involvement for 

memory enhancement. 

5. A brand name should make use of repetitive sounds generated by alliteration, 

assonance, consonance, and rhythm, as these are pleasing to the ear and help 

generate a pleasant feeling which has connotative meaning. 

6. A brand name should make use of phonemes as some (although not conclusive) 

evidence suggests that individual letter sounds have meanings. 

7. A brand name should make use of morphemes as words, parts of words, 

prefixes, suffixes, and roots can be connected to connote different meanings. 

8. A brand name should make use of plural words for some categories and singular 

words for others. 

Source: Adapted from Peterson & Ross (1982) and Robertson (1989). 
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CHAPTER6 
MEASURING CUSTOMER-BASED 

BRAND EQUITY 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Following from the reviews of the packaging literature and the customer-based brand 

equity literature, this chapter links these two topics by reviewing how customer-based 

brand equity can be built specifically through the packaging trigger. In essence, this 

chapter sets the scene to the empirical part of this thesis which draws upon this literature 

for its methodology. Being the last literature review chapter, this chapter concludes with 

conclusions from all of the literature. 

Before launching into the literature however, there are two basic approaches to measuring 

customer-based brand equity which must be defined first, by Keller (1993: 12): 

The 'indirect' [attitudinal] approach attempts to assess potential sources of customer-based 

brand equity by measuring brand knowledge (i.e., brand awareness and brand image). The 

'direct' [behavioural] approach attempts to measure customer-based brand equity more 

directly by assessing the impact of brand knowledge on consumer response to different 

elements of the firm's marketing programme. 

The indirect and direct approaches to measuring customer-based brand equity are 

complementary. The indirect approach is useful in identifying what aspects of brand 

knowledge cause the differential response that creates customer-based brand equity, 

whereas the direct approach is useful in determining the nature of the differential 

response. Each of these approaches will now be discussed in turn, along with their 

various techniques. 
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6.2 INDIRECT APPROACH 

Measuring brand knowledge requires measuring brand awareness and the characteristics 

and relationships among brand associations. 

6. 2. l Brand Awareness 

Brand awareness can be measured by a number of aided and unaided memory measures 

that can be applied to test brand recall and brand recognition. These are designed to assess 

the ability of the package to "stand out" in the crowd of other packages, and to register the 

brand name and any other desired messages (Wind, 1980). Such information can be 

obtained using a variety of procedures varying primarily in their degree of realism. 

Often a pure laboratory test is constructed with the help of a Tachistoscope (Wind, 1980), 

or T -scope test. This is a shutter-equipped apparatus that is set to expose images at 

predetermined intervals (usually 118, 114, 1/2 and one second). By controlling the length 

of exposure time to a package (and its competitors) respondents' responses are measured 

by asking them to recall what they have seen, given that response time can be used as a 

proxy for attitude strength. The result of a tachistoscope test is to identify those packages 

that are slow communicators and to evaluate package graphics and design (Swope in 

Stem, 1981). The problem with this technique is, however, that not everyone takes the 

same amount of time to look at objects, placing a constraint on its validity. 

More realistic laboratory tests involve simulated shopping environments in which 

respondents are put through a simulated shopping trip and a camera monitors the time 

spent in front of the test package versus alternative packages (Roberts in Stem, 1981). 

However, despite being cheaper than using a real store, these tests normally require more 

elaborate settings and prototypical package designs than T-scope-type studies. 

A more obvious way to measure brand recall and recognition is to simply ask respondents 

what brands they can recall, given the product category or some other type of cue. In 

order to extract top-of-mind thoughts, respondents are best asked to verbalise their 

answers. Where recognition is concerned, respondents may simply be shown a package, 

a name or other relevant cue and asked if they have heard of it before. But the problem 
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with the latter technique is that respondents may rationalise the situation, and in order to 

appear knowledgeable or give the interviewer what he I she wants, admit that they know 

all of the brands. A fictitiously named brand can be introduced to check against this. 

6. 2. 2 Characteristics of Brand Associations 

There are many ways to measure the characteristics of brand associations (i.e., their 

content and strength). These can be split into qualitative and quantitative techniques. 

6.2.2.1 Qualitative techniques 

Although qualitative studies have been used only infrequently, they can be successfully 

used to suggest possible packaging or package design associations. Qualitative techniques 

are useful especially if consumers are unable to express their feelings. Although typically 

used together, techniques with relevance to packaging will be discussed in turn. 

A qualitative technique often used by packaging researchers is the 'depth interview'. 

Depth interviews are used to uncover more complete and basic answers to questions that 

might be answered at a relatively superficial level if asked during conventional survey 

research (Levy in Stern, 1981). The depth interview has the advantage that it may 

sometimes facilitate a respondent's revealing of attitudes or motives that he or she would 

be reluctant to discuss in a group setting (Weiers, 1988). But depth interviewing is not 

without its disadvantages, with sap1ple sizes are necessarily small and answers to a large 

extent dependent on the interviewer's subjective interpretation of their meaning, and the 

probing which occurs to obtain them. 

However, perhaps the most common of the qualitative techniques used in package design 

research is the focus group (group depth interview). Focus groups are relatively 

unstructured discussions. Their many advantages include their ability to be conducted 

quickly and inexpensively, their ability to probe in depth for complete responses, and the 

interaction among group members which they promote (Lund in Stern, 1981). This 

serves to stimulate new ideas and to provoke forgotten details, which the other methods 

do not achieve. Also, compared to depth interviews, they are generally less expensive and 

time-consuming. 
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Despite all this, focus groups do have their critics. They claim that samples are too small 

and subjectively chosen. Moderators can have a biasing influence and affect the results of 

the study (Lund in Stern, 1981). Furthermore, there is a tendency for individuals in the 

group to behave as critics, not passively. They do not always reveal actual attitudes 

(Cheskin in Stern, 1981). These are justified criticisms that must be taken into account 

when using this technique. Overall, it appears that where costs can be kept down and time 

to a minimum, the depth interview is the preferred technique of the two. 

There are a number of other measures available for brand associations. First to be 

considered are 'unstructured approaches which are "useful for providing a rich, insightful 

picture of how a brand is perceived" (Waker, 1991: 137). Inherently subjective, many of 

these approaches comprise protective techniques such as sentence completion, picture 

interpretation, and brand personality descriptors, which allow respondents to "indirectly" 

express their views through a third party or by interpreting the behaviour of others, 

without knowing the true purpose of the question. These techniques will be discussed in 

turn, as outlined in Waker (1991). 

Where brand personality is a key element in understanding brand choice, free association 

tasks can be used whereby respondents are given a list of objects consisting of, or 

including, brand names (or a sentence to complete). Respondents must avoid thinking or 

evaluating and generate words and thoughts as fast as they arrive. This may be followed 

by a discussion of why a certain association occurred. A related approach is to ask 

respondents to relate brands to objects such as animals, cars, magazines, trees, movies, 

or books, which is particularly useful when people have difficulty in articulating their 

perceptions of a brand. 

Another approach is to have respondents interpret a scene where the product or brand is 

playing a role. For example it might be awkward to admit feeling a sense of power or 

prestige when driving a BMW, but not when attributing these feelings and attitudes to an 

ambiguous, unnamed character. Indeed, attitudes and feelings might emerge of which a 

respondent was not consciously aware. 

A further approach is to track a person's decision process. When a decision process is 

taken apart, the influence of brand associations often emerges that may not be part of 

someone's summary picture of a brand: The associations might be subtle, such as a 

mother who used the brand, or indirect such as the nature of who recommended it. 
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Asking respondents how the user of one brand or product differs from the user of another 

can also provide useful information as to the needs and motivations of brand users. 

Respondents can be given a shopping list (including the brand of interest), or a 

description of activities of a person (including use of the brand), and asked to describe the 

person in more detail than provided. The shopping list for one set of people would get the 

same list but with another brand. The differences in the profile of the person can be very 

revealing. 

It is thus apparent that qualitative techniques, including protective techniques, are most 

appropriate for exploratory research- where respondents are unable to give their 'true' 

answers using survey research and have little idea as to what their true answers may be. 

In turn, the findings of qualitative research provide the inputs or structure to quantitative 

(descriptive) research, which will be discussed next. 

6.2.2.2 Quantitative techniques 

Indirect measures may not adequately capture the strength of associations, and more 

direct measures, such as attitude and belief scales, are often necessary to provide 

additional information. Two commonly used attitude rating scales are the semantic 

differential and the Likert . With the semantic differential scale the respondent is required 

to put his/her mark on the point between a pair of opposite words that best describes the 

package he I she is dealing with for a given package attribute. Likert scales require the 

respondent to indicate degree of agreement or disagreement with each of a series of 

statements that are related to the package in question. Both scales have proven to be 

particularly sensitive to the images packages project and should be conducted with the 

package in view (Krucoffin Stem, 1981). 

The Likert and semantic differential scales produce (pseudo) interval scaled data. But for 

low involvement products, where image is less important and respondents are only able 

to differentiate objects from most favoured to least favoured (as opposed to the nature of 

the differences too) it is more appropriate to collect data of an ordinal nature. Two 

commonly used techniques here are the paired comparison and the rank-order rating 

scale. With the paired comparison rating scale respondents are required to make a number 
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of comparisons, selecting between objects presented two at a time. The respondent is 

provided with a relevant criterion along which to make the comparisons, and is presented 

with all possible pairs. The number of pairs (N) are calculated as N = [n(n- 1)]/2. This 

technique is thus simple for respondents to understand and complete. 

The rank-order rating scale requires respondents to arrange a number of objects (e.g., 

brands) according to some criterion (e.g., quality). The rank-order scale has the 

advantage of being simple (no dimensions required) and more realistic in representing the 

actual shopping situation, where consumers directly compare all alternatives 

simultaneously. Also, instructions are usually easily understood by respondents, making 

it a popular and useful technique (Weiers, 1988). 

Of course, perceptual dimensions need not be defined in terms of attributes and benefits. 

A brand may also be positioned on a multidimensional scale by competitor (e.g., Avis 

with Hertz), by use (e.g., Gatorade is for 'flu attacks), by user (e.g., Speights is for the 

'Southern Man', heavy beer drinker), or by product class (e.g., Carnation Instant 

Breakfast is a breakfast food) (Aaker and Shansby, 1982). 

6. 2. 3 Relationships Among Brand Associations 

According to Keller (1993) relationships among brand associations can be measured by 

two approaches: (1) comparing the characteristics of brand associations and (2) directly 

asking consumers for information relevant to the congruence, competitive overlap, or 

leverage for the brand associations. Congruence can be determined by comparing the 

pattern of associations across consumers to determine which associations are common or 

distinctive. 

Competitive overlap of brand associations refers to the extent to which brand associations 

are linked to or identified with the product category and are shared with other brands 

(i.e., distinctiveness) (Keller, 1993). Identification can be determined by looking at how 

consumers respond to brand recall tasks with product category or some other type of 

cues. Distinctiveness can be determined by comparing the characteristics of associations 

for competing brands. Also, consumers can be asked directly what they consider to be 
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distinct and shared aspects of the brand. Multivariate techniques, such as 

multidimensional scaling (as above) and correspondence analysis, can also be used to 

measure the distinctiveness and strength of brand/package associations. The latter will be 

outlined in more detail in Chapter 7: Primary Research. 

Leverage refers to the extent to which other brand associations linked to a brand 

association become secondary associations (other information in memory not directly 

related to the product or service) for the brand (Keller, 1993). This can be assessed by 

comparing the characteristics for the particular company, person, place, event, or product 

category with those characteristics for the focal brand according to their type, and 

strength. Also, consumers can be asked directly what inferences are made about the brand 

on the basis of knowledge of the particular person, place, event, company, or product 

category. 

Excepting multidimensional scaling, caution must be made ofKeller's measures of brand 

associations as to their ability to be operationalised for their extensiveness and 

complexity. For example, whilst comparing the characteristics of the company, person, 

place, event or product category with those characteristics for the focal brand may be 

theoretically sound, the degree to which this can actually be done within the context of a 

questionnaire which seeks to assess consumers' primary associations of a brand, and 

where questionnaire length and data analysis time are limited, is questionable. A second 

caution to be made of Keller is that he fails to recognise that brand image is perceived 

differently by different market segments. To this it should be noted that relationships 

among brand associations would have to be considered for each identifiable segment, as 

would the strength and content of those associations. 

6.3 DIRECT APPROACH 

According to Keller (1993 : 13) this approach involves: 

... experiments in which one group of consumers responds to an element of the marketing 

programme when it is attributed to the brand and another group of consumers responds to 

the same element when it is attributed to a fictitiously named or unnamed version of the 

product or service. 
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By attributing the marketing element to an unfamiliar or anonymous product, consumers 

are forced to use their general knowledge about the product or service in interpretation. 

Thus, comparing the responses of the two groups provides an estimate of the effects due 

to the specific knowledge about the brand that goes beyond basic product or service 

knowledge. 

The classic example of this approach is the "blind test". Consumers are asked to evaluate 

a product on the basis of a description, examination, or actual consumption experience 

without brand attribution. Past studies have shown that brand knowledge affects 

consumer perceptions, preferences, and choices for a product (see for example, Allison 

and Uhl, 1964). But one important concern with the direct approach is the experimental 

realism that can be achieved when some aspect of the marketing programme is attributed 

to a fictitiously named or an unnamed version of the product or service (Keller, 1993). 

With respect to the former in particular, any fictitiously named product has a primary 

brand image. 

APPENDIX A summarises the different measurement alternatives for customer-based 

brand equity, as given by Keller (1993). 

* The methodology for the empirical study of this thesis will follow closely the 

framework recommended by Keller (1993) for measuring customer-based brand equity, 

using where possible the most appropriate techniques recommended by the packaging 

authors (principally from Stem, 1981) including focus groups and depth interviews, to 

achieve these. 
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6.4 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE LITERATURE 

There exist two major problems with the literature defining customer-based brand equity. 

Indeed a major problem with the literature is the lack of consistency, or even explicit 

definition of the concept: customer-based brand equity ('brand value', 'brand equity') by 

even those who write about building it! Keller's defmition was rejected on the grounds 

that it sought to explain only how customer-based brand equity is arrived at, not what it 

is. This thesis sets out its own definition, based on the Keller definition, which forms the 

central focus of the rest of the literature sections and empirical study. The following 

definition was proposed by this author: 

Those holistic objective and subjective qualities of a brand 

which consistently represent the benefits sought in that brand 

by consumers in satisfying their needs and wants, compared to 

other brands. 

This defmition is advantageous to the latter in that it explains what customer-based band 

equity is and makes it compatible with Keller's ·measures of customer-based brand equity 

- the subjective and objective qualities together making up brand image (in terms of brand 

content and strength), and the totality and holism implicitly acknowledging the role of 

awareness in building customer-based brand equity. 'Holism' and 'consistency' are an 

extension of the Keller measure. The former recognises the role of the gestalt in building 

customer-based brand equity and the latter recognises that brand image elements must 

over time be consistent. Accordingly, these must also be incorporated into any measure of 

customer-based brand equity, on top of the Keller measure. 

A second problem with the brand equity literature, related to the lack of a consistent or 

explicit definition for the concept, is that much of the research which has been done on 

this topic lacks consistency and replication, and hence must be accepted with reservations 

and recommended with an open mind. Even Keller himself does not back up his own 

defmition with empirical research, although he presents a series of methods which may be 

useful. Because a new defmition has been proposed for the empirical part of this thesis, 

any fmdings will be of a purely exploratory nature. 
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Concerning the literature on measuring customer-based brand equity, there appears to be 

a lack of consensus regarding which methods to use -from protective techniques to 

correspondence analysis, and even whether qualitative or quantitative research should 

prevail. Keller presents a series of 'indirect' methods, and a series of 'direct' methods, 

but does not commit himself to using any one or a set of methods, given that the use of all 

of his methods together would be impractical (difficult in practice), time-consuming, 

overlapping, and hence non-operational. One thing is clear from the literature however, 

that a blend of both qualitative and quantitative methods needs to be used to compliment 

each other, as will be demonstrated in the empirical part of this thesis. 

Whilst a reasonable body of information exists as to how the 4 P elements individually 

contribute to brand value, very little information exists as to how the 4 P elements 

together as a totality interact to build value into a brand. Some attempts were made to infer 

this in the section on pricing. Further, it is recognised that the review of how each of the 

4 P' s contribute to customer-based brand equity is slightly unevenly balanced towards 

building brand image and awareness through the 'promotion' and 'product' elements of 

the marketing mix. Extensive search of the literature indicates that the contribution to 

.brand value made by 'place' and 'pricing' elements is underresearched. 

Before concluding the packaging literature, it must be said that the review was subject to 

one major limitation. Very, little marketing-related packaging information was available in 

Dunedin where this thesis was done. Information was thus limited to database searches 

and sending away to other libraries (mainly in the North Island and overseas) for 

information. Whilst it is thought that information used adequately covers the topic, it is 

recognised that there may be perspectives not considered, due to these reasons, hence 

beyond the control of this author. Some articles sent away for were never received. 

Packaging has been defined by Kotler (1986 : 315) as" ... the activities of designing and 

producing the container or wrapper for a product". Concerning the literature on the 

functions of packaging, authors outline many different functions of packaging, using 

different terms. From de Lozier (1976) and Wind (1980) nine common functions of 

packaging were arrived at: convenience, protection, disposability, apportionment, 

containment, unitisation, new functional use, secondary use, and communication. Each 

of these contribute to brand image and customer-based brand equity by providing 

functional benefits to consumers (for example, protection means that the product is 

delivered to the consumer in the condition expected, and also reduces losses and hence 

lowers prices). However, excepting the communication function, the contribution of each 

of the functions to both individually and holistically to customer-based brand equity is not 
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outlined in the literature. In fact, excepting the communication function again, very little 

mention or research was made at all of the other functions in the marketing literature. The 

value of packagings' functions to consumers is therefore another underresearched topic in 

marketing. 

It is the communication function of packaging, due to its direct and obvious impact on 

customer-based brand equity which constitutes the major focus of this thesis and its 

empirical study. What is clear from the literature is that consumers attempt to make 

purchase decisions using numerous clues provided by the package design: colour, 

graphics, package size and shape, materials used, labelling and information, and brand 

name. However, what is not well documented are the images projected by the various 

cues (and similarly, which cues contribute to the prevailing image), with the result that 

most information is in the form of practical guidelines drawn up through trial and error by 

their authors, which subsequently must be regarded with suspicion. Although some 

scientific research does exist in the psychological literature regarding the symbolism of 

each of these elements, most of it is not specific to packaging and even branding, hence 

with the danger that it is invalid. Therefore, more research needs to be done on the 

contribution of each of the package design elements both individually, and holistically, to 

brand image and customer-based brand equity. 

Lastly, it should be said that many of the issues covered in this thesis could have been 

covered in a greater (especially theoretical) depth, for example, the package design 

elements. However, coinciding with time and financial limits, this author considers that 

the various issues associated with the topic have been suitably covered. 

Figure 3 simplistically summarises the process by which the packaging functions through 

the package design elements build (positive I negative) customer-based brand equity. The 

perceived value of the packaging functions is of course modified by the lifestyle 

membership and experiential needs of the individual which act as filters. Also, as per 
. •. -~ 

Keller (1993) the perceived value of the packaging functions is modified by the perceived 

value of the other 4 P elements associated with that particular brand, congruence with 

competitive packages, and the perceived value of other products in the line or bearing the 

corporate name. 
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PART TWO: 

THE EMPIRICAL 
STUDY 
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CHAPTER 7 
PRIMARY RESEARCH 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The key purpose of this chapter is to outline the objectives and methodology of the 

empirical component of this thesis. It also discusses the statistical techniques that are used 

to analyse the data. This chapter concludes with a brief section on the limitations of the 

chosen methodology, so that these may be kept in mind when discussing the results. 

7.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

Following from the review of the packaging and customer-based brand equity literature, 

the overall objective of the primary research is: 

1 . To establish whether the package has an impact on 

customer-based brand equity; 

In arriving at this objective, three supporting objectives will also be attained. These are as 

follows: 

2. To demonstrate the measurement of customer-based brand equity 

using case study brands; 

3. To establish the contribution of a Plain Pack to perceived 

customer-based brand equity. 

Akin to these objectives, it hypothesised that packaging contributes positively and 

strongly to customer-based brand equity. It is further hypothesised that the latter will hold 

true even in the case of the generic package, which will not have a strong image appeal, 

and will thus represent the weakest level of customer-based brand equity in the category. 

It is also hypothesised that the three measures outlined in Chapter One - favourability, 

strength, and distinctiveness, will indeed adequately measure the latter [hypotheses]. 
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7.3 RESEARCHMETHOD 

The carton packaged standard (homogenised) milk product category was chosen as a case 

study for this empirical research. This was chosen because (1) everyone is familiar with 

milk in its packaged form; (2) the milk industry was recently deregulated (1986) and thus 

packaging beyond glass bottles· has only developed in recent years. Therefore, the 

concept of customer-based brand equity to the milk industry is relatively new and 

exciting; and (3) milk is a low involvement product and hence one in which packaging is 

likely to have a significant impact at the point-of-purchase. Brands chosen were Meadow 

Fresh (Southern Milk Supply), Anchor (New Zealand Dairy Board), and Pam's (private 

label for New World I Foodstuffs I Four Square). A quick survey of supermarkets and 

dairies around Dunedin showed that these brands make up the three largest milk brands in 

Dunedin. Functional characteristics, such as ease of pouring from the carton are assumed 

to be constant across all brands studied, and it is only the subjective characteristics (i.e., 

symbolic and experiential benefits) which are under study here. 

To obtain information quickly and inexpensively, a nonprobability, convenience sample 

was employed. A student sample was used and sampling was restricted to the Dunedin 

area only. Initially first year Marketing students were asked in tutorials to volunteer to 

come for interviews on campus at times of their choice. The opportunity to go into a draw 

to win one cash prize of $150 was offered as an incentive. However, this method only 

generated 23 people - probably due to the inconvenience of having to get to the interview 

for a modest prize. The interviewer then got permission to visit three University Halls of 

Residence (Saint Margaret's, Studholme, and Unicol), where potential respondents were 

approached and asked participate in a survey, with the prize still on offer. At each venue a 

table was set up by a door and anyone who walked by was asked to participate in the 

survey. It should be noted that very few of those approached declined to participate. 

A quota of 100 interviews was set, given budget and time restrictions, and allowing for 

questionnaires that may have been incompletely or incorrectly filled out. Interviews were 

conducted between the ninth and the twenty-seventh of July, 1993. Except for the 

volunteers, interviews were conducted in the evening to ensure that most people would be 

home. The same author was responsible for all the interviews. 

A split sample was the key to the survey methodology. In order to achieve the overall 

objective of the study, the task is to first discover respondents' perceptions of each of the 

brands in general using only the brand names as triggers, and then to repeat the exercise 

with the second half of the sample, using the packages themselves as triggers. 
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Respondents were asked to compare each brand/package to an "ideal" (or preferred) 

brand I package, which served as a point of reference to customer-based brand equity

assuming that the "ideal"' s represent the perfect brand image for consumers, or maximal 

level of customer-based brand equity. When normalised and plotted onto one total map, 

any differences in the positions of in the packages and brands to their "ideals" will be 

attributed to customer-based brand equity. 

However, it should be made clear that it is the relative differences between the perceptions 

of the brand along the chosen attributes by two samples that is being studied, not the 

absolute positions of the milk brands on the maps as they relate to the attributes, nor does 

the scope of this study extend to pin-pointing the various package design features of the 

brands under study which bring about customer-based brand equity (a task which would 

be too extensive for this research). The study measures a concept (customer-based brand 

· equity) using but one element of the 4 P's, namely packaging, not how one brand 

compares to another. For this reason, it is not necessary to this study to provide any 

background regarding the histories and marketing mixes of any of the brands under 

study. 

7.4 SURVEY DESIGN & QUESTIONS 

The survey was divided into four sections- Awareness of Milk, Perceived Benefits of 

Milk Packaging I in General, Purchase and Usage of Milk, and Classification 

(demographics). A copy of both questionnaires is included as APPENDIX B and 

APPENDIX C. 

For the awareness section an interview was considered most appropriate in order to elicit 

respondents' top-of-mind awarenesses. Further, personal interviews were used to 

minimise respondent tendencies to give socially desirable answers in focus groups, which 

could potentially hide their true awarenesses. The next three sections were more 

structured and therefore, self-administered questionnaires, filled out in the presence of the 

interviewer were used. 
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The instructions for the questionnaire tried to assure respondents of confidentiality, 

however, names were taken so that the prize winner could be notified. Respondents were 

also told how long it would take approximately to complete the interview I questionnaire -

ftfteen to twenty minutes for the general questionnaire I interview and twenty to twenty

five minutes for the package interview I questionnaire. 

An open-question format was adopted for the first section to not restrict any of the 

associations of respondents with the milk category or any of the brands. Questions 1 to 3 

aimed to establish respondents' unprompted associations of milk to be used as a validity 

check on the perceptual data obtained from Section Two, and also to create a frame of 

reference for the following sections of the category. Question 4 (respondents' degree of 

liking for milk) really belonged in the usage section, but due to the need for an 

unprompted answer, was placed in this section. Questions 5 to 7 aimed to establish recall 

rates of milk brands, and to facilitate a contrast with purchase rates. Question 8 ("Please 

describe your ideal brand of milk in terms of the benefits it would provide") and 9 

("Describe the sorts of people who would use your ideal brand of milk") aimed to 

establish the "ideal" brand of milk and to create a frame of reference for the questions in 

Section Two, which incorporate the ideal brand. A brief conceptual definition of the 

"ideal" brand was given to aid this. 

A paired comparison format, incorporating an ordinal scale of measurement was decided 

upon for Section Two - the perceptual questions. The ordinal scale of measurement was 

chosen because not only are data simpler to collect, but "metric approaches often yield 

solutions that are close to those found by nonmetric algorithms" (Green and Rao, 1972 : 

8) and indeed, non metric data are often thought to be more reliable (Aaker and Day, 

1990). The paired comparison scale was chosen because it represents the choice process 

occurring in a shopping environment where a buyer makes direct comparisons among 

brands, and is easy for respondents to understand. Above all, in paired comparisons, the 

reasons for the choice do not have to be explained, which can be difficult with low 

involvement product categories, such as milk. Attributes for each paired comparison were 

prespecified following the study by Hauser and Koppelman (in Aaker and Day, 1990) 

which concluded that attribute data were easier for respondents to use and that dimensions 

based on attribute and predicted preference better than did dimensions based on 

nonattribute data 
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Attributes were chosen subjectively according to how important each was thought to be 

important in milk brand choice, from the 1989 NZ Lifestyles Survey questionnaire. 

Originally 31 attributes were used, but pretesting (see Section 7.6 Pretest) revealed that 

this was too many, and these were reduced down to ten attributes. 

For the general questionnaire, four brands - Meadow Fresh, Anchor, Pam' s and Ideal 

were used, giving [n(n-1)/2] six comparisons per attribute to be made. For the package 

questionnaire, an extra theoretical "Plain Pack" was added to act as a control brand, 

giving ten comparisons per attribute. For help, respondents from the general sample were 

shown a black and white photocopied sheet with the names of the milk benefits on it (see 

APPENDIX D), and respondents from the package sample were given the actual 

packages (see APPENDIX E) to compare (the "Plain Pack" was of course a mock-up). 

Respondents were asked to evaluate each of the attributes in terms of the people who use 

them, based on the concept of 'sensation transference' (that the people who use them 

transfer their personalities into the brands). 

Sections Three ('Your Purchase and Use of Milk') and Four ('Classification') were 

identical for each questionnaire and were the control questions to the survey. Although 

Keller (1993) makes no mention of it, broadly, from consumer behaviour, it seems 

reasonable to assume that certain usage and purchasing habits (surrogates for involvement 

with the category and exposure to the brands) may influence respondents' perceptions of 

the various milk brands and their packages. Further, from the literature it was discovered 

that at least sex, country of origin, and age can influence the way that a package is 

perceived. The purpose of Section Three was to ensure that amount consumed, 

proportion purchased, .where milk is purchased, and package forms purchased are 

consistent across the two samples, so as not to account for any perceptual differences 

between the two groups of respondents. Similarly, the purpose of Section Four was to 

ensure that sex, age, ethnic group and income should not account for any perceptual 

differences between the two groups. Since it was not feasible to ask student respondents 

their own personal income levels as a measure of socioeconomic group, their student 

allowance levels and housing arrangements were queried so as to infer their parents' 

income levels and socioeconomic groups (which were assumed to be closest to their 

own). 
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7.5 DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 

Two statistical packages were used to analyse the data from this study. Data analysis was 

carried out using the SPSSX (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) package on the 

Otago University V AX system. The MAPWISE programme was run on a personal 

computer to generate the perceptual maps. 

In addition to descriptive techniques such as frequencies (including multiple response 

frequencies), and cross-tabulations, the main data analysis techniques were significance 

tests, Factor Analysis, and Correspondence analysis. 

7. 5 .1 Significance Tests 

Significance tests were used in the study to test for relevant differences between the two 

samples (package and general) on the purchase and usage variables, and the demographic 

variables (Sections Four and Five). Depending on the scale of the data used, one of three 

different tests of significance were used. For nominal (or categorical) data, a Chi-Square 

test of significance difference was used. For ordinal data, a Mann-Whitney test of 

significant difference was used, and for the interval and ratio data, aT-test used. For a 

detailed discussion of Chi-Square and T-tests, see Aaker and Day (1990) or Weiers 

(1988). For discussion of the Mann-Whitney test, see Siegel (1956). 

7. 5. 2 Factor Analysis 

Factor analysis has two primary uses: 

1. To condense a set of data by reducing the number of variables to a smaller 

number of factors at the expense of loss of variance; 

2. Identifying the underlying structure, or dimensionality of the data 

(Weiers, 1988). 

Factor analysis was used in the study to reduce the original number of attributes to a 

smaller number of attributes (called factors), thereby minimising redundant attributes, and 

making the final questionnaire more compact. For a detailed look at the factor analysis 

procedure, see Weiers (1988) or Aaker and Day (1990). 
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7. 5. 3 Correspondence Analysis 

"Perceptual maps are good vehicles to summarise the position of brands and people in 

attribute space and, more generally, to portray the relationship between any variable or 

construct" (Aaker, 1990 : 581). For this study, the MAPWISE procedure was chosen 

over a non-metric multidimensional scaling procedure such as ALSCAL for analysis of 

the perceptual data (Section Two) because of greater ease of interpretation of the output 

map- the correspondence analysis producing both the attributes and the brands (objects) 

in the perceptual map. Other multivariate methods also lack this ability (Hoffman and 

Franke, 1986), hence the growing interest of marketing analysts in correspondence 

analysis (Calantone et al, 1989). By default MAPWISE normalises both the distances 

between categories of the row variable and between categories of the column variables, 

which is ideal for this study, given that the interest is in looking a the distances between 

both the row and column points. 

For a more detailed discussion of Correspondence Analysis, refer to APPENDIX F. Also 

see Hoffman and Franke (1986) and Calantone et al (1989). 

7.6 SURVEY PRETEST 

A pretest was conducted with sixteen students (eight for the general questionnaire I 

interview, and eight for the package questionnaire I interview) on the week beginning 

June 21. In addition to a few small changes in question wording, the pretest revealed that 

both questionnaires were too long and that there were too many attributes in Section Two. 

Accordingly, a 'Preliminary Questionnaire' was devised which listed all of the original 

thirty-one attributes and asked respondents to indicate the importance of each on a 5-point 

scale with labels ranging from 'very important' to 'very unimportant'. This questionnaire 

(see APPENDIX G) was distributed to 37 people across three Stage 2 Marketing tutorial 

groups on the week beginning June 28. Respondents were also asked as a group what 

other attributes could be considered. A frequency run was undertaken on the data 

collected, and accordingly, any attribute which was not considered at to be at least 

'important' was thrown out. The remaining variables were put into a factor analysis, 

where ten attributes (factors) were identified for the final questionnaire (over page): 
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1. Patriotism 

2. Caring 

3. Conservatism 

4. Health & Fitness 

5. Value-for-money 

6. Traditional 

7. Environmentalism 

8. Peace and Quiet 

9. Family 

10. How Others See Others 

The results of the factor analysis are shown in APPENDIX H. 

7.7 RESEARCH LIMITATIONS 

Regardless of research method chosen, there are always limitations. Several outside 

factors effectively restricted the chosen methodology. The methodology has itself also 

created some restrictions, which should be kept in mind when interpreting the results of 

the study. 

7. 6.1 Representativeness 

Lack of funds had a major impact on the sampling frame. Due to budget constraints, the 

total sample for the study was limited to: 

a. a small sample; 

b. a student sample; 

c. a local sample. 

Doing the interviews in Dunedin of course involved no intercity I regional travel costs and 

accommodation expenses. However, the decision to confine the study to Dunedin 

restricted the study to only three 'real' brands two (Pam's and Anchor) of which 

unfortunately had not been on the Dunedin market very long. Further, the self-selective 

nature of the questionnaire means that results are likely to be biased towards those who 

like milk and would be motivated to volunteer or give their consent to be interviewed. 
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For greater reliability this study would have been best conducted with a larger sample, 

and for greater validity, with a (random) cross-section of the population, using a larger 

geographical area (where more brands could have been compared, and more established 

ones used). However, as has already been stated, the real purpose of this study is to look 

for differences between the samples and infer customer-based brand equity. The research 

does not aim to make projections to the population. Thus, although it would have been 

nice to produce results which were valid not only in relative, but also in absolute terms, 

for the purpose of this research, the sampling frame appears to be adequate. 

7. 6 .1 Response Error 

"During the interview a number of response bias factors may come into play to subvert 

the positive motivations that were present when the respondent agreed to participate" 

(Aaker and Day, 1990 : 194). One of the most important of these errors is 'time pressure 

and fatigue'. 

A high proportion of incomplete questionnaires showed that the survey pretest showed 

that the questionnaire was too long. The factor analysis was used to cut down the number 

of attributes to be compared, hence cutting down the length of the questionnaire. The 

general questionnaire/interview took approximately 15 to 20 minutes to complete, and the 

package questionnaire 20 to 25 minutes. It is therefore likely that some fatigue error may 

still have occurred. 

A second non response error likely to have occurred in this study is 'prestige seeking and 

social desirability bias'. "There is mounting evidence that respondents will distort their 

answers in ways that (they believe) will enhance their prestige in the eyes of the 

interviewer and will not put them at variance with their prevailing norms of society" 

(Aaker and day, 1990 : 195). The fact that personal interviews were conducted as 

opposed to focus groups would have gone some way towards reducing this. 

7. 6. 3 Interviewer Error 

The fact that only one interviewer [author] was used to conduct all of the interviews, 

serves to reduce interviewer errors through eliminating any variation across interviewers. 

However, it is conceded that particularly where questioning and probing are concerned, 
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some interviewer error may have occurred. This was practically impossible to eliminate 

given the many different responses that were given and the number of interviews 

conducted. 

7. 6. 4 Conceptual disadvantages of attribute data 

Attribute data has several conceptual disadvantages, which may be inherent in this study. 

First, if the list of attributes is not accurate and complete, the study will suffer 

accordingly. A selection of attributions were judgmentally chosen for the study from the 

1989 NZ Lifestyle survey. The preliminary questionnaire and focus groups were used to 

determine which of these attributes were most important for the milk category as well as 

any others which were no mentioned. 

In addition, although the preliminary questionnaire indicated that the attributes were 

important to milk brands, consumers may evaluate or perceive a milk brand as a whole 

(i.e., holistically) that is not decomposable in terms of attributes. Further, it may have 

been biased to force respondents to make a choice between two brands at a time. This 

was weighed against the advantage posed by the simplicity of the paired comparison 

design. 

The concept of the "ideal" brand also presents problems. In asking respondents to directly 

compare real-life brands to an "ideal" brand, it was assumed that respondents would be 

able to conceptualise their "ideal" brand. The questions on the "ideal" brand in Section 

One sought to get respondents to articulate their "ideal" brand, to reduce this risk. 

Programmes which [indirectly] locate the "ideal" brand using respondents' rankings of 

the other brands were unavailable for this study, and hence not an option. 

7. 6. 5 Aggregation of Responses 

A problem with perceptual mapping is always segmentation- assuming that the market 

under study is indeed segmented. In this study, as in other studies, positions were 

calculated on the basis of the "average" consumer or respondent. It is thus recognised that 

amongst those studied there are differences and similarities, and that perceptions found 

are only applicable to the "average" consumer, and may be unrepresentative of smaller, 
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distinct segments in particular. However, the task of both segmenting the market (as no 

segments were available) and discovering their underlying perceptions and awarenesses 

of milk packages, would have been too extensive within the scope of a Masters Thesis. 
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CHAPTERS 
SAMPLE PURCHASING HABITS 

AND DEMOGRAPHICS 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this chapter is to establish (1) purchase and usage proflles of both sets of 

respondents; and (2) demographic profiles of respondents from both questionnaire I 

interviews in terms of gender, age, socioeconomic group, and ethnic group. Accordingly, 

appropriate tests will also be done on each measure to check for any significant 

differences in the results of the two samples which might influence, or even dictate 

perceptual differences from Section Two or awareness results from Section One. In other 

words, the measures in this chapter serve as controls in checking the validity of the 

perceptual measures in Section Two and the awareness results from Section One. 

First it should be established that of the 100 interviews, fifty respondents were asked 

about general milk benefits and fifty about milk package benefits. In total 90 fully 

completed questionnaires I interviews were obtained. Although there were 100 fully 

completed interviews, 10 interviewees failed to correctly and/or completely fill out the self 

administered sections of the instrument. Their responses were subsequently discarded 

from analysis. Of the 90 fully completed questionnaires/interviews, 47 (or 52.2%) 

answered the general questionnaire about milk brands, and 43 (47.8%) answered the 

questionnaire about milk packages. 

8.2 PURCHASE & USAGE 

Table 8.2.1 shows that for the general sample, most respondents (42.6%) 'like milk very 

much'. For the package sample, the pattern was slightly different, with the majority of 

respondents (46.5%) saying that they 'like milk'. Both sets of respondents on average 

'like milk', with mean values of 1.98 (general sample) and 1.79 (package sample) 

respectively. AT -test comparing the means of the two samples found these differences to 

be not significant at the 5% level, and hence are unlikely to account for any perceptual 

differences between the sam pies. 
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Table 8.2.1 

Do you ... ? 

Valid Percentage 

Degree of Liking General sample Package sample 

Like milk very much 42.6 41.9 

Like milk 36.2 46.5 

Neither like nor dislike milk 6.4 4.7 

Dislike milk 10.6 4.7 

Dislike milk very much 4.3 2.3 

Total 100.0 100.3 

t = 0.86, 86.34 degrees of freedom 

p = 0.391 (separate variance estimates). 

Table 8.2.2 (over page) indicates that a similar proportion of general respondents 

( 40.4%) and package respondents (39%) consume 1 to under three litres of milk a week, 

with a larger proportion of package respondents (31.7%) consuming under 1litre of milk 

a week. Given that means of 3.57, and 3.83 were calculated for the general and package 

samples, although on average respondents for both samples consume 1 to under 3 litres 

of milk a week, the package sample sample consume slightly less. AT-test however, 

found there to be no significant difference in the mean consumptions of the two samples 

at the 5% level. Using consumption as a surrogate for purchase involvement, it appears 

that no involvement bias exists between the two samples. 

Table 8.2.3 shows that nearly half of the general respondents indicated that they never 

bought milk, with a smaller majority (31.9%) indicating that they purchased only 'some' 

of it. Fewer of the package respondents said that they did not purchase milk, and most 

(53.7%) indicated that they purchased 'some' of the milk consumed in their household. A 

Mann-Whitney test revealed that at the 5% level of significance the two samples were 

drawn from the same population i.e., that there exists no difference with regards to the 

proportions of milk bought. The proportion of milk shopped for by respondents and 

hence point-of-purchase exposure, has been controlled for and is unlikely to account for 

any differences in perceptions between the two samples. 
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Table 8.2.2 

Approximately how much milk do you consume in a week? 

Valid Percentage 

Quantity General sample Package sample 

7 or more litres 6.4 7.3 

5 to under 7 litres 8.5 4.9 

3 to under 5 litres 25.5 17.1 

1 to under 3 litres 40.4 39.0 

under 1litre 19.1 31.7 

Total 100.0 100.0 

t = -1.05, 82.93 degrees of freedom 

p = 0.295 (separate variance estimates). 

Table 8.2.3 

What proportion of milk do you shop for? 

Valid Percentage 

Proportion General sample 

All 10.6 

Most 10.6 

Some 31.9 

None 46.8 

Total 100.0 

z = -0.2132 (MW test statistic normalised and corrected for ties.) 

p = 0.8312 
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Table 8.2.4 shows that most (55.6%) of the general respondents usually made their 

purchases from the supermarket. A slightly higher proportion of package respondents 

purchased from the supermarket (57.7%) and dairy (23.1 %). A Chi-Square Test 

demonstrated that at the 5% level, no significant difference between the two samples 

eXists regarding where they purchase their milk. Thus, given that the different types of 

vendors display the varipus milk packages differently, provide different assortments, and 

vary in their ability to let consumers make point-of-purchase decisions, differences in 

milk vendors is unlikely to account for perceptual differences between the two samples. 

Table 8.2.4 

Where do you purchase your milk from most often? 

Vendor 

Milk vendor 

Supermarket 

Dairy 

Total 

Pearson Chi-Square = 0.4055 

p = 0.8155 

Valid Percentage 

General sample Package sample 

25.9 19.2 

55.6 57.7 

18.5 23.1 

100.0 100.0 

Table 8.2.5 (over page) indicates that the majority of package respondents (64%) never 

purchased their milk in glass bottles, with a smaller majority (32%) purchasing their milk 

in glass bottles most often. In contrast, a smaller majority of package respondents 

( 42.3%) never purchased their milk in glass bottles, with only 23.1% purchasing it in 

this form most often. A Mann-Whitney test found that at the 5% level of significance, the 

two samples were drawn from the same population, and hence that these discrepancies 

are not likely to account for any perceptual dissimilarities between the two samples. 
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Rank 

Most 

Second most 

Third most 

Never 

Total 

z = -1.4401 

p = 0.1498 

Table 8.2.5 

How often do you purchase glass bottles? 

Valid Percentage 

General sample Package sample 

23.1 32.0 

7.7 0.0 

26.9 4.0 

42.3 64.0 

100.0 100.0 

Table 8.2.6 (over page) shows that for the general respondents, 23.1% never purchased 

milk in plastic containers. This result was greater for the package respondents, with 32% 

never purchasing milk in plastic containers. Similar proportions of respondents for both 

samples purchased milk in plastic containers most often, however. A M ann-Whitney test 

indicated that at the 5% level of significance, the two samples were drawn from the same 

population, and hence that these differences (ie., in exposure to milk cartons) are not 

likely to be liable for any perceptual dissimilarities between the two samples. 

Table 8.2.7 (over page) shows that the majority (36%) of package respondents never 

purchased milk in cartons, but the largest proportions of general respondents (34.6%) 

purchased carton milk most often and second most often, equally. A Mann-Whitney test 

revealed that at the 5% level of significance, the two samples were drawn from the same 

population, and hence that these discrepancies are not likely account for any perceptual 

differences between the two samples. 
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Table 8.2.6 

How often do you purchase plastic containers? 

Rank 

Most 

Second most 

Third/Fourth most 

Never 

Total 

z = -0.7882 

p = 0.4306 

Rank 

Most 

Second most 

Third/Fourth most 

Never 

Total 

z = -0.8682 

p = 0.3853 

Valid Percentage 

General sample Package sample 

38.5 36.0 

30.7 24.0 

7.7 8.0 

23.1 32.0 

100.0 100.0 

Table 8.2.7 

How often do you purchase cartons? 

Valid Percentage 

General sample Package sample 

34.6 24.0 

34.6 28.0 

11.5 12.0 

19.3 36.0 

100.0 100.0 
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Finally, only an insignificant number of respondents in both samples purchased milk in 

other forms. Consequently, this is unlikely to have any impact on the perceptions of the 

two samples. 

8.3 DEMOGRAPHICS 

Frequency runs on the two samples found that most of the general sample were males 

(57.4%), and the package sample females (60.5%), as shown in Table 8.3.1. However, 

a Chi-Square test found there to be no significant difference between the two samples 

regarding the gender characteristic, at the 5% level. Therefore, gender is unlikely to 

account for any differences in perceptions which may occur between the two samples. 

Sex 

Male 

Female 

Total 

Pearson Chi-Square = 3.3262 

Probability value (p) = 0.0682 

Table 8.3.1 

\Yhat gender are you? 

Valid Percentage 

General sample Package sample 

57.4 38.1 

42.6 61.9 

100.0 100.0 

From Table 8.3.2 (over page), the general sample had an age range of six years, and the 

package sample eight years. General respondents were also on average 19.15 years, with 

package respondents on average slightly younger (18.59 years). AT-test comparing the 

mean ages of the general and package samples found there to be no significant differences 

at the 5% level. Thus, age is unlikely to account for perceptual differences which may 

occur between the two samples. 
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Table 8.3.2 

What is your age? 

Valid Percenta_ge 

Age General sample Packa_g_e sam j>le 

17 2.1 4.7 

18 36.2 55.8 

19 23.4 32.6 

20 23.4 -
21 8.5 -

22 2.1 -

23 2.1 -

24 - 2.3 

25 - 2.3 

Total 100.0 100.0 

t = 1.91, 81.79 degrees of freedom 

p = 0.059 (separate variance estimates). 

Table 8.3.3 (over page) shows that 61.7% of general respondents were not eligible to 

receive any student allowance. This result was even more pronounced for the package 

respondents, with 69% in the 'not eligible' group. Not surprisingly, almost all 

respondents from both samples were living away from home, assumably in Halls of 

Residence, indicating that the circumstances in which they received student allowances 

were mainly on the merits of their parents' incomes. Thus, student allowance is likely to 

be a relatively accurate measure of respondents' socioeconomic group. A T-test 

comparing the mean incomes of the two samples revealed there to be no significant 

difference at the 5% level. This implies that income (and hence, socioeconomic group) is 

not likely to account for any perceptual differences between them. 

Given that almost all respondents (87% general sample, 88.1% package sample) placed 

themselves in the 'NZ European' ethnic group, ethnic differences are unlikely to have any 

impacting effect on perceptual responses given by the two samples. 
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Table 8.3.3 

How much student allowance do you receive a week? 

Valid Percentage 

Student Allowance General sample Package sample 

Full amount 31.9 14.3 

$100- under $109 - 2.4 

$50- under $100 6.4 7.1 

$10 - under $50 - 7.1 

Not eligible 61.7 69.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 

t = -1.54, 85.82 degrees of freedom 

p = 0.126 (separate variance estimates). 
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CHAPTER9 
AWARENESS OF MILK 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

Given that no significant differences in the demo graphics and purchase and usage habits 

of the general and package samples, differences in awareness data for the two samples 

was not expected. This was checked by applying a Chi-Square test to each of the 

awareness measures - brand awareness, general associations, reasons for use, sorts of 

people who use milk and the "ideal" brand of milk, and the benefits inherent in the "ideal" 

brand. Looking at the Pearson Chi-Square statistic for each measure, there were found to 

be no significant differences at the 5% level between the two samples - hence validating 

earlier expectations. Subsequently, the awareness data will now be considered in total. 

The purpose of this chapter is to establish the (unaided) 'awareness' contribution of each 

of the brands to customer-based brand equity (in light of the Keller, 1993, measure), to 

validate the perceptual results of Section Two (in terms of common associations, reasons 

for use, and sorts of people who use milk), and to construct a profile of the "ideal" brand. 

Note that for sections 9.3 and 9.4, where the multiple response analyses are concerned, 

only those categories which accounted for 5% of more of responses are reported. Where 

the unaided (top-of-mind) responses are concerned, only those categories which were 

recalled by a minimum of 5% of respondents are reported. With the crosstabulations, 

only those categories with mentioned by a minimum of five respondents for any one of 

the two brands were reported. 

9.2 AWARENESS OF THE MILK BRANDS 

9. 2 .1 Brand Recall 

Table 9.2.1.1 shows that "Meadow Fresh" and "Anchor'' were each recalled by 39.3% of 

respondents first, and are thus respondents' top-of-mind brands. "Pam's" was only 

recalled first by an insignificant proportion of the sample. A multiple response frequency 

analysis revealed that out of a total of up to six different brands of milk which could be 

given by each respondent, the most commonly recalled brand was "Anchor" (71.1% of 

respondents), followed by "Meadow Fresh" (63.3% of respondents) (see APPENDIX I). 
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Table 9.2.1.1 

Please name as many brands of milk as you know ... (fop-of-Mind Responses). 

Brand Frequency Valid Percentage 

Meadow Fresh 35 39.3 

Anchor 35 39.3 

Pam's 3 3.4 

Tararua 1 1.1 

So Fresh 1 1.1 

None 7 7.9 

9.2.2 Brand Purchase 

Table 9.2.2.1 (over page) shows that "Meadow Fresh" was recalled as the brand "bought 

most often" by most (53.7%) of respondents, with fewer (17.8%) buying "Anchor" 

"most often". "Pam's" was not the most often bought brand by any respondent. A 

multiple response frequency analysis revealed (out of a total of up to three different 

brands of milk which could be given by each respondent) similar results (see APPENDIX 

J). Interestingly, the same proportion of respondents who said that they bought Anchor 

most often said that they never bought Anchor, and only a very small proportion (3.3%) 

said that they never bought Meadow Fresh. 

9.3 CATEGORY AND BRAND ASSOCIATIONS 

9. 3.1 Common Milk Associations 

Table 9.3.1.1 (over page) shows that the most salient (top-of-mind) associations made 

with milk were "cows", given by 23.6% of respondents, and "healthy people", given by 

11.2% of respondents. A multiple response frequency analysis revealed (out of a total of 

up to five different "thoughts" about milk which could be given by each respondent) 

comparable findings, with "cows" mentioned by a high 47.7% of respondents (see 

APPENDIX K). 
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Table 9.2.2.1 

Which of these brands do you usually buy? (Top-of-Mind Responses). 

Brand Frequency Valid Percentage 

Meadow Fresh 36 53.7 

Anchor 16 17.8 

Tararua 2 2.2 

So Fresh 2 2.2 

None 9 13.4 

Table 9 .3.1.1 

What thoughts first come to your mind when you think of milk? 

(Top-of-Mind Responses). 

''Thoughts" Frequency Valid Percentage 

Cows 21 23.6 

Healthy people 10 11.2 

Calcium/osteoperosis 6 6.7 

Cereal/breakfast/mornings 6 6.7 

Tastes good 6 6.7 

White 5 5.6 
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Interestingly, and not in Table 9.3.1.1, 2 respondents recalled "bottles" as their top-of

mind association with milk, and "cartons" and "Anchor ad" were recalled once each. 

From the multiple response analysis, 5 respondents, made the association of "bottles" 

with milk, 3 made the association of "cartons", whilst only 1 recalled "plastic containers". 

Also of interest, 3 respondents, recalled an "Anchor ad", and 1 respondent recalled a 

generic milk advertisement ('Tip Some Milk in Your Day Advertisement''). 

Table 9.3.1.2 is a two-way crosstabulation of (total) "thoughts" associated with milk by 

first brand recalled and reveals that those who recalled Meadow Fresh first, were more 

likely to associate milk with "cereal/breakfast/mornings" and "white" than with Anchor. 

Respondents who recalled Anchor first were more likely to associate "calcium" with milk. 

"Cows" and "healthy people" were suggested by those who recalled either brand and so 

are category associations. No such analysis could be made for Pam' s because of the 

insignificant number (3) who recalled Pam's first 

Table 9.3.1.2 

Cross-tabulation of "thoughts" associated with milk by First Brand Recalled. 

Brand 

''Thoughts" Meadow Fresh Anchor Total 

Cows 17 15 32 

Calcium 8 11 19 

Healthy people 8 9 17 

Cereal/breakfast/mornings 10 6 16 

White 7 4 11 

Total 50 45 95 

Note: Figures represent numbers of persons. 
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9. 3. 2 Reasons for Using Milk 

Table 9.3.2.1 shows that the most salient reasons for using milk were "calcium", given 

by 34.4.% of respondents, followed by "tastes good", given by 16.6% of respondents. 

A multiple response frequency analysis showed (out of up to five different "reasons" for 

using milk which could be given by each respondent) similar results (see APPENDIX L). 

Table 9.3.2.1 

What do you think to be the reasons for people drinking milk? (Top-of-Mind-Responses) 

"Reasons" F~uenc_y Valid Percenta_g_e 

Calcium 31 34.4 

Tastes good 15 16.6 

A drink 8 8.9 

Health 5 5.6 

Table 9.3.2.2 (over page) shows that of a two-way crosstabulation of (total) "reason" for 

using milk by first "brand" recalled, those who recalled Meadow Fresh first" were more 

likely to recall milk for "tastes good", "baking/cooking", and "health" reasons, in that 

order, than those who recalled Anchor: "Cereal/breakfast/mornings" appeared to be a 

(shared) category association, with no associations exclusive to those who recalled 

Anchor first. 

9. 3. 3 Sorts of People Who Use Milk 

Table 9.3.3.1 (over page) shows that "everyone/most" is the "sort" or type recalled first 

by 36.7% of respondents, followed by "children", recalled first by 16,7% of 

respondents. A multiple response frequency analysis yielded (out of up to four different 

"sorts of people who could be named as milk users by each respondent) similar results, 

but with greater emphasis on "health conscious", recalled by 32.2% of respondents (see 

APPENDIX M). 
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Table 9.3.2.2 

Cross-tabulation of "reasons" for using milk by First Brand Recalled. 

Brand 

''Reason" Meadow Fresh Anchor Total 

Calcium 20 20 40 

Health 6 4 10 

Tastes good 16 10 26 

Cereal/breakfast 6 6 12 

Baking/cooking 7 3 10 

Total 55 43 98 

Note: Figures represent numbers of persons. 

Table 9 .3.3.1 

What sort of people do you think typically drink milk? (Top-of-Mind-Responses) 

"Sorts" Frequency Valid Percentage 

Everyone/most 33 36.7 

Children 15 16.7 

Families 8 8.9 

Health conscious 8 8.9 

Sporting/active 7 7.8 

Mothers 6 6.7 

Babies 6 6.7 
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Table 9.3.3.2 depicting a two-way crosstabulation of (total) respondent perceptions of the 

"sort" of people who use milk by the first "brand" recalled, reveals that those who 

recalled Meadow Fresh first were more likely to associate milk with "everyone/most". 

Conversely, those who recalled Anchor first were more likely to associate milk with 

"sporting/active" people, and "children", in that order. 

Table 9 .3.3.2 

Cross-tabulation of "sorts" of people who use milk by First Brand Recalled. 

Brand 

"Sort" Meadow Fresh Anchor Total 

Everyone/most 23 11 34 

Children 9 16 25 

Sporting/active 3 9 12 

Total 35 36 71 

Note: Figures represent numbers of persons. 

9.4 THE 'IDEAL' BRAND OF MILK 

9.4.1 The 'ideal' Benefits 

Table 9.4.1.1 (over page) shows that the most salient "ideal" benefits on respondents' 

minds were "rich in calcium", given by 24.4% of respondents, "low fat", given by 

23.3% of respondents. A multiple response frequency analysis showed that (out of up to 

five different "ideal" benefits for milk which could be suggested by each respondent) the 

most popular "ideal" benefit was "low fat I trim", given by 53.9% of respondents, with a 

further 40.4% mentioning "rich in calcium" (see APPENDIX N). 
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Interestingly, and not in the table, "most labelling" and "environmentally friendly I 

recyclable packaging" were mentioned once each, and 2 respondents mentioned "bottles" 

as first on their list of "ideal" benefits. From the multiple response analysis, 12.1% of 

respondents directly referred to packaging-related benefits. "Environmentally friendly I 

recyclable packaging" was stated by 5 respondents. A total of 2 respondents ideally 

wanted "most labelling", 5 wanted "bottles", 1 a "carton", and another a "plastic 

container". Notably, 3 respondents wanted a package with a "healthy image on TV", and 

1 a "generic" brand! 

Table 9 .4.1.1 

Please describe your "ideal" brand of milk in terms of the benefits it would provide. 

(Top-of-Mind-Responses) 

"Ideal" benefit Frequency Valid Percentage 

Rich in Calcium 22 24.4 

Low fat/trim 21 23.3 

Tastes good 13 14.4 

Best packaging 5 5.5 

9.4.2 The "ideal" Sort of Person 

Table 9.4.2.1 shows that a substantial 30% of respondents stated first up that "everyone 

I anyone" would use their "ideal" brand of milk, with further 21.1% of respondents 

specifying "health conscious". A multiple response frequency analysis revealed (out of up 

to five different "sorts" of people who could be suggested by each respondent to buy the 

"ideal" brand) similar findings, with "everyone I anyone" and "health conscious" each 

recalled by 34.4% of respondents. 
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Table 9.4.2.1 

What sorts of people do you think typically would use your ideal brand of milk? 

(Top-of-Mind-Responses) 

"Ideal" benefit Frequency Valid Percentage 

Anyone/everyone 27 30.0 

Health conscious 19 21.1 

Young children 8 8.9 

Energetic/active 8 8.9 

Weight conscious 6 6.7 

Families 6 6.7 
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CHAPTER tO 
ANALYSIS OF PERCEPTIONS 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

Four correspondence analyses were performed on the perceptual data The first related the 

brands with the attributes (based on the general sample), the second related the packages 

(minus the Plain Pack) with the attributes (based on the package sample), the third related 

the packages (plus the Plain Pack) with the attributes (based on the package sample), and 

the fourth related the brands and the packages with the attributes (from the combined total 

sample). The first and second analyses sought to uncover the favourability of each 

brand/package to the "ideal" mix of attributes, the strength of that relationship, and the 

distinctiveness of each. With the third analysis, the "Plain Pack" (generic package) was 

added to investigate whether the private label Pam' s, had a weaker brand image than a so

called "no-name" brand. The fourth analysis sought to reveal any differences between the 

positions of the brands and their matching packages in the map, which could be attributed 

to (positive, negative) value created by packaging. 

The MAPWISE programme provides a number of key statistics for attributes and objects 

(brands and packages) as part of its output. These are defined in APPENDIX F. For 

purposes of this study, a high proportion of variance explained is classified as squared 

correlation > 0. 7000, a moderate proportion of variance explained as 0.3000 ~squared 

correlation ~ 0. 7000, and a low proportion as squared correlation < 0.3000. Also, a very 

high degree of fit afforded by the axes is defined as quality > 0. 7000, a moderate degree 

of fit as 0.3000 ~quality~ 0.7000, and a poor fit as quality < 0.3000. 

10.2 GENERAL SAMPLE PERCEPTIONS 

A correspondence analysis was carried out on the 10 X 4 input matrix in APPENDIX P, 

where each cell represents the frequency in which the relevant brand (pm) was considered 

by respondents to be more important than any other brand on the relevant attribute (qm), 

given the binary nature of the data. This resulted in three principal axes, with eigenvalues 

of 0.7586 (first principal component- X axis), 0.211 (second principal component- Y 

axis), and 0.0304 (third principal component - Z axis), and cumulative proportions of 
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inertia3 equalling 0.7586, 0.9696, and 1.000. From this, the first principal axis explains 

75.86% of the spatial variation in the data. The second principal axis accounts for 21.1% 

of the spatial variation in the data, and the third principal axis, a relatively small 3.04% of 

variation. Together the first two principal axes account for 96.96% of the variation in the 

data, which from the point of view of ease of interpretation of the data, is a very 

satisfying outcome. Also, the solution was found to be significant at the 5% level. 

Figure 4 (p. 88) is the joint display of brands and attributes in the plane defined by the 

first two principal axes. The first two axes were chosen for display on the basis of the 

interpretability of the dimensions, the desire for parsimony, and because the third axis 

only accounts for an additional3.04% of total inertia. Numerical results are reported in 

Table 10.2.1 (p. 90) for the attributes, and Table 10.2.2 (p. 91) for the brands. 

The absolute contributions for the attributes in Table 10.2.1 reveal that the first principal 

axis separates "no value-for-money" attributes ("health and fitness", "how others see 

others") from the "value for money" attribute. Appropriately this is labelled the value

for-money I no value-for-money dimension. The second principal axis separates 

the "modem" attribute ("environmentally conscious") from the "old-fashioned" attributes 

("patriotism", "traditional"), and is aptly labelled the modern I old-fashioned axis. 

The third principal axis separates the "non peace and quiet" attributes ("traditional", 

"caring") from the "peace and quiet" attribute, and is so labelled the peace and quiet I 

non peace and quiet axis. 

The absolute contributions for the brands in Table 10.2.2 reveal that only Pam's is 

perceived to be very strong on "value-for-money". The "ideal" brand was perceived to be 

very strong on the second principal axis, on "modem", with Anchor also featuring quite 

strongly here. Meadow Fresh, was perceived to be particularly strong on "peace and 

quiet'', with Anchor also a notable contributor to this dimension. 

It thus appears that the attributes "value-for-money", "patriotism", "environmentally 

conscious", and "caring", and all four of the brands were large primary contributors to at 

least one of the three axes. A decision was made not to treat these points as outliers and to 

classify them as passive categories on the rationale that they represent how respondents 

really 'see' these brands in relation to the attributes investigated. If an attribute was not 

considered to be an major determinant of any of the axes important to respondents, then it 

it can be assumed that it is unlikely to be an important decider amongst brands in practice. 

3 Inertia: The weighted sum of squared distances from the points to their respective centroids 
and is equivalent for both sets of points. lt is the quantification of spatial variation. 
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Figure 4 

Correspondence Map for General Sample 
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The relative contributions in Table 10.2.1 indicate that the first principal axis explains a 

high proportion of the variance in "value-for-money", whereas the second principal axis 

explains a high proportion of variance in "patriotism" and "environmentally conscious". 

The third axis explains a high proportion of the variance in "traditional", "peace and 

quiet'', and "how others see others". Those attributes fit very well by the axes are "value

for-money", "environmentally conscious", "health and fitness", "traditionalism", 

"caring", "patriotism", and "how others see others". "Family" was the only poorly fit 

attribute. 

For the brands, the relative contributions shown in Table 10.2.2 indicate that the first 

principal axis explains all of the variance in Pam's (squared correlation = 1.0000), 

whereas the second principal axis explains all of the variance in the "ideal" brand and half 

of the variance in Anchor. The third axis explains a high proportion of the variance in 

Meadow Fresh. All of the brands are fit well in the three dimensions, with Pam' s and the 

"ideal" brand fit best. Anchor's quality in the three dimensions and individual relative 

contributions indicate that although it does not have a bad fit, no one principal axis 

explains most of its variance. 

The correspondence map in Figure 4 shows that not surprisingly; the private label Pam's 

is situated at the extreme end of the "value-for-money" side of the first principal axis. 

Meadow Fresh, Anchor, and the "ideal" brand are at the "no value-for-money" end, and 

are not competing on value-for-money. These brands are instead differentiated primarily 

by the second axis. The "ideal" brand is located at the extreme "modem" end of this axis. 

Although Meadow Fresh at the centre of the map, is perceived to be neither "old

fashioned" nor "modern", based on proximity to the "ideal" brand it is the most preferred 

brand. Because Anchor is positioned at the opposite end of this axis, it is perceived to be 

"old-fashioned", and is not considered to be a close match to the "ideal" brand. Pam's is 

perceived as being least preferred to the 'ideal" brand, given that the first principal 

component explains 76% of total variance, and the second principal componenfalong 

which Anchor is most distinct, only 21%. 

Regarding distinctiveness, all four brands are positioned in consumers' minds differently 

on the attributes which make up the two dimensions in the correspondence map. In terms 

of distance, including from the "ideal" brand, no two brands are very similar to each 

other. Pam's is the most distinct of the brands- being separated from the other brands 

along the "value-for-money" dimension. Meadow Fresh is the most similar or 

undifferentiated of the brands, lying near the centre of the map. 
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Table 10.2.1 

Key Statistics for Attribute Points: General Sample. 

Absolute Contribution to 

x-axis y-axis z-axis 

1. Patriotism 0.0187 10.0023 0.2632 

2. Caring 0.2328 2.9043 12.0174 

3. Conservatism 5.0806 0.5185 3.6837 

4. Health and Fitness 7.2219 6.0854 0.6430 

5. Value for money 25.6097 7.4012 2.8027 

6. Traditionalism 1.8544 9.3000 9.7815 

7. Environmentally conscious 2.2962 11.9997 5.2405 

8. Peace and quiet 0.0796 0.1833 7.2874 

9. Family orientation 0.0098 0.4571 1.4094 

10.How others see others 7.5952 1.1595 6.8778 

Relative Contribution to 

x-axis y-axis z-axis Quality of 

Representation 

1. Patriotism 0.0007 0.7595 0.0221 0.7823 

2. Caring 0.0080 0.2190 1.0000 1.2270 

3. Conservatism 0.1749 0.0389 0.3053 0.5191 

4. Health and Fitness 0.2508 0.4607 0.0537 0.7652 

5. Value for money 0.8815 0.5558 0.2323 1.6696 

6. Traditionalism 0.0638 0.6984 0.8107 1.5729 

7. Environmentally conscious 0.0790 0.9011 0.4343 1.4144 

8. Peace and quiet 0.0028 0.0138 0.6064 0.6230 

9. Family orientation 0.0003 0.0343 0.1168 0.1514 

10.How others see others 0.2614 0.0871 0.5700 0.9185 
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Table 10.2.2 

Key Statistics for Brand Points: General Sample. 

Absolute Contribution to 

Brand x-axis y-axis z-axis 

1. Meadow Fresh 2.0246 0.0140 31.4923 

2. Anchor 3.9390 19.7454 11.4489 

3. Pam's 42.4639 0.1057 0.0974 

4. Ideal 1.5664 30.1237 6.9544 

Relative Contribution to 

x-axis y-axis z-axis Quality of 

Brand Representation 

1. Meadow Fresh 0.0212 0.0003 0.7948 0.8163 

2. Anchor 0.0458 0.5006 0.3203 0.8667 

3. Pam's 1.0000 0.0054 0.0055 1.0109 

4. Ideal 0.0238 1.0000 0.2548 1.2786 
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10.3 PACKAGE SAMPLE PERCEPTIONS- WITHOUT 1HE PLAIN 

PACK 

A correspondence analysis was performed on the 10 X 4 matrix in APPENDIX Q, in 

which each cell represents the frequency in which the relevant package (pn) was 

considered by respondents to be more important than any other package on the relevant 

attribute (qn), given the binary nature of the data. The frequencies in this matrix were 

taken from the package sample responses, but with the responses to the Plain Pack not 

included. The eigenvalues of the first three principal axes are: 0.7655 (first principal 

component- X axis), 0.1374 (second principal component- Y axis), and 0.0970 (third 

principal component- Z axis), with cumulative proportions of inertia equalling 0.7655, 

0.9029, and 1.000. Thus, the first principal axis accounts for most of the spatial variation 

(76.55%) in the data. The second principal axis explains 13.74% of the variation, and the 

third axis, 9.71 %. Together the first two principal axes account for 90.29% of the 

variation in the data, which again, from the point of view of ease of interpretation of the 

data, is a very satisfying outcome. The solution is also significant at the 5% level. 

Figure 5 (p. 93) is the joint display of packages and attributes in the plane defined by the 

first two principal axes. Again, the first two axes were chosen for display on tpe basis of 

the interpretability of the dimensions, the desire for parsimony, and the fact that the third 

principal axis only accounts for 9.71% of total inertia. Numerical results are reported in 

Table 10.3.1 (p. 95) for the attributes, and Table 10.3.2 (p. 96) for the packages. 

The absolute contributions in Table 10.3.1 indicate that the first principal axis separates 

the "value-for-money" attribute from the "no value-for-money" attributes ("health and 

fitness", "how others see others"), and is aptly labelled value-for-money I no value

for-money. The second principal axis separates the "peace and quiet" attributes ("peace 

and quiet", "environmentally conscious") from the "non peace and quiet" attribute 

("health and fitness"), and is labelled the peace and quiet I non peace and quiet 

axis. The third axis separates the "modem" attribute ("environmentally conscious") from 

the "old fashioned" attributes ("traditional", "value-for-money"), and is termed the 

modern I old fashioned axis. 

The absolute contributions for the packages in Table 10.3.2 indicate that only Pam's is 

perceived to be very strong on "value-for-money". Meadow Fresh and Anchor were very 

strong in terms of the second principal axis' "peace and quiet" direction, and the "ideal" 

package, the "modem" direction. For the same reasons as for the first correspondence 

analysis, very large contributors to any one axis were not treated as outliers. 
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Figure 5 

Correspondence Map for Package Sample - Without the Plain Pack 
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The relative contributions in Table 10.3.1 indicate that the first principal axis explains a 

very high proportion of the variance in "value-for-money" only. The second principal 

axis explains all of the variance in "peace and quiet". The third principal axis explains all 

of the variance in "traditional", and much of the variance in "value-for-money" and 

"environmentally conscious". Attributes very fit well by the solution include "value-for

money", "traditional", "environmentally friendly", and "peace and quiet", and "health and 

fitness". Attributes fit poorly are "patriotism", "caring", and "conservatism". These are 

noticeably personality-type attributes. 

For the packages, the relative contributions in Table 10.3.2 indicate that the first principal 

axis explains all of the variance in Pam's, whilst the second axis explains a moderate 

amount of the variance in Anchor and Meadow Fresh. The third axis explains most of the 

variance in the "ideal" package. The relative qualities reveal that both Pam' s and the 

"ideal" package are fit well by th~ three dimensions. Anchor and Meadow Fresh are fit 

only moderately well. 

Figure 5 shows that Pam's is the only package which triggers value-for-money to 

respondents. The "ideal" package lies near the undifferentiated centre of the map, and so 

triggers only a very weak image to consumers. Meadow Fresh is differentiated from the 

"ideal" package along the "peace and quiet" end of the second axis, and thus triggers a 

"peace and quiet" image. The Anchor package is perceived to be "non peace and quiet" 

and so, triggers the opposite, but because it is an approximately equivalent distance from 

the "ideal" package as is Meadow Fresh, it is similarly preferred. The Pam' s package is 

the least preferred due to the fact that the first principal axis upon which it is 

differentiated, explains more of the variation in the data set. 

Concerning distinctiveness, all four packages are positioned in consumers' minds 

differently, in terms of the attributes which make up the dimensions of the 

correspondence map. In terms of distance, including from the "ideal" package, no two 

packages are very similar to each other. Pam's is the most distinctive, as it is separated 

from the other brands along the first dimension, which has the greater explanatory power. 

Meadow Fresh is the least distinct of the packages, but is the most undifferentiated from 

the "ideal" brand. 
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Table 10.3.1 

Key Statistics for Attribute Points: Package Sample-without the Plain Pack. 

Absolute Contribution to 

Attribute x-axis y-axis z-axis 

1. Patriotism 0.8776 0.0207 1.7066 

2. Caring 3.0001 0.6351 0.2176 

3. Conservatism 2.0161 1.1999 0.2494 

4. Health and Fitness 6.8229 8.2549 5.4110 

5. Value for money 24.3715 2.8563 10.4541 

6. Traditionalism 0.3204 0.6936 16.2357 

7. Environmentally conscious 1.4275 9.1455 9.6403 

8. Peace and quiet 0.1964 23.1306 0.2470 

9. Family orientation 3.4621 0.0015 5.6960 

10.How others see others 7.5068 4.0634 0.1488 

Relative Contribution to 

x-axis y-axis z-axis Quality of 

Attribute Representation 

1. Patriotism 0.0326 0.0009 0.1051 0.1386 

2. Caring 0.1113 0.0272 0.0134 0.1519 

3. Conservatism 0.0748 0.0515 0.0154 0.1417 

4. Health and Fitness 0.2540 0.3555 0.3346 0.9441 

5. Value for money 0.9111 0.1235 0.6491 1.6837 

6. Traditionalism 0.0119 0.0298 1.0000 1.0417 

7. Environmentally conscious 0.0534 0.3954 0.5986 1.0474 

8. Peace and quiet 0.0073 1.0000 0.0153 1.0226 

9. Family orientation 0.1284 0.0001 0.3508 0.4793 

lO.How others see others 0.2784 0.1743 0.0092 0.4619 
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Table 10.3.2 

Key Statistics for Package Points: Package Sample-without the Plain Pack. 

Absolute Contribution to 

Package x-axis y-axis z-axis 

1. Meadow Fresh 1.3252 23.9972 8.4284 

2. Anchor 4.8287 25.3237 7.2960 

3. Pam's 41.5914 0.6682 0.0057 

4. Ideal 2.2535 0.0095 34.2635 

Relative Contribution to 

x-axis y-axis z-axis Quality of 

Package Representation 

1. Meadow Fresh 0.0152 0.3177 0.1603 0.4932 

2. Anchor 0.0715 0.4338 0.1795 0.6848 

3. Pam's 1.0000 0.0186 0.0002 1.0188 

4. Ideal 0.0311 0.0002 0.7860 0.8173 
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10.4 PACKAGE SAMPLE PERCEPTIONS - WITH THE PLAIN 

PACK 

A correspondence analysis was performed on the 10 X 5 matrix in APPENDIX R, in 

which each cell represents the frequency in which the relevant package (pn) was 

considered by respondents to be more important than any other package on the relevant 

attribute (qn), given the binary nature of the data. The eigenvalues of the first three 

principal axes reveal that the flrst principal axis accounts for 73.49% of the spatial 

variation in the data, the second principal axis 15.55% of the variation in the data, and the 

third principal axis, 8%. Together the flrst two principal axes account for 89.04% of the 

variation in the data, again, a very satisfying outcome. Figure 6 (p. 98) shows that the 

first two axes were chosen for display on the basis of the interpretability of the 

dimensions, the desire for parsimony, and because the third axis only accounts for 8% of 

inertia and a fourth axis, a very small 2.96% of ine11ia. The numerical results are reported 

in Table 10.4.1 (p. 100) for the attributes, and Table 10.4.2 (p. 101) for the packages. 

The solution was significant at the 5% level. 

The absolute contributions in Table 10.4.1 indicate that the same attributes as with Figure 

5 determine the three dimensions, in turn labelled no value-for-money I value-for

money (flrst axis), modern I old fashioned (second axis), and peace and quiet I 

non peace and quiet (third axis). The absolute contributions for the packages in Table 

10.3.2 indicate that the Plain Pack contributes very strongly to the "value-for-money" 

axis. Pam's is a very strong contributor to the second axis. Meadow Fresh contributes 

very strongly to "peace and quiet". The "ideal" package contributes significantly only to 

the "peace and quiet'' axis. 

The relative contributions indicate that the first principal axis explains all of the variance in 

"value-for-money". The second axis explains all of the variance in "environmentally 

conscious" and much of the variation in the attribute ''family". The third axis explains all 

of the variance in the attribute "peace and quiet", and a high proportion of variance in 

"health and fltness". Attributes which are not flt well on the map include noticeably the 

personality-type attributes: "Patriotism", "Caring", "Conservatism", and "traditional". 

Conversely those attributes that are explained very well by the axes are the lifestyle-type 

variables: "health and fltness, "environmentally conscious", "peace and quiet", "family", 

and "value-for-money". Retaining the fourth dimension might have increased the flt but 

complicated interpretation. 
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Figure 6 

Correspondence Map for Package Sample - With the Plain Pack 
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For the packages, the relative contributions in Table 10.4.2 indicate that the first principal 

axis explains a high proportion of the variance in the Plain Pack, whereas the second 

principal axis explains nearly all of the variance in Pam' s, and the third principal axis 

nearly all of the variance in Meadow Fresh. Anchor and the "ideal" package are fit only 

moderately well in the three dimensions. Meadow Fresh, Pam's and the Plain Pack are ftt 

very well by the solution. 

Figure 6 shows that Meadow Fresh and the "ideal" package share almost the same point 

on the map on the "modern" side of the second axis, with obvious advantageous 

implications for Meadow Fresh. The Anchor package is located on the other side of the 

axis, triggering an "old-fashioned" image. Once again, Pam's is seen as the least 

preferred package as contrary to the "ideal" package, it is perceived as both "old

fashioned" and "no value-for-money". The Plain Pack on the other hand, is more 

preferred than Pam's because it triggers the desired "modem" image- evidence that there 

is indeed value in a generic package. 

All four "real" packages are positioned in consumers' minds differently, in terms of the 

attributes which make up the two dimensions of the correspondence map. In terms of 

distance, including from the "ideal" package, except for the "ideal" package and Meadow 

Fresh, no two packages are very similar to each other. Pam's is the most distinct package 

as it is separated from the other packages along the first dimension, which has the greater 

explanatory power. 

Contrasting the correspondence maps for the package sample with the Plain Pack and the 

package sample without the Plain Pack (although only indirectly since two separate maps 

are being used) it appears that although the packages still rank the same in terms of their 

ability to convey a favourable image, the existence of the Plain Pack moves the Meadow 

Fresh and Anchor packages closer to the "ideal" package, and the Pam' s package further 

away. The "ideal" package also moves closer to the undifferentiated centre of the 

correspondence map. 
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Table 10.4.1 

Key Statistics for Attribute Points: Package Sample-with the Plain Pack. 

Absolute Contribution to 

Attribute x-axis y-axis z-axlS 

1. Patriotism 3.5695 1.8621 1.0755 

2. Caring 2.3287 0.1397 0.1899 

3. Conservatism 3.4119 0.1503 1.3819 

4. Health and Fitness 7.4105 0.0362 11.0481 

5. Value for money 22.3912 3.6761 7.9880 

6. Traditionalism 0.4175 1.2823 2.9077 

7. Environmentally conscious 0.5661 22.3257 0.8841 

8. Peace and quiet 0.9569 8.3200 14.8704 

9. Family orientation 0.0336 12.1363 7.4351 

10.How others see others 8.9159 0.0759 2.2232 

Relative Contribution to 

x-axis y-axis z-axis Quality of 

Attribute Representation 

1. Patriotism 0.1588 0.0831 0.0720 0.3139 

2. Caring 0.1036 0.0062 0.0127 0.1225 

3. Conservatism 0.1518 0.0067 0.0926 0.2511 

4. Health and Fitness 0.3303 0.0016 0.7415 1.0734 

5. Value for money 1.0000 0.1647 0.5372 1.7019 

6. Traditionalism 0.0186 0.0574 0.1955 0.2715 

7. Environmentally conscious 0.0253 1.0000 0.0595 1.0848 

8. Peace and quiet 0.0427 0.8727 1.0000 1.4154 

9. Family orientation 0.0015 0.5425 0.4990 1.0430 

10.How others see others 0.3966 0.0034 0.1489 0.5489 
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Table 10.4.2 

Key Statistics for Package Points: Package Sample-with the Plain Pack. 

· Absolute Contribution to 

Package x-axis y-axis z-axis 

1. Meadow Fresh 2.9148 3.4679 30.3424 

2. Anchor 9.2414 5.6154 4.5723 

3. Pam's 8.5555 27.7687 0.6715 

4. Ideal 3.2219 4.3569 13.0407 

5. Plain Pack 26.0649 1.8621 1.0755 

Relative Contribution to 

x-axis y-axis z-axis Quality of 

Package Representation 

1. Meadow Fresh 0.0491 0.0585 0.7690 0.8766 

2. Anchor 0.1957 0.1193 0.1458 0.4608 

3. Pam's 0.2592 0.8439 0.0306 1.1337 

4. Ideal 0.0641 0.0870 0.3907 0.5418 

5. Plain Pack 0.7563 0.2557 0.0598 1.0718 
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10.5 TOTAL SAMPLE PERCEPTIONS 

A correspondence analysis was performed on the 8 X 10 input matrix in APPENDIX S, 

in which each cell represents the frequency in which the relevant brand or package (pm n) 
' 

was considered by respondents to be more important than any other brand or package on 

the relevant attribute (qm,n), given the binary nature of the data. The eigenvalues for the 

first three principal axes indicate that the first principal axis explains 71.06% of the 

spatial variation in the data, the second principal axis 14.57% of the variation, and the 

third principal axis, a comparatively small 7.93%. Together the first two principal axes 

account for 85.63% of the variation. Most of the variation is explained by the first 

principal axis, but together the three principal axes explain almost all of the variation 

(93.56%). The solution was found to be significant at the 5% level. 

Figure 7 (p. 103) is the joint display of brands, packages, and attributes in the plane 

defined by the first two principal axes. Again, the first two principal axes were chosen for 

display on the basis of interpretability of the dimensions, the desire for parsimony, and 

because the third principal axis only accounts for 7.93% of total inertia. The numerical 

results are reported in Table 10.5.1 (p. 105) for the attributes, in Table 10.5.2 (p. 106) 

for both the brands and packages. 

The absolute contributions in Table 10.5.1 reveal that again the three axes are aptly 

labelled value-for-money I no value-for-money (first axis), modern I old

fashioned (second axis), and peace and quiet I non peace and quiet (third axis). 

The absolute contributions in Table 10.5.2 indicate that the Pam's brand and the Pam's 

package are both perceived to be very strong on the first principal axis' "value-for

money" direction. The "ideal" brand was a strong contributor to the "environmentally 

conscious" direction of the second axis, with the Anchor brand and "ideal" package also 

notable contributors. The Meadow Fresh package and the Anchor package were notable 

contributors to the "peace and quiet" direction of the third axis. The Meadow Fresh brand 

was not found to be a strong contributor either axis. 

The relative contributions indicate that the first principal axis explains a high proportion of 

the variance in "value-for-money". The second axis explains most of the variance in 

"traditional" and in "environmentally conscious". The third axis explains all of the 

variance in "peace and quiet" and much of the variance in "environmentally conscious". 

Those attributes fit very well by the axes are "value-for-money", "peace and quiet", 

"environmentally conscious", and "traditional". Attributes fit poorly include 

"conservatism", and "family". 
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Figure 7 

Correspondence Map for Total Sample 
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For the brands and packages, the relative contributions shown in Table 10.5.2 indicate 

that the first principal axis explains all of the variance in the Pam' s brand and a very high 

proportion of the variation in the Pam's package. The second principal axis explains all of 

the variance in the "ideal" brand, and a moderate amount of variance in the "ideal" 

package, and in the Anchor brand. The third principal axis explains a high proportion of 

the variance in the Anchor package, and a moderate amount of variance in the Meadow 

Fresh package. Packages and brands fit very well by the solution include the Meadow 

Fresh package, the Anchor package, the Pam' s brand, the Pam' s package, and the "ideal" 

brand. Only the Meadow Fresh brand was fit poorly. 

Figure 7 shows that the "ideal" brand and the "ideal" package are located at the extreme 

end of the "modem" side of the second axis, the "ideal" brand more so. The Meadow 

Fresh brand is located almost at the undifferentiated centre of the map, but with the 

package triggering an "old-fashioned" image. The Anchor package and brand were 

perceived as "old-fashioned", the package less so. Both the Pam's brand and the Pam's 

package are positioned at the extreme of the "value-for-money" side of the first axis. 

Although the Pam's brand is undifferentiated by the second axis, the package is perceived 

as slightly "old-fashioned". 
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Table 10.5.1 

Key Statistics for Attribute Points: Total Sample. 

Absolute Contribution to 

Attribute x-axis y-axis z-axis 

1. Patriotism 0.1885 6.4686 0.3177 

2. Caring 0.4151 0.7208 5.6658 

3. Conservatism 3.6195 0.4698 0.6861 

4. Health and Fitness 7.3647 7.4124 5.9555 

5. Value for money 27.1843 7.3404 2.1616 

6. Traditionalism 0.2145 12.7532 4.8308 

7. Environmentally conscious 1.8709 11.6756 7.2405 

8. Peace and quiet 0.1333 0.3968 17.8218 

9. Family orientation 0.9575 2.0225 0.5145 

lO.How others see others 8.0538 0.7412 4.8045 

Relative Contribution to 

x-axis y-ax1s z-axis Quality of 

Attribute Representation 

1. Patriotism 0.0067 0.3728 0.0178 0.3973 

2. Caring 0.0146 0.0414 0.3166 0.3726 

3. Conservatism 0.1269 0.0269 0.0383 0.1921 

4. Health and Fitness 0.2599 0.4271 0.3342 1.0212 

5. Value for money 0.9572 0.4221 0.1211 1.5004 

6. Traditionalism 0.0075 0.7305 0.2694 1.0074 

7. Environmentally conscious 0.0659 0.6715 0.4055 1.1429 

8. Peace and quiet 0.0047 0.0229 1.0000 1.0276 

9. Family orientation ) 0.0336 0.1559 0.0287 0 . .1782 

10.How others see others 0.2825 0.0425 0.2680 0.5930 
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Table 10.5.2 

Key Statistics for Brand and Package Points: Total Sample. 

Absolute Contribution to 

Brands (B) and Packages (P) x-axis y-axis z-axis 

1. Meadow Fresh (B) 1.1720 0.0003 3.6435 

2. Meadow Fresh (P) 0.8128 3.0124 16.8010 

3. Anchor (B) 1.9717 14.8356 1.9432 

4. Anchor (P) 2.6995 1.1556 18.1814 

5. Pam's (B) 21.5764 0.0007 1.4650 

6. Pam's (P) 20.3755 0.2429 4.0939 

7. Ideal (B) 0.6168 20.4518 2.6571 

8. Ideal (P) 0.7735 10.2995 1.2161 

Relative Contribution to 

x-axis y-axis z-axis Quality of 

Brands (B) and Packages (P) Representation 

1. Meadow Fresh (B) 0.0242 0.0000 0.1196 0.1438 

2. Meadow Fresh (P) 0.0183 0.1105 0.5998 0.7286 

3. Anchor (B) 0.0451 0.5538 0.0706 0.6695 

4. Anchor (P) 0.0784 0.0548 0.8399 0.9731 

5. Pam's (B) 1.0000 0.0001 0.1080 1.1081 

6. Pam's (P) 0.9608 0.0187 0.3070 1.2865 

7. Ideal (B) 0.0185 1.0000 0.1265 1.1450 

8. Ideal (P) 0.0210 0.4555 0.0524 0.5289 
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CHAPTERll 
DISCUSSION 

11.1 RESPONDENT PURCHASING BEHAVIOUR 

From the significance tests it appears that differences in purchasing behaviours - in terms 

of amount and liking of milk consumed, proportion of milk bought, where milk was 

bought, and packaging form bought, are unlikely to account for differences in perceptions 

and awarenesses between the two samples. Although it was reasonable to assume that 

differing purchasing behaviours may influence responses between the two sets of 

respondents, these have been successfully controlled for. 

Although the two samples have equivalent levels of 'liking' for milk, ideally it would 

have been desirable to have had a greater proportion of respondents who were neutral 

towards or disliked milk. Indeed only a select group or segment of respondents have been 

surveyed. Within this group of respondents are likely to be still more distinct groups of 

respondents with separate purchasing habits. These segments were not identified in this 

study, but unlike the Keller (1993) article, it is acknowledged that they exist. However, 

given that the purpose of this study is to measure perceptual differences between the two 

samples so as to measure customer-based-brand-equity, this discrepancy is not important. 

The above discussion and the remainder of this chapter applies to the 'average' 

respondent only. 

11.2 RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS 

From the significance tests on the demographic variables - sex, age and income, it 

appears that differences which exist between the two samples on these characteristics are 

unlikely to bias or account for respondents' differing perceptions and awarenesses of the 

milk brands. Indications from the packaging literature that demographic variables may 

account for differing perceptions of the two triggers (brand name and package) did not 

seem to hold true for this study, with the demographic variables being successfully 

controlled for between the two samples. 
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Given that neither sample demo graphics nor purchasing behaviours are likely to account 

for the differences in perceptions between the two samples, from the point-of-view of the 

compatibility of the respondent groups, the survey and its perceptual and awareness 

results are valid. 

11.3 AWARENESS OF MILK BRANDS 

The high recall rates for Meadow Fresh and Anchor indicate that both are seen as 

dominant brands, as indicated by the comparatively low recall rates for other brands. 

These high awareness rates thus set the scene for high customer-based brand equity for 

these two brands. The low recall rate of Pam's is likely to be a requisite for low 

customer-based brand equity. 

In contrast, the most commonly bought brand was Meadow Fresh. The finding that the 

same number of respondents who said that they bought Anchor most often said that they 

never bought Anchor, and that only a very small number said that they never bought 

Meadow Fresh, suggests that Anchor exists primarily in respondents' consideration sets, 

Meadow Fresh in their evoked sets, and Pam's in their non awareness sets. 

11.4 TOP-OF-MIND AWARENESS AND REASONS FOR USING 

MILK 

The tmding that packaging featured as an milk category association indicates that it does 

have an influence when respondents are considering which brand of milk to purchase. 

Further, it appears that usage situation ("cereal I breakfast I mornings"), functional 

benefits ("health"), and product attributes ("white") are foremost associations in the 

minds of respondents, suggesting that either (1) brand image in terms of personality is 

not important to respondents in deciding between milk brands; or (2) the interview failed 

to pick up respondents' brand personality associations and that a projective technique was 

needed. It is beyond the scope of this study to investigate why personality may not be 

important to respondents in deciding between brands, but it is recognised that low

involvement could be a major contributor. 
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The fmdings from the crosstabulation of respondents' general associations by first brand 

recalled revealed a greater number of associations made by those who recalled Meadow 

Fresh first, suggesting that it is more distinct (particularly on "farms" and "white") than 

Anchor (assuming frames-of-reference are taken from the first recalled brand). No such 

interpretations can be drawn for Pam' s due to the relatively small number of respondents 

who recalled it first. 

Regarding respondents' reasons for using milk, results again are based strongly on 

functional benefits (specifically, "health"), although experiential benefits were apparent 

with respondents mentioning taste. From the crosstabulation with the first brand recalled, 

the reason-for-use associations again suggest that Meadow Fresh is the most distinct 

(especially on "health" and "taste" reasons) of the two brands, as those who recalled 

Anchor first did not recall any other reasons for using milk not already given by those 

who recalled Meadow Fresh first. 

11.5 TYPES OF PEOPLE WHO USE MILK 

The fmding that the most common "sorts" of people who used milk was "everyone/most" 

suggests that the milk category was perceived as basically undifferentiated in terms of the 

people who use it, although there were some people - such as "children" and "health 

conscious people", who were more likely to use it. Indeed, from the crosstabulation with 

the first brand recalled it appears that Meadow Fresh is more undifferentiated in terms of 

the people who use it than Anchor, which has some edge over sporting I active and child 

users. 

11.6 THE 'IDEAL' BRAND OF MILK 

Regarding respondents' "ideal" milk benefits, findings suggest that the "ideal" benefits 

(again, noticeably functional) which can be expected to come up in the perceptual results, 

are "rich in calcium" and "low fat", and for the "ideal" package, "environmentally friendly 

I recyclable packaging". Given that "health" and "tastes good" were more likely to be seen 

as reasons for purchasing milk by those who recalled Meadow Fresh first, this suggests 

that Meadow Fresh closest to the "ideal" brand, and is the preferred brand. In addition, 

apparently respondents' "ideal" brand is basically undifferentiated by the sorts of people 

who use it, laying further claim that Meadow Fresh is the preferred brand. 
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11.7 GENERAL SAMPLE PERCEPTIONS 

Overall, from the results, in terms of Keller' s measures of favourability I non

favourability, strength, and distinctiveness, Meadow Fresh has the superior image- it 

being closest (i.e., most strongly favourable or preferred) to the "ideal" brand due to its 

"no value-for-money" I "modern" perception, and in a distinct position from the other 

brands. Although Anchor was positioned distinctively in respondents' minds, it was less 

preferred because it was perceived as "old-fashioned". Pam's has the inferior image. 

Although it was distinctively positioned in respondents' minds, it was the least preferred 

due to its strong "value-for-money" perception. 

To recap from the awareness section, Anchor was the brand that respondents were most 

aware of, followed very closely by Meadow Fresh. Pam' s had an insignificant level of 

awareness. Given that customer-based brand equity comprises both awareness and brand 

image, it can thus be said that of the brands studied, Meadow Fresh has the greatest 

customer-based brand equity, followed by Anchor, and then Pam's. However, this is not 

to say that Pam's does not have customer-based brand equity to anyone, just to the 

'average' respondent. Again, because responses were aggregated across respondents, 

different market segments (such as a budget segment) are not identified. 

The above outcomes from the correspondence map support the unprompted images 

produced in the awareness section of the "ideal" brand as environmentally conscious and 

for healthy people (i.e., "modern"). Also from the unprompted data, Meadow Fresh was 

indeed found to have the most customer-based brand equity, and Pam's the weakest. 

Obviously Pam's is bought purely on impulse i.e., on the merits of its comparatively low 

price. Thus, the apparent compatibility of the perceptual results from the general sample 

with the unprompted awareness results supports their validity. 
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11.8 PACKAGE SAMPLE PERCEPTIONS - WITHOUT THE PLAIN 

PACK 

In terms of favourability, strength, and distinctness, both Meadow Fresh and Anchor 

have triggered superior images, Meadow Fresh due to its strong "no value-for-money" I 

"peace and quiet" perception and its distinct position from the other packages, and 

Anchor due to its strong "non peace and quiet" image. Pam's has triggered the inferior 

image. Although distinctively positioned in respondents' minds, Pam's was the least 

preferred package due to its "value-for-money" perception. 

As the unprompted awareness data predicted, Meadow Fresh was indeed found to have 

high customer-based brand equity. As with the image data, }\nchor was stronger on 

customer-based brand equity than Pam's. Therefore, the apparent compatibility of the 

perceptual results for the package sample with the unprompted awareness data (without 

the Plain Pack), supports their validity. 

The general and package sample results also lend support to the idea that in order for to 

achieve a high customer-based brand equity, both brand awareness and a strongly 

positive brand image must exist, with Meadow Fresh having both a high awareness and a 

strongly favourable brand I pack image, and Pam's having a low awareness rate and a 

relatively unfavourable brand I pack image. 

11.9 PACKAGE SAMPLE PERCEPTIONS - WITH THE PLAIN 

PACK 

Overall, in terms of favourability, strength, and distinctiveness, the Meadow Fresh 

package triggers the superior image. It was the most preferred package for its "no value

for-money" and "modem" perceptions, and distinct position from the other brands. The 

Anchor package was seen by respondents to trigger an "old-fashioned" image, and 

although again this was positioned distinctively in respondents' minds, it was 

subsequently less preferred than Meadow Fresh, with a less favourable brand image. The 

Plain Pack surprisingly triggered a moderately favourable image based on a strong 

perception of being "modem". Once again, Pam 's has triggered the inferior image. 

Although it appears to be distinctively positioned in respondents' minds, it is the least 

preferred package for its "value-for-money" perception. 
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The fmding that, contrary to expectations, the Plain Pack has a more favourable image 

than Pam's can be put down to a combination of two reasons: (1) the difference in 

packaging materials is likely to have unwittingly biased responses to the Pam's package. 

The plastic packaging of Pam's contrasted with the carton packaging of the Plain Pack 

may have caused respondents to perceive Pam's as less "environmentally friendly" than 

the Plain Pack. But because the Anchor package was in the form of a carton and was still 

perceived to be relatively "non environmentally friendly", this effect is unlikely to be the 

sole reason for this discrepancy; (2) the Plain Pack was considered to be the most 

"environmentally conscious" package. Although it is beyond the scope of this study, for 

clarification and explanatory purposes, the lack of colour and decoration on this pack 

(i.e., simplicity) may have signalled that it is "environmentally conscious", given that a 

lack of certain dyes and printing processes make a package easier to brake down once 

disposed of. In either case, the customer-based brand equity for the Plain Pack was 

higher than for the private label Pam's. 

Comparing the results of the package sample with and without the Plain Pack, it appears 

that the Plain Pack serves to make more important the role of milk packaging as 

"environmentally conscious" as a differentiating attribute between packages and the 

"ideal" package. In effect, the only thing separating the Plain Pack from the "ideal" 

package and Meadow Fresh is "value-for-money". 

11.10 TOTAL SAMPLE PERCEPTIONS 

The finding that the "ideal" brand is more differentiated from the "real" brands along the 

"modem I old-fashioned" dimension than is the "ideal" package from the "real" packages 

already suggests that packaging successfully builds brand image. 

Given that in terins of distance on the correspondence map, the difference between the 

Meadow Fresh brand and the "ideal'' brand, and the Meadow Fresh package and the 

"ideal" package is insignificant, it appears that in the case of Meadow Fresh the package 

contributes almost entirely to brand image, and the other aspects of the 4 P' s holistically 

contribute insignificantly to brand image. The favourable position of the Meadow Fresh 

brand relative to the "ideal" brand is apparently attributable to general respondents' 

recalling its packaging associations. Because brand awareness levels for the two samples 

were not found to be significantly different, it can be said that the Meadow Fresh package 

does build customer-based brand equity. 
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Because in terms of distance on the correspondence map, the difference between the 

Anchor brand and the "ideal" brand, is much greater than the distance between the Anchor 

package and the "ideal" package, it emerges that the Anchor package contributes strongly 

to brand image, more strongly than do the other aspects of the 4 P's holistically. Given 

that brand awareness levels for the two samples were not found to be significantly 

different, it can be said that Anchor's packaging builds customer-based brand equity into 

the brand. 

Given that in terms of distance on the correspondence map, the difference between the 

Pam' s brand and the "ideal" brand is more than the difference between the Pam' s package 

and the "ideal" package, although only marginally, it must thus be said that in the case of 

Pam's, the package contributes to brand image on top of the other 4 P's holistically. 

Because brand awareness levels for the two samples were not found to be significantly 

different, it can be said that Pam's' packaging also builds customer-based brand equity. 

All of this demonstrates that packaging ~build brand image and customer-based brand 

equity, at least to the milk category. In the context of this study packaging is almost 

entirely responsible for Meadow Fresh's position. In comparison, Anchor, the brand 

which had the highest overall awareness, has a less favourable brand image and a lower 

customer-based brand equity. Although compared with Meadow Fresh its package has a 

similarly favourable brand image, it could be that the other aspects of the 4 P' s (e.g., its 

advertising, and less extensive distribution) for that brand are holistically negating this 

effect, relegating the brand the second-best in respondents' minds. Even for the private 

label Pam' s, packaging has contributed to brand image, although by a lower proportion. 

Therefore, it can also be said about Pam's that the other aspects of the 4 P's (e.g., its 

advertising, and associations of other products under the umbrella name) are holistically 

negating the effect of its packaging in building a favourable brand image. 

A pattern thus seems to emerge that the greater the influence of packaging alone in 

building brand image, the greater the overall brand image and customer-based brand 

equity of the brand concerned. The influence of the other aspects of the 4 P' s appears to 

be less important (in the case of Meadow Fresh- almost non-existent), to respondents 

who probably make purchasing decisions in-store. But, these other 4 P aspects do have 

the power to detract from the favourability and customer-based brand equity if they 

produce inconsistent or negative associations, as was the case with Pam' s and Anchor. In 

contrast, none of the packages took away from the overall brand image and customer

based brand equity. These deductions however, may not necessarily apply to all brands 
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outside the milk category, but could perhaps apply to low-involvement product categories 

where branding is employed, in general. However, it is not clear from this study which 

elements of package design for each of the brands contribute to their customer-based 

brand equity. 
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CHAPTER12 
CONCLUSION 

12.1 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE STUDY 

Several conclusions and subsequent recommendations to marketing practitioners emerge 

from the empirical study of this thesis. First, the exploratory nature of the research must 

once again be emphasised. With this, most of the results are provisional to this thesis 

only, and so the recommendations made must be received with this in mind. In relation to 

this, several recommendations regarding future study directions for the topic will be 

outlined in the last part of this chapter. 

All in all, it is believed that the perceptual and awareness results have been successfully 

controlled for in terms of any respondent demographic or purchase behaviour biases. The 

finding that the perceptual results were cogent with the unprompted open-ended results 

further supports their validity. 

With the latter in perspective, this thesis has demonstrated one way in which customer

based brand equity (in terms of brand name and package contributions) can be measured 

in terms of strength, favourability and distinctiveness, by depicting the relationships of 

the chosen milk brands and packages with the ten selected attributes, on a series of 

correspondence maps. This thesis has also shown the way in which the contribution of a 

single aspect of the 4 P elements as a trigger can build customer-based brand equity, can 

be measured, by merging the brand and the packaging relationships onto a single 

correspondence map and measuring the distances between the points. The methodology 

of this study is thus a very simple but effective way of measuring customer-based brand 

equity, which is subsequently recommended to any practitioner with the time and 

expertise to use. 

The results from the empirical study showed that for the brands, Meadow Fresh had the 

most customer-based brand equity, followed by Anchor, and Pam's. In contrast, for the 

packages, Meadow Fresh and Anchor had approximately similar customer-based brand 

equity, followed Pam's. 
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Packaging seems to have made the most customer-based brand equity contribution to the 

Meadow Fresh package, where it appears that the package contributed almost entirely to 

customer-based brand equity. This not only demonstrates the importance of packaging in 

building customer-based brand equity, but tentatively- given the sampling limitations, 

that packaging alone can build (trigger) a relatively high level of customer-based brand 

equity. 

From the latter it is suggested to marketing practitioners that putting money into package 

design is worthwhile. It can also be suggested that where resources are limited, and with 

product categories which are not advertised heavily, it may be more economical and 

worthwhile for marketing practitioners to put their money into creating an effective 

package, as opposed to spending it on other aspects of the 4 P' s (such as advertising) 

which may be more expensive and even less effective, at the expense of an inferior or 

mediocre package. Note that this is not to say that the same does not apply to any of the 

other aspects of the 4 P's individually. Evidence only exists (at least in this study) for 

packaging. 

In the case of Anchor and Pam's, it could be that the other 4 P's are holistically negating 

the effects of packaging in building customer-based brand equity. Subsequently, from 

these results it should be emphasised how important it is that the other aspects of the 4 

P' s are consistent with the image triggered by the package, so as not to holistically negate 

any positive effect of packaging on customer-based brand equity. 

A plausible explanation for the aforementioned results could be that the brands and 

packages studied are from low-involvement, not much advertised, product categories 

which are traditionally purchased on impulse, where the package is the major cue or 

decider at the point-of-purchase. Hence, these results may not necessarily apply to 

categories of higher involvement, although, because the package is still the last trigger 

that people see before purchase packaging is still likely to be relevant. In any case, 

provisionally, from these results, marketers must pay particular attention to their package 

designs for their ability to build-customer-based brand equity. As has been mentioned 

throughout this thesis, it was beyond the scope of the empirical study to pin-point those 

elements of package design which contribute to high customer-based brand equity - a task 

which would be very extensive indeed!. 
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Concerning the inclusion of the Plain Pack in the study, although not the major objective 

of this research, the results showed that contrary to expectations the Plain Pack (generic 

package) had more customer-based brand equity than Pam's, but not more than Meadow 

Fresh or Anchor. From this it could be suggested that from the point of view of 

customer-based brand equity and long term economic value, Pam's and perhaps even 

private labels in general, would be better off promoting themselves as generic brands or 

Plain Packs (assuming of course, that they are both targeting the same market!). This 

should however, again, be taken with caution, given the sampling limitations of this 

study. 

12.2 FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The exploratory nature of this thesis and its results and conclusions point to a number of 

recommendations for future research. Each of these will be outlined in turn. 

1. To replicate the empirical study using a representative sample, in 

order to validate the fmdings and provide meaningful information 

to the marketers of the brands concerned with regards to their 

brand positionings and relative strengths. 

2. To replicate the empirical study for a high involvement product 

category in order to investigate the ability of packaging to build 

customer-based brand equity at this level, and whether the 

influence of packaging as opposed to only the brand name as a 

trigger, is lower than for the low-involvement fmdings. 

3. To repeat the empirical study for the other aspects of the 4 P 

elements (outlined in Chapter 3 of this thesis), so as to build up 

over time knowledge of how much each of the 4 P' s contribute to 

customer-based brand equity as opposed to only the brand name 

as a trigger, for given product categories. 

4. To replicate the empirical study with more established brands to 

investigate whether the same differential effect exists between the 

package as a trigger and the brand name as a trigger for brands 

whose images are already "ingrain" in consumers' minds. 
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5. Drawing upon the literature in Chapter 5 of this thesis, investigate 

which of the various package design elements of the brands 

concerned in this empirical study contribute to customer-based 

brand equity, and their relative strengths in doing so. 

It should be noted however, that although the first four recommendations would be 

suitable within the time and work frames of a Masters Thesis (recommendation three, 

several theses - one for each aspect), the fifth recommendation would be most suited to a 

Doctoral Thesis. It is suggested that this research be conducted by isolating each design 

element in turn, and comparing its differential effect on customer-based brand equity 

using the methodology of this empirical study, to infer its contribution to customer-based 

brand equity, as part of the package trigger. 
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APPENDIX A 

Measurement of Brand Knowledge Constructs Related to 

Customer-Based Brand Equity 

Construct 

Brand Awareness 
Recall 

Recognition 

Brand Image 

Measure{s) 

Correct identification of brand given 
product category or some other type of 
probe as cue 

· Correct discrimination of brand as having 
been previously seen or heard 

Characteristics of brand associations 
Type Free association tasks, projective 

techniques, depth interviews 
Favorability Ratings of evaluations of associations 

Strength Ratings of beliefs of association 

Relationships among brand associations 
Uniqueness Compare characteristics of associations 

Congruence 

Leverage 

with those of competitors (indirect 
measure) 

Ask consumers what they consider to be 
the unique aspects of the brand (direct 
measure) 

Compare patterns of associations across 
consumers (indirect measure) 

Ask consumers conditional expectations 
about associations (direct measure) 

Compare characteristics of secondary 
associations with those for a primary 
brand association (indirect measure) 

Ask consumers directly what inferences 
they would make about the brand based 
on the primary brand association (direct 
measure) 

Purpose of Measure{s) 

Capture "top-of-mind" accessibility of 
brand in memory 

Capture potential retrievability or 
availability of brand in memory 

Provide insight into nature of brand 
associations 

Assess key dimension producing 
differential consumer response 

Assess key dimension producing 
differential consumer response 

Provide insight into the extent to which 
brand associations are not shared with 
other brands; assess key dimension 
producing differential consumer response 

Provide insight into the extent to which 
brand associations are shared, affecting 
their favorability, strength, or uniqueness 

Provide insight into the extent to which 
brand associations to a particular person, 
place, event, company, product class, etc. 
are linked to other associations, 
producing secondary associations for the 
brand 

•This table describes the indirect approach of assessing potential sources of customer-based brand equity by measuring brand 

knowledge. The direct approach to measuring customer-based brand equity involves measuring the effects of brand knowledge 

on consumer response to marketing-for example, by conducting experiments in which one group of consumers respond to an 

element of the marketing mix when it is attributed to the brand, and another group of consumers respond to the same marketing 

mix element when it is attributed to a fictitiously named or unnamed version of the product or service. 

Source Keller (1993 : 14). 
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INTERVIEW INTO THE VALUE THAT 

PACKAGING BUILDS INTO MILK BRANDS 

[INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTIONS TO RESPONDENTS:] 

The purpose of this interview is to better understand the value of cow milk to 

consumers, and the value of the packages that it is purchased in. 

This interview uses as a case study carton [show prop] packages of Standard 

milk. There are four sections to it - three small ones and one larger one. For 

the first section, you have to tell me the answers verbally. For the second, 

third and fourth sections, you have to write answers. 

Please answer all questions as accurately and honestly as you can. This 

research is very important, so try to answer all questions. This interview 

should only take about twenty minutes. 

All answers are treated as confidential, and will be analysed in the form of a 

statistical summary only. For your help, you will go into a draw to win one 

prize of $150 cash when this interview is fully completed. 
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Respondent number 

[I SECTION ONE: YOUR AWARENESS OF MILK] 

The first section to this interview is about your awareness of milk. 
The questions require you to think up your own answers. Please 
answer as fully as you can, giving answers as soon as you think of 
them. 

1. What thoughts first come to you mind when you think of milk? 

2. What sorts of people do you think typically use milk? 

3. What do you think to be the reasons for people using milk? [probe] 

4. Do you ... [tick box] 

1) Like milk very much D 
2) Like milk D 
3) Neither like nor dislike milk D 
4) Dislike milk D 
5) Dislike milk very much D 
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5. Please name as many brands of milk as you know ... 

6. Which of these brands do you usually buy? 

Please rank them in order of how often they are bought. 

7. Which of these brands do you never buy? 

8. Your 'Ideal' brand of milk is that brand that you imagine would 

provide you the most benefits. It may include aspects that you like from 

existing brands, as well as new and improved ones. 

9. 

Please describe your 'Ideal' brand of milk in terms of the benefits it 

would provide ... [probe] 

Describe the sorts of people who would use your 'Ideal' brand of milk ... 

[probe] 
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[11 SECTION TWO: GENERAL MILK BENEFITS] 

Now, I would like to ask you some questions about milk brands - Meadow 

Fresh, Anchor, Pam's, and your 'Ideal' brand of milk [show props]. To make 
it easy for you, I am going to ask you to compare them in pairs. For each pair 
of brands, I will ask you a number of questions. Would you please tell me, 

using this scoring sheet [hand over scoring sheet] which of each of the 

following pairs matches the question better, by placing a tick in the column 

beside those brands. 

For example, for the statement: "Looking at each of the following pairs of 
packages, which of each pair is more for happy people?", if you think that the 

Meadow Fresh package is more for happy people than Anchor is, place a tick in 

the column next to 'Meadow Fresh', as shown in this worked example [show 
prop]. Similarly, if you think that buyers of the Pam's milk package are more 

likely to be happy people than Anchor buyers, place a tick in the column beside 

'Pam's' - and so on. 

This is the largest section to this interview, so please feel free to take your 
time over it, and try to answer all the questions. Refer to the photographs 
[show props] to jog your memory. 

Also, please tick only ONE brand per pair. After you have finished, please fill 
in sections Three and Four, which are attached to the back of your scoring 

sheet. 

Go to it ... 
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Looking at each of the following pairs of brands, which of each pair is more 
for happy people? 

Meadow Fresh --.) or Anchor 

Anchor or Pam's --.) 

Pam's --.) or Meadow Fresh 

Meadow Fresh --.) or Ideal brand 

Anchor or Ideal brand --.) 

Pam's --.) or Ideal brand 
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10. Looking at each of the following pairs of brands, which of each Office 

pair is more for patriotic people? Use Only 

66 
Meadow Fresh or Ideal brand 

Anchor Pam's 
67 

or 

Meadow Fresh or Pam's 68 

Meadow Fresh or Anchor 69 

Anchor or Ideal brand 70 

Ideal brand or Pam's 71 

11. Looking at each of the following pairs of brands, which of each pair is 
more for caring people? 

72 

Anchor or Pam's 

73 
Meadow Fresh or Anchor 

Pam's Meadow Fresh 
74 

or 

Ideal brand or Pam's 75 

Anchor or Ideal brand 76 

Meadow Fresh or Ideal brand 77 

12. Looking at each of the following pairs of brands, which of each pair is 
2. 

more for conservative people? 
01 

Pam's or Ideal brand 
02 

Anchor or Pam's 

03 
Ideal brand or Meadow Fresh 

Meadow Fresh Pam's 
04 

or 

Anchor or Ideal brand 05 

Meadow Fresh or Anchor 06 

13. Looking at each of the following pairs of brands, which of each pair is 
more for people who are concerned about health and fitness? 07 

Meadow Fresh or Anchor 
08 

Ideal brand or Meadow Fresh 
09 

Pam's or Meadow Fresh 

10 
Pam's or Anchor 
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Ideal brand or Pam's 11 

Ideal brand or Anchor 12 

14. Looking at each of the following pairs of brands, which of each pair is 
more for people who seek value for money? 

13 

Anchor or Meadow Fresh 
14 

Anchor or Pam's 

15 
Ideal brand or Anchor 

Meadow Fresh Ideal brand 
16 

or 

Meadow Fresh or Pam's 17 

Pam's or Ideal brand 18 

15. Looking at each of the following pairs of brands, which of each pair is 
more for traditional people? 19 

Meadow Fresh or Anchor 
20 

Meadow Fresh or Ideal brand 
21 

Pam's or Meadow Fresh 

22 
Anchor or Pam's 

Anchor Ideal brand 
23 

or 

Ideal brand or Pam's 24 

16. Looking at each of the following pairs of brands, which of each pair is 
more for environmentally conscious people? 

Meadow Fresh Ideal brand 
25 

or 

Ideal brand or Pam's 26 

Pam's or Meadow Fresh 27 

Meadow Fresh or Anchor 28 

Anchor or Ideal brand 29 

Pam's or Anchor 
30 

17. Looking at each of the following pairs of brands, which of each pair is 
more for people who enjoy peace and quiet? 

31 
Anchor or Pam's 

Meadow Fresh Anchor 
32 

or 
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Ideal brand or Meadow Fresh 33 

Anchor or Ideal brand 34 

Meadow Fresh or Pam's 
35 

Pam's or Ideal brand 
36 

18. Looking at each of the following pairs of brands, which of each pair is 
more for family oriented people? 

37 
Meadow Fresh or Anchor 

Anchor Ideal brand 
38 

or 

Pam's or Meadow Fresh 39 

Meadow Fresh or Ideal brand 40 

Ideal brand or Pam's 41 

Pam's or Anchor 42 

19. Looking at each of the following pairs of brands, which of each pair is 
more for people who are concerned about how others see them? 43 

Ideal brand or Pam's 44 

Anchor or Pam's 45 

Pam's or Meadow Fresh 
46 

Ideal brand or Meadow Fresh 
47 

Anchor or Ideal brand 
48 

Anchor or Meadow Fresh 
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Ill SECTION THREE: YOUR PURCHASE & USE OF MILK 

The next few questions look at your buying patterns and 

consumption of milk. For each of the questions, please tick which of 

the answer-options given best corresponds to your answer. 

20. Approximately, how much milk do you personally usually consume in a 

week, given that 1litre (or 1 carton) is equivalent to 4 average glasses? 

1) 7 or more litres D 
2) 5 to under 7 litres D 
3) 3 to under 5 litres D 
4) 1 to under 3 litres D 
5) under 1 litre D 

21. Of all milk consumed in your household, what proportion do you 

personally do the shopping for? 

1) All 0 
2) Most D 
3) Some D 
4) None go to Question 24 D 

22. Where do you purchase your milk from most often? 

1) Milk vendor D 
2) Supermarket D 
3) Dairy D 
4) Other D 

23. Please rank the following milk packages according to how often you 

purchase them. Do not rank any you never purchase. 

1) Glass bottle D 
2) Plastic container D 
3) Carton D 
4) Other 

D 
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IV SECTION FOUR: CLASSIFICATION 

Finally, I just need to ask a few questions about yourself to ensure 

that I have a good cross-section of people in my survey. Again, for 

each question, except for Question 25, please tick which of the 

answer options given best corresponds to your answer. 

24. Are you 

1) Male D or 2) Female D 

25. What is your age? (please fill in) 

years 

26. Which best describes the ethnic group to which you most identify? 

1) NZ European!Pakeha D 

2) NZMaori D 
3) Pacific Island D 
4) European, born in UK D 
5) European, born elsewhere D 
6) Other D 

27. Which best describes your current housing arrangements? 

1) Living at home D 

2) Living at a flat, hostel, or boarding house D 
3) Living with a spouse or partner D 

28. How much Student Allowance do you receive a week (not including 

Accommodation Benefit)? 

1) over $109/full amount 
D 

2) $100 to under $109 D 

3) $50 to under $100 D 

4) $10 to under $50 D 
5) under $1 0/not eligible D 

Thank you for your help. I hope you enjoyed participating in the 

survey. Should you win the $150 cash prize, you will be contacted 

by phone in the next couple of weeks. 
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INTERVIEW INTO THE VALUE THAT 

PACKAGING BUILDS INTO MILK BRANDS 

[INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTIONS TO RESPONDENTS:] 

The purpose of this interview is to better understand the value of cow milk to 
consumers, and the value of the packages that it is purchased in. 

This interview uses as a case study carton [show prop] packages of Standard 

milk. There are four sections to it - three small ones and one larger one. For 
the first section, you have to tell me the answers verbally. For the second, 

third and fourth sections, you have to write answers. 

Please answer all questions as accurately and honestly as you can. This 

research is very important, so try to answer all questions. This interview 
should only take about twenty minutes. 

All answers are treated as confidential, and will be analysed in the form of a 
statistical summary only. For your help, you will go into a draw to win one 
prize of $150 cash when this interview is fully completed. 
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Respondent number 

[I SECTION ONE: YOUR AWARENESS OF MILK] 

The first section to this interview is about your awareness of milk. 
The questions require you to think up your own answers. Please 
answer as fully as you can, giving answers as soon as you think of 
them. 

1. What thoughts first come to you mind when you think of milk? 

2. What sorts of people do you think typically use milk? 

3 . What do you think to be the reasons for people using milk? [probe] 

4. Do you ... [tick box] 

1) Like milk very much D 
2) Like milk D 
3) Neither like nor dislike milk D 
4) Dislike milk D 
5) Dislike milk very much D 
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5. Please name as many brands of milk as you know ... 

6. Which of these brands do you usually buy? 

Please rank them in order of how often they are bought. 

7. Which of these brands do you never buy? 

8. Your 'Ideal' brand of milk is that brand that you imagine would 

provide you the most benefits. It may include aspects that you like from 

existing brands, as well as new and improved ones. 

Please describe your 'Ideal' brand of milk in terms of the benefits it 

would provide ... [probe] 

9. Describe the sorts of people who would use your 'Ideal' brand of milk ... 

[probe] 
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[11 SECTION TWO: MILK PACKAGE BENEFITS] 

Now, I will ask you some questions about milk packages - Meadow Fresh, 

Anchor, Pam's, Plain packs [show props], and your 'Ideal' milk package. To 

make it easy for you, I am going to ask you to compare them in pairs. For each 

pair of packages, I will ask you a number of questions. Would you please tell 

me, using this scoring sheet [hand over scoring sheet] which of each of the 

following pairs matches the question better, by placing a tick in the column 

beside those packages. 

For example, for the statement: "Looking at each of the following pairs of 

packages, which of each pair is more for happy people?", if you think that the 

Meadow Fresh package is more for happy people than Anchor is, place a tick in 

the column next to 'Meadow Fresh', as shown in this worked example [show 

prop]. Similarly, if you think that buyers of the Pam's milk package are more 

likely to be happy people than Anchor buyers, place a tick in the column beside 

'Pam's' - and so on. 

This is the largest section to this interview, so please feel free to take your 

time over this section, and try to answer all the questions. Refer to the 

packages [show props] to jog your memory. 

Also, please tick only ONE package per pair. After you have finished, please 

fill in sections Three and Four, which are attached to the back of your scoring 

sheet. 

Go to it ... 
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Looking at each of the following pairs of packages, which of each pair is more 
for happy people? 

Meadow Fresh ...; or Anchor 

Anchor or Pam's ...; 

Pam's ...; or Meadow Fresh 

Meadow Fresh ...; or Ideal brand 

Anchor or Ideal brand ...; 

Pam's ...; or Ideal brand 

Meadow Fresh ...; or Plain pack 

Anchor ...; or Plain pack 

Pam's or Plain pack ...; 

Ideal brand or Plain pack ...; 
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10. Looking at each of the following pairs of packages, which of each pair For 

is more for patriotic people? Office 
Use Only 

Anchor or Plain pack 66 

Ideal brand or Pam's 67 

Pam's or Meadow Fresh 
68 

Meadow Fresh or Ideal brand 
69 

Ideal brand or Plain pack 
70 

Pam's or Anchor 71 

Anchor or Meadow Fresh 72 

Meadow Fresh or Plain pack 
73 

Plain pack or Pam's 
74 

Ideal brand or Anchor 75 

11. Looking at each of the following pairs of packages, which of each pair 
is more for caring people? 

Plain pack Meadow Fresh 
76 

or 

Anchor or Ideal brand 77 

Pam's or Meadow Fresh 78 

79 

Meadow Fresh or Ideal brand 

2. 
Anchor or Pam's 01 

Plain pack or Pam's 
02 

Meadow Fresh or Anchor 
03 

Anchor or Plain pack 04 

Pam's or Ideal brand 05 

Ideal brand or Plain pack 06 

12. Looking at each of the following pairs of packages, which of each pair 
is more for conservative people? 

Meadow Fresh or Pam's 07 

Anchor or Pam's 08 

Anchor or Meadow Fresh 
09 
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Meadow Fresh or Ideal brand 10 

Anchor or Ideal brand 11 

Pam's or Ideal brand 
12 

Meadow Fresh or Plain pack 
13 

Anchor or Plain pack 
14 

Pam's or Plain pack 15 

Ideal brand or Plain pack 16 

13. Looking at each of the following pairs of packages, which of each pair 
is more for people concerned about health and fitness? 

17 

Plain pack or Meadow Fresh 
18 

Meadow Fresh or Plain pack 

19 
Pam's or Ideal brand 

Meadow Fresh Ideal brand 
20 

or 

Plain pack or Ideal brand 21 

Pam's or Anchor 22 

Meadow Fresh or Anchor 23 

Anclior or Plain pack 24 

Plain pack or Pam's 
25 

Ideal brand or Anchor 
26 

14. Looking at each of the following pairs of packages, which of each pair 
is more for people who seek value for money? 

Meadow Fresh Anchor 
27 

or 

Ideal brand or Anchor 28 

Pam's or Meadow Fresh 29 

Meadow Fresh or Plain pack 30 

Anchor or Pam's 31 

Pam's or Ideal brand 
32 

Meadow Fresh or Ideal brand 
33 
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Ideal brand or Plain pack 34 

Plain pack or Pam's 35 

Anchor or Plain pack 36 

15. Looking at each of the following pairs of packages, which of each pair 
is more for traditional people? 

37 

Plain pack or Anchor 

38 
Anchor or Pam's 

Pam's Meadow Fresh 
39 

or 

Meadow Fresh or Plain pack 40 

Ideal brand or Plain pack 41 

Plain pack or Pam's 42 

Meadow Fresh or Ideal brand 43 

Anchor or Meadow Fresh 
44 

Pam's or Ideal brand 45 

Ideal brand or Anchor 46 

16. Looking at each of the following pairs of packages, which of each pair 
is more for environmentally conscious people? 47 

Meadow Fresh or Ideal brand 
48 

Ideal brand or Anchor 
49 

Pam's or Plain pack 

50 
Meadow Fresh or Anchor 

Anchor Pam's 
51 

or 

Plain pack or Ideal brand 52 

Meadow Fresh or Meadow Fresh 53 

Anchor or Plain pack 54 

Plain pack or Pam's 55 

Ideal brand Pam's 
56 

or 
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17. Looking at each of the following pairs of packages, which of each pair 
is more for people who enjoy peace and quiet? 

Meadow Fresh Anchor 
57 

or 

Plain pack or Pam's 58 

Pam's or Ideal brand 59 

Ideal brand or Meadow Fresh 60 

Anchor or Ideal brand 61 

Pam's or Meadow Fresh 
62 

Meadow Fresh or Plain pack 63 

Ideal brand or Plain pack 64 

Pam's or Anchor 65 

Anchor or Plain pack 
66 

18. Looking at each of the following pairs of packages, which of each pair 
is more for family oriented people? 

67 

Plain pack or Pam's 

68 
Ideal brand or Pam's 

Pam's Meadow Fresh 
69 

or 

Meadow Fresh or Plain pack 70 

Plain pack or Ideal brand 71 

Pam's or Anchor 72 

Ideal brand or Meadow Fresh 73 

Anchor or Plain pack 
74 

Anchor or Meadow Fresh 75 

Ideal brand or Anchor 76 

19. Looking at each of the following pairs of packages, which of each pair 
is more for people who are concerned about how others see them? 

Meadow Fresh or Pam's 77 

Anchor or Pam's 78 

Anchor or Meadow Fresh 79 
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Ideal brand 
~ 

Meadow Fresh or 01 

Ideal brand or Anchor 
02 

Pam's or Plain pack 
03 

Plain pack or Meadow Fresh 04 

Ideal brand or Plain pack 05 

Pam's or Ideal brand 
06 

Plain pack Anchor 
07 

or 
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Ill SECTION THREE: YOUR PURCHASE & USE OF MILK 

The next few questions look at your buying patterns and 

consumption of milk. For each of the questions, please tick which of 

the answer-options given best corresponds to your answer. 

20. Approximately, how much milk do you personally usually consume in a 

week, given that 1litre (or 1 carton) is equivalent to 4 average glasses? 

1) 7 or more litres D 
2) 5 to under 7 litres D 
3) 3 to under 5 litres D 
4) 1 to under 3 litres D 
5) under 11itre D 

21. Of all milk consumed in your household, what proportion do you 

personally do the shopping for? 

1) All 0 
2) Most D 
3) Some D 
4) None go to Question 24 D 

22. Where do you purchase your milk from most often? 

1) Milk vendor D 

2) Supermarket D 
3) Dairy D 
4) Other D 

23. Please rank the following milk packages according to how often you 

purchase them. Do not rank any you never purchase. 

1) Glass bottle D 
2) Plastic container D 
3) Carton D 
4) Other 

D 
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IV SECTION FOUR: CLASSIFICATION 

Finally, I just need to ask a few questions about yourself to ensure 

that I have a good cross-section of people in my survey. Again, for 

each question, except for Question 25, please tick which of the 

answer options given best corresponds to your answer. 

24. Areyou 

1) Male D or 2) Female D 

25. What is your age? (please fill in) 

years 

26. Which best describes the ethnic group to which you most identify? 

1) NZ European!Pakeha D 
2) NZMaori D 
3) Pacific Island D 
4) European, born in UK D 
5) European, born elsewhere D 
6) Other D 

27. Which best describes your current housing arrangements? 

1) Living at home D 
2) Living at a flat, hostel, or boarding house D 
3) Living with a spouse or partner D 

28. How much Student Allowance do you receive a week (not including 

Accommodation Benefit)? 

1) over $109/full amount 
D 

2) $100 to under $109 D 

3) $50 to under $100 D 
4) $10 to under $50 D 
5) under $10/not eligible D 

Thank you for your help. I hope you enjoyed participating in the 

survey. Should you win the $150 cash prize, you will be contacted 
by phone in the next couple of weeks. 
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APPENDIXD 

The Brand Name Triggers 
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The Package Triggers 

- Meadow Fresh 
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- Pam's 
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- Plain Pack 

MIL 
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- All Packages 
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APPENDIXF 

Background on Correspondence Analysis 

"Correspondence Analysis (CA), sometimes called dual scaling, is a recently developed 

interdependence technique that facilitates dimensional reduction and provides for 

perceptual mapping" (Hair et al, 1992 : 340). It is an MDS technique which "generates as 

an output a perceptual map in which the elements of attributes and brands are both 

positioned" (Aaker and Day, 1990: 576). Whereas in a factor analysis the variables are 

assumed to be interval scaled, continuous variables, correspondence analysis accepts as 

inputs binary or zero-one data reflecting the association of an attribute or other variable 

with a brand or other object (Aaker and Day, 1990). 

Correspondence Analysis "visualises relationships among categories m a set of 

crosstabulations by their proximity on a scattergram" (Goodnow, 1989 : 1). In its most 

basic form, it employs a contingency table, which is the crosstabulation of two categorical 

(nominal) variables. It then transforms the nonmetric data to a metric level form and 

performs dimensional reduction similar to factor analysis - eigenvalues are derived for 

each dimension, indicating the relative contribution of dimensions in explaining the 

variance in the categories. But it also performs a form of perceptual mapping similar to 

MDS, where categories are represented in multidimensional space. 

Caution must however, be made when interpreting a Correspondence Analysis map. The 

geometric display of each set of points (row or column) reveals the nature of similarities 

and variation within the set, and the joint display shows the correspondence between sets. 

However, although distances between points from the same set can be interpreted, 

distances between points from different sets cannot be interpreted because these distances 

do not approximate any defined quantity (Hoffman & Franke, 1986). 

This form of analysis has three advantages that make it an appropriate technique: 

1. It can reveal relationships between variables; 

2. In addition to showing that variables are related, it can help show how 

they are related; 

3. It has flexible data requirements (Hoffman and Franke, 1986; Wall, 

1991). 
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One procedure or technique available for performing a correspondence analysis is 

MAPWISE, which is suitable for use on a personal computer. Another technique, 

CORRAN, also available for use on a personal computer, was not attempted, simply 

because it is a less up-to-date and highly thought of analytical procedure [than 

MAPWISE] (Goodnow, 1989). A third programme ANACOR, available on the personal 

computer version of SPSSx was also not attempted simply due to the greater ease of data 

input in analysis with the MAPWISE programme. 

In an article in the Fall 1989 Journal of Marketing Research, Goodnow (author of the 

MAPWISE programme) (Greenacre, 1989a) shows that MAPWISE defines true 

distances both within and between row and column categories with 92 to 98% accuracy. 

MAPWISE scales axes by the percentage of variance they explain. Given that MAPWISE 

plots all points on the map in Euclidian metric distance, their closeness can be measured. 

"MAPWISE relates categories with other categories by correctly positioning all points as 

centroids on the map" (Goodnow, 1991). 

In order to interpret a correspondence map, two terms must be defined. The first, 

absolute contributions to inertia indicate the percentage of variance explained by each 

point (attribute or object) in relation to each of the axes (principal components). Absolute 

contributions in effect may be considered as the importance of each attribute or object 

(brand or package) in determining the direction of the axes, and are thus used to help 

interpret the principal components obtained. Attributes I objects with a large contribution 

to a principal axis are identified as important in determining the direction of the axis. 

Relative contributions to inertia, on the other hand, are used to calculate the quality of the 

representation of each point (attribute or object) in the joint space. Some information is 

lost in reducing the number of dimensions or components. The quality measure indicates 

how well the points are represented in the dimension-reduced space. If quality equals 

unity or one, no information was lost in dimensionality reduction. Relative contributions 

to inertia may also be used to assess how much of the variance in each attribute or object 

is explained by each of the principal components. 
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Correspondence maps reveal by their proximities, those brands similarly perceived by 

respondents on the ten attributes, and similarly preferred relative to the "ideal" brand. 

Their relative positions as points in the two-dimensional space indicate the similarities and 

differences among them with respect to the attributes. Geometrically, a particular brand 

will tend to a position in its space corresponding to the attribute categories predominant in 

that profile. Similarly, those attributes close together in the display share similar 

perceptions and thus constitute attributes which would complement each other in a 

marketing programme for milk for this sample (given that it is unrepresentative and was 

chosen for convenience). Their relative positions as points in the two-dimensional space 

indicate the similarities and differences among them with respect to the brands. A 

particular attribute category will tend along the principal axes in the direction of the brands 

that are relatively prominent in that profile. Further, the closer a point (brand or attribute) 

to the "ideal" brand, the more "preferred" that attribute or brand. 
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APPENDIXG 

The Pretest Questionnaire 
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PRETEST QUESTIONNAIRE - RELEVANT PERSONALITY 

TRAITS OF MILK CONSUMERS 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine which of a number of personality traits (or 
types) chosen from the New Zealand Lifestyles study of 1989, are applicable to milk 
consumers. 

The following statements all describe particular types of people. For each of these statements, 
please indicate the extent to which you feel that it is an important descriptor of milk consumers, 
by circling the appropriate option. 

1. Patriotic/loyal people 1 2 3 4 5 

2. Trendy people 1 2 3 4 5 

3. Caring people 1 2 3 4 5 

4. People who value an education 1 2 3 4 5 

5. Conservative people 1 2 3 4 5 

6. Optimistic people 1 2 3 4 5 

7. People with high morals 1 2 3 4 5 

8. Environmentally conscious people 1 2 3 4 5 

9. Happy people 1 2 3 4 5 

10. Strict people 1 2 3 4 5 

11. Traditional people 1 2 3 4 5 

12. Family oriented people 1 2 3 4 5 

13. Independent people 1 2 3 4 5 

14. People who prefer to work with others 1 2 3 4 5 
than on their own 
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15. People concerned about appearance 1 2 3 4 5 

16. Ambitious people 1 2 3 4 5 

17. Followers rather than leaders 1 2 3 4 5 

18. Cautious people 1 2 3 4 5 

19. Outgoing people 1 2 3 4 5 

20. People attracted to simplicity and natural 1 2 3 4 5 
living 

21. Doers and achievers 1 2 3 4 5 

22. Strivers 1 2 3 4 5 

23. Homebodies 1 2 3 4 5 

24. People who enjoy shopping 1 2 3 4 5 

25. People who shop a lot for specials 1 2 3 4 5 

26. People who exercise regularly to keep fit 1 2 3 4 5 

27. People who make a special effort to eat 1 2 3 4 5 

low fat foods 

28. People who buy things which are top 1 2 3 4 5 

quality 

29. Practical people 1 2 3 4 5 

30. People who enjoy novelty and excitement 1 2 3 4 5 

31. Suspicious people 1 2 3 4 5 

Thank you for participating in this survey. Your cooperation is much 
appreciated. 
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APPENDIXH 

Factor Results from the Pretest 

Factor 1 (14.3%) Factor 2 (11.7%) Factor 3 (9.9%) 

Caring Conservative Health & Fitness 

Caring Conservative Appearances 

Practical Independent Exercise 

Strict Cautious Strivers 

Factor 4 (9.0%) Factor 5 (8.7%) Factor 6 (6.6%) 

Value-for-money Traditional Environmentally 

conscious 

Buy quality Traditional Environment 

Enjoy shopping Suspicious Work 

Buy specials Happy Follower 

Factor 7 (5.8%) Factor 8 (4.5%) Factor 9 (4.0%) 

Peace & Quiet Patriotic Family 

Not novelty & excitement Patriotic Family 

Low fat Traditional 

Education 

Factor 10 (3.8%) 

How others see others 

Appearances 

Morals 

Strict 

Suspicious 
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APPENDIX I 

Please name as many brands of milk as you know ... (Multiple Response Analysis). 

Percentage of Percentage of 

Brand Frequency Responses Re~ondents 

Anchor 64 19.3 71.1 

Meadow Fresh 57 17.2 63.3 

Tararua 10 3.0 11.1 

So Fresh 8 2.4 8.9 

Pam's 8 2.4 8.9 

Countdown 2 0.6 2.2 

None 19 5.7 21.1 
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APPENDIXJ 

Which of these brands do you usually buy? ... (Multiple Response Analysis). 

Percentage of Percentage of 

Brand Frequency Responses Respondents 

Meadow Fresh 39 14.7 43.3 

Anchor 21 7.9 23.3 

Tararua 4 1.5 4.4 

Pam's 3 1.1 3.3 

So Fresh 2 0.8 2.2 

Countdown 1 0.4 1.1 

None 9 3.4 10.0 
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APPENDIXK 

What thoughts first come to your mind when you think of milk? 

(Multiple Response Analysis). 

Percentage of Percentage of 

"Thoughts" Frequency Responses Respondents 

Cows 42 15.7 47.7 

Calcium/Osteoperosis 26 9.0 27.3 

Healthy people 23 8.6 26.1 

Cereal/breakfast/mornings 18 6.7 20.5 

White 16 6.0 18.2 
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APPENDIXL 

What do you think to be the reasons for people drinking milk? 

(Multiple Response Analysis). 

Percentage of Percentage of 

"Reasons" Frequency Responses Respondents 

Calcium 52 24.2 57.8 

Tastes good 35 16.3 38.9 

Tea/coffee 15 7.0 16.7 

Baking/cooking 15 7.0 16.7 

Cereal/breakfast 14 6.5 15.6 

A drink 13 6.0 14.4 

Health 12 5.6 13.3 
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APPENDIX M 

What sorts of people do you think typically drink milk? 

(Multiple Response Analysis). 

Percentage of 

"Sorts" Frequency Responses 

Everyone/most 45 24.5 

Children 29 15.8 

Health conscious 20 10.9 

Sporting/active 15 8.2 

Families 12 6.5 

Mothers 11 6.0 

Babies 11 6.0 
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APPENDIXN 

Please describe your "ideal" brand of milk in terms of the benefits it would provide? 

(Multiple Response Analysis). 

Percentage of Percentage of 

"Ideal" benefits Frequency Responses Re~ondents 

Low fat/trim 48 22.5 53.9 

Rich in Calcium 36 17.1 40.4 

Tastes good 30 13.7 32.6 

Best packaging 11 5.5 12.1 
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APPENDIXO 

What sorts of people do you think typically would use your "ideal" brand of milk? 

(Multiple Response Analysis). 

Percentage of Percentage of 

"Ideal" sort Frequency Responses Respondents 

Anyone/everyone 31 20.1 34.4 

Health conscious 31 20.1 34.4 

Young/children 17 11.0 18.5 

Energetic/active 16 10.4 17.8 

Weight conscious 12 7.7 13.3 

Families 8 5.2 8.9 
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APPENDIXP 

Input Matrix for Correspondence Analysis: General Sample 
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Attribute 

Brarxi Patriotism Caring Conservatism Health and Value for Traditionalism Environmentally Peace and Family How others 
Fitness Money Conscious Quiet Orientation see others 

Meadow 92 101 75 99 63 87 105 99 95 94 

Anchor 101 84 78 82 38 117 63 78 84 96 

Pam's 43 47 71 4 107 24 19 44 42 4 

Ideal 38 44 53 90 69 49 90 55 56 83 

Total 274 276 277 275 277 277 277 276 277 277 
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APPENDIXQ 

Input Matrix for Correspondence Analysis: Package Sample 

- Without the Plain Pack 
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Attribute 

Package Patriotism Caring Conservatism Health and Value for Traditionalism Environmentally Peace and Family How others 
Fitness Money Conscious Quiet Orientation see others 

Meadow 90 93 74 68 47 89 96 112 85 82 
Anchor 74 69 64 89 38 76 47 37 60 92 
Pam's 28 17 59 8 104 48 22 42 64 6 
Ideal 66 79 61 92 67 45 91 65 49 78 

Total 258 258 258 257 256 258 256 256 258 256 
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APPENDIXR 

Input Matrix for Correspondence Analysis: Package Sample 

- With the Plain Pack 
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Attribute 

Package Patriotism Caring Conservatism Health and Value for Traditionalism Environmentally Peace and Family How others 
Fitness Money Conscious Quiet Orientation see others 

Meadow 131 130 92 107 50 117 118 147 121 123 

Anchor 111 102 83 130 43 99 61 52 89 133 

Pam's 59 48 71 37 123 72 34 55 97 35 

Ideal 104 110 78 132 76 63 116 86 75 121 

Plain Pack 25 40 106 23 136 77 99 88 47 18 

Total 430 430 430 429 428 428 428 428 429 430 
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APPENDIXS 

Input Matrix for Correspondence Analysis: Total Sample 
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Brarxl Patriotism Caring 

Meadow (B) 92 101 

Anchor (B) 101 84 

Pam's(B) 43 47 

Ideal (B) 38 44 

Meadow(P) 90 93 

Anchor (P) 74 69 

Pam's (P) 28 17 

Ideal (P) 66 79 

Total 532 534 

(B) denotes a brand name trigger 
(P) denotes a package trigger 

Attribute 

Conservatism Health and Value for 
Fitness Money 

75 99 63 
78 82 38 
71 4 107 
53 90 69 
74 68 47 

64 89 38 
59 8 104 

61 92 67 

535 532 533 
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Traditionalism Environmentally Peace and Family How others 
Conscious Quiet Orientation see others 

87 105 99 95 94 

117 63 78 84 96 

24 19 44 42 4 

49 90 55 56 83 

89 96 112 85 82 

76 47 37 60 92 

48 22 42 64 6 

45 91 65 49 78 

535 533 532 535 533 




